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The concept of quasi-average introduced by N. N. Bogoliubov for describing the states of many-
particle systems with spontaneously broken symmetry~superfluid liquids, superconductors,
crystals, etc.! is generalized so that the fields introduced into the initial Hamiltonian for breaking
its symmetry are not presumed to be given from outside, but are determined by the
properties of the physical object itself and can be found by solving the system of equations in
the self-consistent field approximation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00109-6#
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The concept of quasi-average was introduced
Bogoliubov1,2 from an analysis of many-particle system
with a degenerate statistical equilibrium state. Such a sta
inherent in various physical objects such as liquid helium
the superfluid phase, metals in the superconducting s
magnets in the ferromagnetic state, crystals and many o
systems consisting of a large number of interacting partic
The states that can be described only by introducing the c
cept of quasi-average are characterized by observables w
cannot be calculated on the basis of conventional avera
since the corresponding mean values vanish in view of
symmetry properties of the Hamiltonian. In order of obta
nonzero values of observables, Bogoliubov proposed tha
initial Hamiltonian should be supplemented with a Ham
tonian ~with a small coefficientn! containing external fields
breaking the symmetry responsible for zero mean valu
Subsequent averaging should be carried out with the
Hamiltonian, going over to the limitn→0 after the thermo-
dynamic limiting transitionV→` ~V is the volume of the
system!. The mean values obtained in this way are cal
quasi-average values and can differ from zero in a cer
range of thermodynamic parameters. The states with non
quasi-averages are known as states with spontaneously
ken symmetry.

The concept of quasi-average introduced by Bogoliub
is useful for studying phase transitions accompanied b
change in the symmetry of the static equilibrium state. Ho
ever, a number of important interconnected factors are
touched upon when the concept of quasi-average is use
its present form. For example, the fact that the symmetry
the phase into which the system goes over from the symm
ric state must be known beforehand is not quite conveni
The type of spontaneously broken symmetry cannot be
termined by using the concept of quasi-average alone
would be helpful if the concept of quasi-average include
method providing~at least in principle! information on the
states with spontaneously broken symmetry, that are pos
for given values of thermodynamic parameters. This wo
permit the construction of the phase diagram of a sys
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microscopic approach. This problem cannot be solved
assuming that the fields breaking the symmetry are gi
externally. The inclusion of auxiliary fields can violate an
symmetry of the system arbitrarily, but not all of the possib
combinations are admissible. It would be more natural if
type of symmetry breaking were determined~as is usually
the case! not by external fields defined in a certain way or
additional boundary condition selecting the required symm
try in some other way, but by the many-particle system its
and the symmetry of interactions between particles. Na
rally, the symmetry of the state of a system in real exter
fields is also determined by the symmetry of these fields

For these reasons, it is natural to supplement the con
of quasi-average so that it would be possible to find all
missible phases with spontaneously broken symmetry
given thermodynamic parameters, which permits the c
struction of the phase diagram of the system. It will
proved here that this can be done by assuming that
symmetry-breaking fields must be determined se
consistently as a result of solution of equations describ
the many-particle system in a certain approximation. T
requirement of simplicity imposed on the Hamiltonian a
the assumption that it should not contain terms whose o
in field operators is higher than second virtually necessi
the self-consistent field approximation for determining t
type and symmetry of this Hamiltonian. This specifies
exact algorithm for constructing a correction to the init
Hamiltonian that would break any of its symmetries in
admissible ways.

Since the symmetry of states of a many-particle syst
is determined by its type~in particular, the statistics of the
particles! and by the symmetry of interactions between p
ticles as well as by the interaction with external fields~but
not by the intensity of interaction between particles!, we
have every reason to believe that all possible states of
system with spontaneously broken symmetry can be obta
even in the self-consistent field approximation. Addition
inclusion of correlation interactions that are not contained
the mean field approximation changes the parameters o
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system, but does not lead to the formation of phases with a
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In Sec. 2 of this paper, it is shown how selection ru

for ordinary average values follow from the symmetry co
ditions for the Hamiltonian. The existence of such rules d
not permit the employment of ordinary average values
describing states with spontaneously broken symmetry
necessitates the introduction of quasi-average values. In
der to define quasi-average self-consistently, we introduc
Sec. 3 an auxiliary Hamiltonian of general form containi
fields that determine the symmetry broken by the giv
Hamiltonian. The equations for these fields are obtained
the self-consistent field approximation. The problem of co
structing the phase diagram for a many-particle system
the basis of the microscopic approach is considered brie

2. SYMMETRY OF HAMILTONIAN AND SELECTION RULES

We shall consider many-particle systems defined by
Hamiltonian

H5E dqdq8c1~q!H~q,q8!c~q8!

1
1

2 E dqdq8c1~q!c1~q8!U~x,x8!c~q8!c~q!,

~1!

where

H~q,q8!5H0~q,q8!2md~q2q8!,
~2!

H0~q,q8!52
\2

2m
¹x8

2 d~q2q8!1U0~x!d~q2q8!.

In formula~1!, c1(q) andc(q) are the operators of creatio
and annihilation of a particle with coordinatesq, and
U(x,x8) is the potential of many-particle interaction, whic
does not depend on spin variables. It should be noted thH
contains the term with the chemical potentialm. In the one-
particle Hamiltonian~2!, m is the mass of the particle an
U0(x) the external potential~for electrons in a solid, this can
be the periodic potential of the lattice!. Hamiltonian~1! de-
scribes both the Fermi and Bose particles, the field opera
obeying the anticommutation and commutation relations,
spectively. For Fermi particles,q5(x,s), wherex5$r % is
the spatial coordinate,s the spin component, and the inte
gration symbol indicates integration with respect to spa
coordinates and summation over a discrete variable; in a
tion, d(q2q8)5d(x2x8)dss8 . In the case of Bose par
ticles,q5x.

Let us consider unitary transformations of field ope
tors:

c→TlcTl
1 , ~3!

wherel5(l1 ,...,lp) is a set of continuous or discrete p
rameters. We assume that the new operators can be
pressed linearly in terms of the old operators:

Tlc~q!Tl
15E dq8Tl~q,q8!c~q8!, ~4!

and
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in view of the unitary property of the transformation. If th
conditions

E dqdq8H~q,q8!Tl* ~q,q1!Tl~q8,q2!5H~q1 ,q2!, ~6!

E dqdq8U~x,x8!Tl* ~q,q1!Tl* ~q8,q2!Tl~q8,q3!Tl~q,q4!

5U~x1 ,x2!d~q22q3!d~q12q4!, ~7!

are satisfied for the one-particle Hamiltonian~2! and for the
particle interaction potential, the Hamiltonian~1! is invariant
to unitary transformationsTl :

TlHTl
15H. ~8!

The sequence of all the transformations for which co
ditions ~6!–~8! are satisfied form the symmetry group of th
Hamiltonian~1!. The observed characteristics of the syste
can be calculated by averaging Hermitian operators
pressed in terms of field operators with the statistical ope
tor

r5eb~V2H !, ~9!

whereb51/T is the reciprocal temperature andV the ther-
modynamic potential determined by the normalization co
dition Tr r51.

In order to consider the averages of the products of fi
operators, we introduce the new notation for these operat

ja~q!5H c~q!, a51,

c1~q!, a52
. ~10!

In this notation, relation~4! can be presented in the form

Tlja~q!Tl
15E dq8Tl

~a!~q,q8!ja~q8!, ~11!

where

Ta
~1!~q,q8!5Tl

~2!* ~q,q8!5Tl~q,q8!.

Taking into account the symmetry of operator~8!, we can
write the average of the product ofn field operators in the
form

^ja1
~q1!...jan

~qn!&5Tr@eb~V2H !ja1
~q1!...jan

~qn!#

5Tr@Tleb~V2H !Tl
1ja1

~q1!...jan
~qn!#

5Tr@eb~V2H !Tl
1ja1

~q1!...jan
~qn!Tl#

5E dq18 ...dqn8Tl
~a1!*

~q18 ,q1!...

3Tl
* ~an!

~qn8 ,qn!^ja1
~q18!...jan

~qn8!&.

Thus, the invariance of the Hamiltonian leads to the follo
ing selection rules for average values:

E dq18 ...dqn8$d~q12q18!...d~qn2qn8!
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2Tl
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~q18!...jan

~qn8!&50. ~12!

Green’s functions are linear forms of average values,
hence the same selection rules are also valid for them.

The state of the system in which only the observab
that can be expressed in terms of average values allowe
the selection rules~12! differ from zero is known as the
high-symmetry~or simply symmetric! state.

Let us consider transformations~4! that depend on con
tinuous parametersl chosen so that

Tl50~q,q8!5d~q2q8!.

In the vicinity of l50, we have the expansion

Tl~q,q8!5d~q2q8!1 i (
a51

p

dlaGa~q,q8!,

where the generators of the transformation satisfy the co
tion

Ga~q,q8!5Ga* ~q8,q! ~13!

in view of ~5!.
Continuous linear symmetry transformations can be

in correspondence to Hermitian operators in the represe
tion of second quantization:

Ga5E dqdq8c1~q!Ga~q,q8!c~q8!. ~14!

These operators are integrals of motion for transform
tions that leave Hamiltonian~1! invariant.3

In zero external fields and for the interaction potent
depending on the magnitude of the difference in coordina
Hamiltonian~1! is invariant to translations over an arbitra
vector, to rotations in the coordinate space and independe
in the spin space through arbitrary angles, and to phase tr
formations.

Selection rules for average values also appear in the
when the Hamiltonian is invariant to transformations char
terized by a discrete set of parametersl in ~2! Let us sup-
pose, for example, that the Hamiltonian~1! is invariant to
translations over the crystal lattice vectors

t5(
j

nj t j ,

in the presence of a periodic fieldU0(x), wheret j are basic
vectors of the lattice, andnj are integers,j 51,2,3. In this
case, we obtain from~12! the condition of invariance of av
erage values relative to translations over vectorst. However,
the law of conservation of a certain quantity does not ope
here as in the case of continuous transformations. It can
seen from the above analysis that Gibbs’ statistical mech
ics based on the distribution~9! describes only the high
symmetry state and fails to describe the states with spo
neously broken symmetry, and hence phase transit
between states with different symmetries.
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Bogoliubov1,2 proposed that, in order to describe th
states of many-particle systems with spontaneously bro
symmetry, the average values should be calculated by br
ing preliminarily the symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian~1!
with the help of an additional Hamiltonian. This approa
can be used if we know beforehand the symmetry that m
be broken and the way in which it should be done. It wou
be more consistent, however, if the concept of quasi-aver
permitted to establish the possible form of symmetry bre
ing for given thermodynamic parameters. In order to imp
ment such a program following Bogoliubov’s approach, w
supplement Hamiltonian~1! with a certain additional Hamil-
tonian without specifying beforehand the symmetry of t
initial Hamiltonian that must be broken. We assume, for si
plicity, that this additional Hamiltonian contains terms of n
higher than second order in field operators. In this case,
additional Hamiltonian has the form

H85E dq@F~q!c1~q!1F* ~q!c~q!#

1E dqdq8Fc1~q!W~q,q8!c~q8!

1
1

2
c1~q!D~q,q8!c1~q8!

1
1

2
c~q8!D* ~q8,q!c~q!G . ~15!

The HamiltonianH8 contains the so far unknown field
F(q), W(q,q8), D(q,q8) whose form just determines th
symmetry broken by this Hamiltonian. The hermiticity ofH8
leads to the conditions

W~q,q8!5W* ~q8,q!, D~q,q8!57D~q8,q! ~16!

~the minus sign corresponds to Fermi systems and the
sign to Bose systems!. The terms linear in field operator
appear in~15! only for Bose systems, whileF(q)50 in the
case of Fermi systems. Hamiltonian~15! is invariant to uni-
tary transformationsTl

TlH8Tl
15H8, ~17!

if the fields satisfy the following conditions:

E dq8F~q8!Tl* ~q8,q!5F~q!, ~18a!

E dq9dq-Tl* ~q9,q!Tl~q-,q8!W~q9,q-!5W~q,q8!,

~18b!

E dq9dq-Tl* ~q9,q!Tl* ~q-,q8!D~q9,q-!5D~q,q8!.

~18c!

We introduce the new Hamiltonian

Hn5H1nH8 ~19!

~n is a small real-valued parameter! and the statistical opera
tor
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rn5eb~Vn2Hn!, Tr rn51. ~20!
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All arguments1,2 concerning the necessity of introductio
of the HamiltonianHn for describing states with spontan
ously broken symmetry remain completely applicable in t
case also. The quasi-average of the operatora is defined by
the formula

^a&5 lim
n→0

lim
V→`

Tr~rna!. ~21!

In addition to Bogoliubov’s definition~21!, we assume tha
the fieldsF(q), W(q,q8), D(q,q8) in ~15! cannot be defined
arbitrarily, and their symmetry and values are complet
determined by the state of the system itself. If the symme
of the fields in~19! is such that the HamiltonianH8 is in-
variant relative to the same transformations as the in
Hamiltonian~1!, we are dealing with the situation when th
symmetry is not broken spontaneously. In this case, ave
values can be calculated by using the statistical operatr
~9!. If, however, the symmetry of HamiltonianH8 is lower
than that ofH, we are dealing with a state with spontan
ously broken symmetry, and nonzero quasi-average va
are the order parameters of such a state.

The set of all possible states of a many-particle sys
with different symmetries is determined by the type of t
system, the symmetry of potential of interaction betwe
particles, and the symmetry of applied fields~if such fields
exist! rather than by the intensity of the interaction betwe
the particles. Consequently, it is natural to assume that
fields F(q), W(q,q8), D(q,q8), determining the symmetry
of the phase can be obtained by using the self-consistent
approximation.

In order to go over to the self-consistent field appro
mation, we represent the initial Hamiltonian~1! as the sum
of two terms:

H5H01Hc , ~22!

where the first term is the Hamiltonian in the self-consist
field approximation,4

H05E dqdq8c1~q!H~q,q8!c~q8!1H81E0 ~23!

~E0 is a constant!, and the second term

Hc5
1

2 E dqdq8c1~q!c1~q8!U~x,x8!c~q8!c~q!

2H82E0 . ~24!

is the Hamiltonian taking into account the correlations
particles that were ignored in the self-consistent field
proximation. The method of self-consistent field was gen
alized to Fermi systems with broken phase invariance
Bogoliubov.5

Untill now, all relations were valid both for Fermi an
Bose systems. In further analysis, we shall consider only
systems of Fermi particles. In this case, we must
F(q)50 in H8, and then the HamiltonianH0 , which is qua-
dratic in field operators, can be diagonalized through the
goliubov u–v transformation.4 As a result of diagonaliza
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of canonical transformation, which have the meaning of o
particle wave functions of quasiparticles4:

2
\2

2m
¹x

2ui~q!1@U0~x!2m#ui~q!2E dq8U~x,x8!

3@r~q,q8!ui~q8!2r~q8,q8!ui~q!

2t~q,q8!v i~q8!#5« iui~q!, ~25a!

2
\2

2m
¹x

2v i~q!1@U0~x!2m#v i~q!2E dq8U~x,x8!

3@r* ~q,q8!v i~q8!2r~q8,q8!v i~q!

2t* ~q,q8!ui~q8!#52« iv i~q!. ~25b!

where the one-particle density matrices are defined as

r~q,q8!5^c1~q8!c~q!&0

5(
i

@ui~q!ui* ~q8! f i1v i* ~q!v i~q8!~12 f i !#,

~26a!

t~q,q8!5^c~q8!c~q!&0

5(
i

@ui~q!v i* ~q8! f i1v i* ~q!ui~q8!~12 f i !#,

~26b!

f i[ f (« i)5@exp(b«i)11#21, i being the set of quantum num
bers characterizing the state of a quasiparticle and« i the
quasiparticle energy. The averaging in~26! is carried out
with the statistical operator

r05eb~V02H0!, ~27!

where the parameterV0 is defined by the condition Trr051
and is the thermodynamic potential of the system in the s
consistent field approximation with an appropriate choice
the parameterE0 in ~23!. The symmetry of HamiltonianH0

coincides with the symmetry ofH8 so that all the states with
spontaneously broken symmetry, which are obtained by
ing the statistical operatorrn ~20!, can be obtained by aver
aging withr0 ~27!.

The fields appearing inH8 are connected with the den
sity matrices~26! through the following relations4,6:

W~q,q8!52U~x,x8!r~q,q8!1d~q2q8!

3E dq9U~x,x9!r~q9,q9!, ~28a!

D~q,q8!5U~x,x8!t~q,q8!. ~28b!

One-particle density matrices satisfy the system of equat
which can be obtained, taking into account~26! and ~27!,
from the system of self-consistent equations~25!6:

E dq9@H~q,q9!r~q9,q8!2r~q,q9!H~q9,q8!

1W~q,q9!r~q9,q8!2r~q,q9!W~q9,q8!
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~29!

E dq9@H~q,q9!t~q9,q8!1t~q,q9!H* ~q9,q8!

1W~q,q9!t~q9,q8!1t~q,q9!W* ~q9,q8!

2D~q,q9!r* ~q9,q8!2r~q,q9!D~q9,q8!#

1D~q,q8!50. ~30!

Thus, in addition to~20! and~21!, the self-consistent defini
tion of quasi-average includes the system of equations~29!,
~30! which allows us to find the fields breaking the symme
of the initial Hamiltonian~1! and determining the symmetr
of Hamiltonian~19!.

Obviously, the system~29!, ~30! has solutions for which
r(q,q8)Þ0 andt(q,q8)50 ~accordingly,W(q,q8)Þ0 and
D(q,q8)50). For such solutions, the HamiltonianHn is in-
variant to phase transformations, and the anomalous ave
values containing different numbers of creation and ann
lation operators are equal to zero according to the selec
rules ~12!. These solutions describe normal~nonsupercon-
ducting and nonsuperfluid! systems for which certain sym
metries~magnetically ordered, spatially inhomogeneous, a
anisotropic states! can be broken depending on the form
r(q,q8). Another, more general type of solutions of the sy
tem ~29!, ~30! with r(q,q8)Þ0 and t(q,q8)Þ0 ~accord-
ingly, W(q,q8)Þ0 and D(q,q8)Þ0! describes states with
broken phase invariance. Such states are characterized b
presence of anomalous average values with different n
bers of creation and annihilation operators. In this case,
system possesses superfluidity~or superconductivity for
charged particles!. A transition to the superfluid phase ca
also be accompanied by breaking of other symmetries s
as symmetries relative to rotations in the coordinate an
spin spaces. Thus, superfluid phases with various symme
can exist as in the case of3He.7 Superconducting transition
in crystalline conductors can be accompanied with the bre
ing of spatial symmetry in the electron distribution in add
tion to the violation of phase invariance.8

It is well known that states with spontaneously brok
symmetry are degenerate.1,2 Let us show how this circum
stance is manifested in the case of the self-consistent de
tion of quasi-average. LetTl0

be a unitary transformation
relative to which the HamiltonianH ~8! is invariant, while
H8 is not invariant, i.e.,

Hl0
8 5Tl0

H8Tl0

1 ÞH8. ~31!

We define the Hamiltonian

Hnl0
5Tl0

HnTl0

1 5H1nHl0
8 , ~32!

which depends on the choice of the parametersl0 . Using
this expression, we can introduce the statistical operator

rnl0
5exp@b~Vnl0

2Hnl0
!#, ~33!

which can be applied, as well as~20!, for calculating quasi-
average values. The values of energy calculated with st
tical operatorsrn andrnl0

coincide since
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5Tr$exp@b~Vn2Hn!#Hn%,

where Vnl0
5Vn . Thus, the statistical equilibrium state

degenerate in the parametersl0 . The HamiltonianHl0
8 can

be obtained from~15! if we carry out the following substi-
tution in H8:

W~q,q8!→Wl0
~q,q8!

5E dq1dq2Tl0
* ~q1 ,q!Tl0

~q2 ,q8!W~q1 ,q2!,

~34a!

D~q,q8!→Dl0
~q,q8!

5E dq1dq2Tl0
* ~q1 ,q!Tl0

* ~q2 ,q8!D~q1 ,q2!.

~34b!

The one-particle density matricesrl0
(q,q8) and tl0

(q,q8)
defined in analogy with~34a! and ~34b! are connected with
Wl0

(q,q8) andDl0
(q,q8) through relations~28! and satisfy

equations~29! and ~30!. When we use quasi-average valu
in practice, we must fix the set of parametersl0 which cor-
responds to a certain choice of the quantization axis in
case of degeneracy relative to rotations in the spin or co
dinate space, the choice of the reference point in the cas
degeneracy relative to translations, and the choice of a
tain phase in the case of degeneracy relative to phase tr
formations.

Let us consider briefly the procedure of constructing
phase diagram for a many- particle system on the basis o
self-consistent determination of quasi-average values. S
we are using a large canonical ensemble, it is natura
choose the chemical potentialm and temperatureT as ther-
modynamic variables. The solutions of self- consistent eq
tions differing in the type of symmetry breaking exist
certain regions of the phase diagram. These regions can
incide or overlap so that a given point on the phase diag
usually corresponds to a large number of phases with dif
ent symmetries. From all the phases possible for givenm and
T, the phase corresponding to the minimum thermodyna
potential is realized. If the regions of existence of two
more phases with spontaneously broken symmetry over
the thermodynamic potential minimum of the first phase c
be observed in some part of the overlapping region and
of the second phase can be observed in another part.
curve of phase transition between these phases is determ
from the condition of the equality of the thermodynamic p
tentials of the two phases and is a first-order transition cu
since the order parameters of these phases have finite v
on this curve.

It should be noted that the phase diagram of the sys
of particles calculated in the self- consistent field approxim
tion can differ considerably from the actual phase diagra
Although the inclusion of the correlation Hamiltonian~24!
does not lead to the formation of phases with a new sym
try, it can modify considerably the form of the phase diagra
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proximation can become stable if we take into account
correlation interaction. This situation was encountered in
analysis of the stability of superfluid phases of3He. It is well
known7 that theB-phase has the thermodynamic potent
minimum in the entire range of superfluidity in liquid3He
according to calculations based on the mean-field appr
mation, but this contradicts the observations. The inclus
of interactions which were disregarded in the mean-field
proximation leads to the stabilization of theA-phase in a
certain region of thermodynamic parameters, which is in
cord with the experimental results. As mentioned above
first-order transition takes place at the boundary between
A andB phases.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The self-consistent generalization of the concept
quasi-average proposed here is based on the assumptio
the type of symmetry breaking in the statistical equilibriu
state of a many-particle system is determined by its intrin
properties. For this reason, the fields appearing in the a
tional Hamiltonian must be determined from the solution
the system of equations obtained in the self-consistent fi
approximation. In fact, the self- consistent determination
quasi-average values is based on the assumption that all
sible phases with spontaneously broken symmetry can
obtained even in the self-consistent field approximation,
though this approximation is generally insufficient for det
mining their stability, and hence for constructing the pha
diagram. In all probability, this assumption should be
690 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (9), September 1997
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mechanics since the ordinary Gibbs distribution contains
information about the states whose symmetry is lower th
the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, and the approach to
analysis of such states is not indicated~see, for example, Sec
2 of this article!. In view of this incompleteness, the standa
statistical mechanics is suitable only for studying hig
symmetry states and cannot be used for describing st
with spontaneously broken symmetry, and hence phase t
sitions between such states. This circumstance inspired
goliubov to seek new approaches for a correct descriptio
systems of many interacting particles with spontaneou
broken symmetry on the basis of statistical mechanics, wh
led to the formulation of the concept of quasi-average.
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Peculiarities of domain walls with vertical Bloch lines at low temperatures
V. T. Dovgij, A. A. Kalkin, T. G. Astaf’eva, F. G. Bar’yakhtar, and G. I. Yampolskaya

A. Galkin Donetsk Physical and Technical Institute, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 340114,
Donetsk, Ukraine*
~Submitted February 29, 1996; revised January 30, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 923–926~September 1997!

The results of experimental studies of the vertical Bloch line~VBL ! generation and stability in
the epitaxial iron-garnet films~EIGF! with different compounds, anisotropy, implantation,
and compensation temperatures are presented. It is shown that the critical fields of the VBL
generation and annihilation in the stripe domain~SD! walls increase and that its values
differ considerably~the VBL stability region increases! with decreasing temperature. The domain
period increases as a result of magnetic inhomogeneities of the domain walls. The magnetic
profile and the energy potential barrier account for the existence of the metastable domain
structures with different periods. It is established that the VBL existence domains are
limited by the region near the Ne´el temperatureTN and the compensation point temperatureTc

~in films with Tc!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00209-0#
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main walls have been studied extensively~see, for example
Refs. 1–4!. Most of these studies were carried out at roo
temperature and some of them in the range from room t
perature to the Ne´el temperature. The VBL stability in do
main walls at low temperatures has been virtually ignored
all studies.

Our main goal was to investigate theH-T diagrams of
generation and stability of the VBL at the SD boundaries a
the effect of the easy magnetization axis tilt, orthorhom
anisotropy, compensation point, and the magnetic pro
~nonuniformity of the film magnetic properties! on the re-
gions of the VBL stability and generation at low temper
tures.

2. The investigation of the VBL creation and stability
the SD boundaries was carried out in the EIGF obtained
the liquid-phase epitaxy on gadolinium-gallium garnet su
strata with~111! orientation. The magnetic parameters of t
film have been measured by the methods suggested in R
5–7 and are presented in Table 1. The investigations w
carried out using magnetooptic devices with the Faraday
fect. The creation of straightforward domain walls with t
VBL was carried out by spontaneous demagnetization
films at the current pulse in the current loop~two parallel
applications with 30mm diameter, the distance between co
ductors is 300mm!. The current pulse in the loop with th
amplitude isI max512 A, the pulse time istp50.2– 10ms,
and the front slope of the increase and decay pulse up tt f

550 ns was created by the pulse magnetic field with am
tude Hmax5200 Oe directed along the easy magnetizat
axis of the sample and is essential for film saturation. In t
way the stripe structure with domains perpendicular to
conductors was created. The wall hardness was define
the collapse field of the bubble domains obtained by the
cutting by means of the bias current short pulse.8 The im-
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ditional VBL not to be generated.
3. The typicalH-T diagram of the VBL stability for the

~YSmLuCa!3~FeGe!5O12 film ~film 1 in Table 1!, which has a
small tilt of the magnetization easy axis, and the orthorho
bic anisotropy are presented on Fig. 1. Line1 is the limit of
the region of the VBL ‘‘static’’ stability~or the line of the
VBL annihilation!. The shaded region corresponds to t
stable VBL existence in the SD boundaries. For determi
tion of this line after spontaneous demagnetization of
film, the SD structure was influenced by the planar qua
static field Hp , which was perpendicular to magnetizatio
easy axis and parallel to the film plane. The VBL existen
was then determined by the dispersing of the bubble dom
collapse field. It is shown that the critical fieldHcr ~the VBL
annihilation field!, above which the hard bubble domain
not created, increases with decreasing temperature. T
each temperature has the corresponding value of the pl
critical field Hcr ~when the VBL are not created! and the
critical temperature exists when theHcr vanishes. The con-
siderable increase ofHcr with decreasing temperature resu
primarily from the uniaxial anisotropy increase.

Line 2 in Fig. 1 corresponds to the limit of the VBL
‘‘dynamic’’ stability ~or the VBL creation line!. In order to
determine this line, the quasistatic planar fieldH0 must in-
fluence EIGF during its spontaneous demagnetization. A
that the VBL presence in the SD boundaries was determin
Line 2 corresponds to the planar field value higher than
spontaneous which takes place without the VBL creati
The touched region corresponds to the stable VBL crea
region.

It is shown that the critical planar field of the VBL an
nihilation in stripe domains is essentially higher than t
critical planar field that prevents the VBL creation. Th
‘‘static’’ region of the VBL stable existence is essential
greater then the ‘‘dynamic’’ region. The experimental valu

691090691-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. The compounds and parameters of epitaxial iron-garnet films:h is the sample thickness,P0 is the SD period at zero field, 4pM is the saturation
magnetization,Ha is the uniaxial anisotropy field, andA is the constant of inhomogeneous exchange interaction.
Compound h, mm P0 , mm 4pM , Gs Ha , Oe A•1027, erg/cm

1 ~YSmLuCa!3~FeGe!5O12 6.8 13.8 183 1840 2.0
2 ~YSmCa!3~FeGe!5O12 6.8 9.9 203 1420 4.0
3 ~YBi !3~FeGa!5O12 6.9 8.5 233 4300 2.7
4 ~YGdTm!3~FeGa!5O12 9.0 18.4 161 1580 2.9
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retical value 8M . Such great difference can be explained
the existence of magnetic profile in the film.9 The profile
causes the existence of the high potential barrier, which
vents the VBL annihilation.

The SD period-vs-temperature curves for various me
ods of the SD creation and the hysteresis of the SD pe
dependence from planar field value for the same film
knowledge the existence of the profile and the metasta
states. In Fig. 2 line1 characterizes the temperature depe
dence of the SD structure period created in the dire
displacement field with the alternating field. Curve2 corre-
sponds to the SD system created with the EIGF spontan
demagnetization. Curve3 corresponds to the SD structu
formed by the quasistatic planar field. Line1 describes the
equilibrium structure, because domain structures 2 an
were transformed into first one after the influence of
pulse or alternating displacement field. We see that curve2 is
situated above line1 and their difference increases with th
temperature decrease. The equilibrium SD structure ar
with the period determined by the dynamic energy of
domain boundaries and the demagnetization fields bec
the spontaneous demagnetization takes place without the
ternal magnetic field~process develops after the end of cu
rent pulse!. Thus, we can assume that the SD period incre
is conditioned by the domain structure energy increase.
Bloch lines are one of the sources of this increase.

The density of the mean energy of the domain struct
with the VBL can be determined by the expression1

s5s0@11~pD0 /s!21~2Q!21#1/2,

where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant;Q
5HA/4pMs is the quality factor;pD05p(A/Ku)1/2; s0

54(AKu)1/2 are the thickness and the energy density of

FIG. 1. The ‘‘static’’ and ‘‘dynamic’’ H –T diagrams of the VBL stability
in the SD boundaries~the VBL annihilation and generationH –T diagram!.
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VBLs. The VBL density in domain walls on spontaneo
demagnetization can be determined by means of a the
which assuming that line1 corresponds to the domain stru
ture without VBL.

Line 1 in Fig. 3 is the dependence of the VBL densi
from temperature and line2 characterizes the temperatu
dependence of the dispersion of the bubble domain colla
fields. Experiment shows that the domain walls have the h
density of the VBL through spontaneous demagnetization
leads to an increase in the domain structure period. The
vestigation of domain structures formed by the direct a
alternating displacement fields has shown that the dom
walls have very low density of Bloch lines~see line1 in Fig.
2!. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the period of the dom
structures formed by the quasistatic plane magnetic fiel
almost independent of temperature. But it is always sma
than the equilibrium domain structure period and this diff
ence increases with decreasing temperature. The decrea
the domain structure period can be explained by the poten
barrier between the most equilibrium state of the bound
and other metastable states, as well as by the influence o
plane field. It is known10 that the energy of domain wal
decreases more quickly with increasing field than the dem
netization energy. It leads to a decrease in the domain st
ture period. The domain structure is frozen in one of t
metastable states by a decrease in the plane field. The
perature is lower, the energy barrier is higher, and the dif
ence in the periods from the equilibrium value is greater. T
SD period-vs.-plane field dependence is shown in Fig. 4. T
direction of the plane field change is indicated by the arro
The period-vs.-plane field dependence was measured a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the SD period for different genera
methods in EIGF. Lines correspond to:1—The method of the displacemen
field with low-frequency modulation;2—spontaneous demagnetizatio
method;3—method of the quasi-static plane field.
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fixed temperature of 133 K. The upper curve contains
large VBL quantity and corresponds to line2 in Fig. 2. The
lower curve contains the small VBL quantity and corr
sponds to line3 in Fig. 2. Thus, the magnetic microprofil
and the energy potential barrier account for the existenc
the metastable states with different dimensions at the s
temperature.

4. The same dependences of the SD period as a func
of temperature for different methods of creation was m
sured in an implanted~YSmCa!3~FeGe!5O12 film ~see Fig. 5!.
In this film the collapse field dispersionDH is not revealed.
This fact can be explained in the following way. Durin
spontaneous demagnetization of EIGF the Bloch lines
loops are generating in the SD walls. They change the
namic energy of the domain walls and increase the SD
riod. After termination of the film demagnetization the inh
mogeneities disappear because they are unstable in the
state and the SD period does not change because of the
potential barrier which prevents the domain generation
low temperatures.

Thus, the Bloch line generation and existence lead to
increase in the domain structure period at low temperatu
The magnetic profile and the energy potential barrier lead
the existence of metastable domain structures with diffe
periods and increase the VBL generation and stability reg
with decreasing temperature.

5. The influence of the easy-axis tilt and orthorhomb
anisotropy is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the~110! orientation
~YBi !3~FeGa!5O12 film as the temperature is lowered. We s

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the VBL density and the bubble
main collapse fields.

FIG. 4. The hysteresis of dependence of the SD period from the plane
value.
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that the critical field of the VBL generation decreases w
decreasing temperature, in contrast with theH –T diagrams
in Fig. 1 and thedH/dT derivative is different for in-plane
film hard axis and easy-axis. Thus, the increase of the e
axis tilt and orthorhombic anisotropy leads to a change in
VBL generation and existence domain as the temperatur
lowered.

The presence of the compensation pointTc in the film
leads to cutting of the VBL existence domain near theTc .
The VBL generation and existence domain is shown in Fig
for the ~YGdTm!3~FeGa!5O12 film with Tc5210 K. This ef-
fect is connected with the magnetization decrease on
proaching the compensation temperature and with the
crease in the demagnetizing field by the EIGF spontane
demagnetization~a small quantity of the VBL is generated!.
For investigating EIGF withTc the domain of the VBL
stable existence is limited by the Ne´el temperatureTN

and the compensation temperatureTc with some deviation
DT from these critical points. Usually,DT is in the range
20–30 K.

6. Thus, the increase of the plane critical fields of t
VBL generation and annihilation in the SD boundaries,
well as the considerable difference in its values takes plac

o-

ld

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the SD period for different genera
methods in implanting EIGF. Lines1, 2, and 3 are the same as those i
Fig. 2.

FIG. 6. TheH-T diagram of the VBL stability in the SD boundaries of th
~YBi !3~FeGe!5O12 film. Line 1 corresponds to the easy axis; line2 corre-
sponds to the hard axis.
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VBL generation and stability region in the EIGF.
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low temperatures. The magnetic inhomogeneities in the
main walls cause the domain period to increase. The m
netic profile and the potential barrier existence lead to
existence of the metastable domain structures with diffe
periods. The easy-axis tilt, the orthorhombic anisotropy, a
the compensation point existence lead to a decrease o

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the bubble domain collapse field
persion for the EIGF with the compensation pointTc .
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A new type of spin density waves in quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnetic metals

ex-
T. G. Petrova and A. S. Rozhavskii

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted February 28, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 927–935~September 1997!

The model of a quasi-one-dimensional metal having antiferromagnetic order is considered. It is
shown that the electron spectrum undergoes dielectrization in the ground state,
accompanied by the emergence of a magnetic superstructure, i.e., spin density waves~SDW!. In
contrast to the triplet SDW observed in paramagnetic metals, the order parameter of SDW
in this case is singlet-type. The dependence of the dielectric gap in the one-electron spectrum and
the shape of the magnetic spiral on the commensurability parameter in a SDW is obtained. It is
shown that, upon a transition to the SDW state, the rearrangement of the system occurs in such a
way that its total magnetic moment remains equal to zero. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00309-5#
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It is well known that a decrease in temperature of qua
one-dimensional metals leads to second-order phase tr
tion to the insulating phase characterized by a complex o
parameter. The magnitude of the order parameter is the
in the spectrum of one- electron excitations, and the ph
fluctuations determine, among other things, the respons
the low-frequency range.

The metallic state of quasi-one-dimensional conduct
is generally unstable. This instability is caused either by
interaction of conduction electrons with phonons having
momentum62kF ~Peierls instability!, or electron–electron
interaction with scattering processes involving a moment
variation by 62kF @formation of spin density wave
~SDW!#. In both cases, the instability of the metal pha
results from nesting of plane segments of the Fermi surf
upon a translation by the vector62kF . The Fourier compo-
nents of the response function with vectors62kF diverge
logarithmically, thus pointing towards a spontaneous bre
ing of symmetry and the emergence of a new ground state
the case of Peierls instability, the polarization operator co
ponent diverges and the insulator emerges against the b
ground of a lattice superstructure with a periodp/kF . In the
case of SDW instability, the RKKY-exchange compone
diverges, and dielectrization is accompanied by the form
tion of a magnetic spiral with the same period~see the re-
views in Refs. 1 and 2!.

Recent years have been marked by a growing inte
towards the analysis of SDW in different materials, partic
larly in quasi-one-dimensional organic salts with char
transfer, such as ~TMTSF!2X ~X5ClO4, PF6 etc.!,
~MDTTF!2X and ~DMET!2X @X5Au~CN!2#,

1,2 as well as in
a number of HTS cuprates in which one-dimensional H
chains are formed for certain dopant concentrations.3

An interesting feature of quasi-one-dimensional orga
metals is that they display nonlinear collective conductiv
in the SDW state, caused by topological excitations of
order parameter2 and by their nontrivial phase diagram in
strong magnetic field.1,4,5 It is assumed that one-dimension
SDW chains in the cuprate matrix obstruct the supercond
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which are indeed being carried out quite intensively.6

The traditional approach to the SDW problem is bas
on an analysis of the Hubbard model, using the mean fi
approach.1,2,4,5 Such an approach provides a satisfactory
scription of the SDW formation in a paramagnetic met
The SDW order parameter in this case is a triplet and
proportional to the mean Fourier component of electron d
sity with momenta62kF . The lattice site spin of the mag
netic spiral is determined by the difference in order para
eters with opposite electron spins. However, such a mo
does not exhaust all possible types of SDW since it does
provide any information about the stability of quasi-on
dimensional metals which already possess a magnetic o

Earlier, it was shown by us7 that a decrease in the tem
perature of a quasi-one- dimensional ferromagnetic m
also leads to transition to the insulating phase accompa
by the formation of a spiral magnetic structure. A new sy
metry of the SDW order parameter is formed in this case:
order parameter is a singlet and proportional to^akF↑

1 a2kF↓&
whereaks

1 is the creation operator for an electron with m
mentumk and spins.

In this article, we report on the first results of investig
tion of SDW formed in a one- dimensional antiferromagne
~AFM! metal. Apart from the purely theoretical interest, th
approach is also interesting in view of the experimen
data1,2 according to which a number of organic quasi-on
dimensional metals possess AFM order above the poin
transition to the insulating SDW phase. It can also be c
strued that, in the compounds considered in Ref. 3, o
dimensional SDW are formed in the metallic AFM matrix

The identical nature of the origin of spin- and char
density waves suggests that the formation of SDW in
AFM metal can be analyzed by using a scheme close to
one used for the Peierls problem, which would trace the n
trivial role of the umklapp processes that is usually mask
in the Hubbard model. For this purpose, we shall use
Vonsovskii model8 in which the electron–magnon interac
tion is introduced explicitly. It is found that the structure

695090695-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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earlier for a ferromagnetic metal. In other words, the diele
tric state of SDW is due to electron umklapp processes
volving a spin flip and emission/absorption of magnons w
momenta62kF . The approach followed by us is also a
vantageous in the sense that it can be used to formulate
field theory model of SDW suitable for subsequent inve
gation of inhomogeneous, soliton, and polaron states of
order parameter which probably play the major role6,9 in ex-
plaining the experimental results presented in Ref. 3.

The approach described above is used here to study
ground state of a quasi-one- dimensional AFM metal. W
shall show that the one-electron spectrum in this state un
goes dielectrization accompanied by the formation of a m
netic superstructure, viz., the SDW. The dependence of
dielectric gap and the shape of the magnetic spiral on
system parameters will be obtained for various commen
rabilities. It is found that the rearrangement in the syst
during a transition to the SDW state occurs in such a w
that its total magnetic moment remains equal to zero.

2. CONTINUAL MODEL OF A QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC METAL. SDW LAGRANGIANS

In order to construct the theory of an SDW in a qua
one-dimensional AFM metal at low temperatures, we p
ceed from the traditional Hamiltonian in the Vonsovs
model8:

H52A (
n,s,s8

~s•Sn!ss8ans
1 ans8

8 1B(
n,s

~ans
1 an11,s

1h.c.!2I(
n

~Sn•Sn11!, ~1!

whereans
1 andans are the operators of creation and anni

lation of an electron with spin projections at thenth site of
the chain,s andSn are the electron and atomic spin operato
respectively,I ,0 is the integral of direct exchange betwe
adjacent spins in the chain,B,0 the Bloch transport inte
gral, andA the integral of exchange interaction between
spins of conduction electrons and magnetic atoms.

For A50, the model~1! describes a conventional one
dimensional metal with the electron energy–momentum
lation v522uBucosak ~k is the electron momentum anda
is the separation between atoms!, and a magnetic atom chai
that does not interact with electrons and whose ground s
is assumed to be of the Ne´el type. The onset of interactio
between the electron and magnetic subsystems resul
their mutual rearrangement, which can be studied exp
ently in the continual model by averaging the microsco
Hamiltonian ~1! over rapid oscillations with a period
(kFn)21.7 A distinguishing feature of this procedure is th
characteristic scales much larger thana;kF

21 over which
components of the order parameter change are formed b
a certain temperatureTSDW,TN . Hence the system~1! can
naturally be defined in terms of large-scale fields
T,TSDW.

Following the procedure described by us earlier,10 we
can represent the electron operators in the form
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ans5
&

$Ws~n!e 1Vs~n!e %, ~2!

whereW andV are smooth functions of the coordinatena.
The electron energy– momentum relation is linearized in
vicinity of 6kF , which corresponds to a replacement of t
finite differencesW(n11)2W(n), emerging in the second
term of Eq.~1! upon a substitution of formulas~2!, by the
derivatives]W(n)/](an). In the following, we shall assume
that the atomic chain along which the electrons move is
rected along thex-axis, and hence carry out the substitutio
an→x.

In the averaging of Eq.~1! over rapid oscillations, an
important role is played by the condition which is alwa
satisfied for metals and which assumes the following fo
for the system considered by us:

2akF5p/M1 , ~M1.1!. ~3!

This condition differs somewhat from the analogous re
tions used in the Peierls problem and in the problem of SD
in a one-dimensional ferromagnetic metal,7,10 since the unit
cell of a one-dimensional antiferromagnet contains two m
netic atoms. Formula~3! can be represented in the form

2kF /PB51/M1 . ~4!

HerePB5p/a is the size of the Brillouin zone of an antifer
romagnetic chain. IfM1 is a rational number, i.e., if
M15M /M2 , whereM and M2 are integers (M.M2), Eq.
~4! expresses the condition of commensurability of the SD
phase in analogy with the Peierls phase.10 An irrational M1

corresponds to the noncommensurate case which will no
considered here. In the commensurate case, we can con
three possibilities M52, M53 and M.3 having
Lagrangians of different structures corresponding to them
the continual limit.

Assuming thatS@1 ~S is the spin of a magnetic atom!,
we present the atomic spin operators in Goldstein–Prima
form, for which we introduce two sublatticesc andd corre-
sponding to even sitesm and odd sitesl in the chain:

Sm
z 5S2cm

1cm , Sm
15A2Scm , Sm

25A2Scm
1 ,

Sl
z52S1dl

1dl , Sl
15A2Sdl

1 , Sl
25A2Sdl . ~5!

HereS65Sx6 iSy, while cm
1 ,cm anddl

1 ,dl are magnon op-
erators in each sublattice. In the ground state, the spin
even sites are parallel, and at odd sites, antiparallel, to
z-axis.

The specific nature of the one-dimensional problem
ables us to confine the analysis to magnons with mome
62kF , since such magnons lead to a logarithmic singula
in the effective indirect exchange integral,8 analogous to the
Cohn singularity in a one-dimensional electron–phonon s
tem. This explains the inapplicability of the RKKY
theory11–13 for low-dimensional magnetic metals.

According to the principles of the self-consistent fie
theory, we introduce the quasimeans of magnon opera
which are order parameters of SDW:

^c2kF
&5A2/NDe2 iw, ^c22kF

&5A2/Nreiu,
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^d2kF
&5A2/ND8e2 iw8, ^d22kF

&5A2/Nr8eiu8, ~6!

ie
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-
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s

1r8 exp~ i t u8!# x2h ,

e

-

e

rate
ws

een

he

sti-
by

-

whereN is the number of atoms in a chain, while the Four
components of magnon operators are defined by formula

cq5A2/N(
m

eiqamcm , dq5A2/N(
l

e2 iqaldl ,

cm5A2/N(
q

e2 iqamcq , dl5A2/N(
q

eiqaldq , ~7!

whereq is the magnon momentum. It follows from Eq.~1!
that formulas~6! and~7! lead to anomalous means of deriv
tives of electron operatorŝaks

1 ak62kF ,s&, i.e. to the singlet
order parameter of SDW. Retaining in Eqs.~7! terms with
q562kF , we obtain in terms of parameters~6! the expres-
sion

cm5D exp~22ikFam2 iw!1r exp~2ikFam1 iu!,

dl5D8 exp~2ikFal2 iw8!1r8 exp~22ikFal1 iu8!.

For m52g and l 52g11, it leads to the following expres
sions for the lattice site spin components

S2g
z 5S2D22r222Dr cos~8kFag1w1u!,

S2g
x 5A2S@D cos~4kFag1w!1r cos~4kFag1u!#,

S2g
y 52A2S@D sin~4kFag1w!2r sin~4kFag1u!#,

S2g11
z 52S1D821r8212D8r8 cos@4akF~2g11!

2w82u8#, ~8!

S2g11
x 5A2S$D8 cos@2akF~2g11!2w8#

1r8 cos@2akF~2g11!2u8#%,

S2g11
y 52A2S$D8 sin@2akF~2g11!2w8#

2r8 sin@2akF~2g11!2u8#%.

As a result of the above transformations, the Hamiltonian~1!
in the continual limit has Lagrangians that can be represe
in the following form for various commensurabilitie
(\51):

LM525c̄$ i tx] t1~vF]x2 ig!ty1AAS/2

3@D exp~2 i tzw!1D8 exp~ i tzw8!#%c

1x$ i tx] t1~vF]x1 ig!ty

1AAS/2@D exp~ i tzw!

2D8 exp~2 i tzw8!#%x2hG ,
~9!

g5A~D822D2!, hG54uI uS~D21D82!;

LM.35c̄H i tx] t1~vF]x2 ig!ty1
A

2
AS/2@D

3exp~2 i tzw!1D8 exp~ i tzw8!#J c1x̄H i tx] t

1~vF]x1 ig!ty1
A

2
AS/2@r exp~2 i tzu!
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r

ed

z J G

~10!

g5
A

4
~D821r822D22r2!,

hG5uI uS$D21r21D821r8212 cos 2akF@DD8

3cos~w1w8!1rr8 cos~u1u8!#%;

LM53
6 5LM.31

A

4
c̄$Drtz exp@ i tz~w1u!#6D8r8tz

3exp@2 i tz~w81u8!#%x2
A

4
x̄$Drtz

3exp@ i tz~w1u!#6D8r8tz

3exp@2 i tz~w81u8!#%c. ~11!

Here, L is the Lagrangian density,hH is the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian density,vF52auBusinakF , t are the Pauli ma-
trices, c and x are spinors formed by components of th
operatorsans(c[c1tx ,x̄[x1tx):

c5
1

&

S W↑
V↓

D , x5
1

&

S W↓
V↑

D . ~12!

While writing formula ~9!, we took into account the condi
tion c2kF6p/a5c2kF

, d2kF6p/a52d2kF
, which gives

c2kF
5c22kF

, d2kF
52d22kF

for kF5p/4a(M52), or, if we
take into account Eqs. ~6!, D5r, D852r8,
u52wu852w8.

The upper sign in formula~11! corresponds to the cas
kF5p/6a and the lower one to the casekF5p/3a. It can be
seen from formulas~11! that for M53 the Lagrangian has a
more complicated structure~nondiagonal in spinorsc andx!
than for other commensurabilities. This constitutes a sepa
problem which we shall not discuss here since the main la
governing the transformation to the SDW phase have b
studied extensively forM52 and M.3. The Lagrangians
~9! and ~10! for these commensurabilities correspond to t
well-known model of the type ofU(1)^ U(1) chiral model
in the Gross–Navier quantum field theory.14 The following
sections of the present work will be devoted to the inve
gation of SDW ground state in the systems described
them.

3. ELECTRON SPECTRUM AND GROUND STATE ENERGY
OF SDW

In the ground state, the quantitiesD, D8, r,
r8, w, w8, u, u8 in ~9! and ~10! are independent of the co
ordinate, and the equations of motion]L/]c̄50 and
]L/]x̄50 assume the following form:

for M52

i ] tc1$AAS/2@~D cosw1D8 cosw8!tx1~D8 sin w8

2D sin w!ty#1 i tzvF]x1gtz%c50,

i ] tx1$AAS/2@~D cosw2D8 cosw8!tx1~D8 sin w8
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1D sin w!ty#1 i tzvF]x2gtz%x50; ~13!

ni

tro

ne
e

of

tal

-

i ] tc1$~A/2!AS/2@~D cosw1D8 cosw8!tx

1~D8 sin w82D sin w!ty#1 i tzvF]x1gtz%c50,

i ] tx1$~A/2!AS/2@r cosu1r8 cosu8!tx1~r8 sin u8

2r sin u!ty#1 i tzvF]x2gtz%x50 ~14!

for M.3.
Representing the Fourier transformation for electro

operators in the form

ans5
1

AN
(

k
e2 ikanaks

5
1

AN
F (

k.0
e2 i ~k2kF!ane2 ikFanaks

1

1 (
k,0

e2 i ~k1kF!aneikFanaksG ~15!

and comparing the expressions~15! and ~2!, we obtain

Ws~n!5A2/N (
k,0

e2 iQanaks ,

~16!

Vs~n!5A2/N (
k.0

e2 iQanaks ,

whereQ5k1kF for k,0 andQ5k2kF for k.0. Express-
ing formulas~13! and~14! in terms of the components~16!,
we obtain expressions for four lower branches of the elec
spectrum for the time-independent problem:

vk.0,↓5

vk,0,↑5
J 2A~vFQ1g!21b1,

~17!
vk.0,↑5

vk,0,↓5
J 2A~vFQ2g!21b2.

Here, forM52

~k5w1w8,k85u1u8!

b1,25
A2S

2
~D21D8262DD8 cosk! ~18!

~k5w1w8,k85u1u8!

and forM.3

b15
A2S

8
~D21D8212DD8 cosk!,

~19!

b25
A2S

8
~r21r8212rr8 cosk8!.

Since the conditionvk.0,s5vk,0,s of joining of branches
must be satisfied fork50, we can writeb15b2[b. Conse-
quently, spectrum~17! contains only one gapD05Ab as
shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The total energy of the electron subsystem is determi
by integrating formulas~17! over the spectrum, and has th
form
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c

n

d

W52
Na

2pvF
$~«F1g!A~«F1g!21b1~«F2g!

3A~«F2g!21b1b ln a%,
~20!

a5b21@A~«F1g!21b1«F1g#

3@A~«F2g!21b1«F2g#,

where«F5vFkF is the electron Fermi energy. Expansion
~20! in small parametersD2/S!1 andAS/«F!1 gives in the
lowest approximation the following expression for the to
energy of the system~1! (b15b25b):

E5W1NhG52
Na

pvF
F«F

21
b

2 S 11 ln
4«F

2

b D
2

pvF

a
hGG . ~21!

In the case of double commensurability (M52), the
joining condition for formulas~18! has the form

DD8 cosk50, ~22!

while the energy~21! becomes a function of only the param
etersD and D8. The necessary conditions]E/]D50 and
]E/]D850 lead to the following relations:

DS ln
4«F

2

b
22l D 50, D8S ln

4«F
2

b
22l D 50, ~23!

where

l5
8pvFuI u

A2a
. ~24!

In all three cases following from the joining condition~22!
(D50, D850, cosk50!, the solution of Eqs.~23! gives the

FIG. 1. Electron spectrum of the system~1! in the SDW state forg.0.
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same value ofb54«F
2 exp22l. Hence the energy~21! is also

y
e

g-

o

ith

rg

This leads to the solution

y

x-

is

er

or

s
i-
the same for the three cases and has the value

E52
Na

pvF
«F

2~112e22l!. ~25!

The spin configurations~8! corresponding to the energ
~25! are different for the cases mentioned above. This deg
eracy is removed by taking into account the terms;D4/S2

in ~1!. This leads to the following correction to the Lagran
ian ~9!:

dL52AA2/S$c̄~D3e2 i tzw1D83ei tzw8!c1x̄~D3ei tzw

2D83e2 i tzw8!x%2dhG ,
~26!

dhG516uI uD2D82.

The introduction of the correction~26! leads to the same
form of the expression~17! for the electron spectrum, but t
different values ofb1 andb2 :

b1,25
A2S

2
~D21D8262DD8 cosk!22A2@D41D84

6DD8~D21D82!cosk#. ~27!

It follows from this expression that the joining condition~22!
remains the same and gives

b5b01b8,
~28!

b05
A2S

2
~D21D82!, b8522A2~D41D84!.

The total energy of the system can be represented to w
terms of the order ofD4/S2 in the form

E52
Na

pvF
F«F

21g21b0/21
b01b8

2
ln

4«F
2

b0

2
pvF

a
~hG1dhG!G . ~29!

Taking into account formulas~9!, ~26! and~28!, we can
present the necessary conditions for the minimum of ene
~29! in the form

DF ~S28D2!ln
8«F

2

A2S~D21D82!
14

3D42D84

D21D82

22l~S24D82!G50,
~30!

D8F ~S28D82!ln
8«F

2

A2S~D21D82!
14

3D842D4

D21D82

22l~S24D2!G50.

For D850, the above expression assumes the form

ln
8«F

2

A2SD2 52l1
4D2

S
~4l23!. ~31!
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in

y

D25
8«F

2

A2S
e22lF12S 8«F

ASD 2S 2l2
3

2De22lG . ~32!

Using formulas~31! and ~32!, we can express the energ
~29! for D850 in the form

ED85052
Na

pvF
«F

2F112e22l2~2l21!S 8«F

ASD 2

e24lG .
~33!

For D50, we can easily obtain in the same way an e
pression for the energyED50 which coincides exactly with
ED850 .

For cosk50 (D,D8Þ0), Eqs. ~30! will be compatible
only if D25D82, i.e., g50 @see formula~9!#. This leads to
the following relations:

ln
4«F

2

A2SD2 52l14
D2

S
~2l21!,

D25
4«F

2

A2S
e22lF12S 4«F

ASD 2

~2l21!e22lG . ~34!

Using the expressions~34! and ~28!, we can write the
energy~29! in the following form forD,D8Þ0:

ED,D8Þ052
Na

pvF
«F

2F112e22l2
l

2 S 8«F

ASD 2

e24lG .
~35!

A comparison of formulas~33! and ~35! shows that
ED505ED850.ED,D8Þ0 , since l.1. Consequently, the
ground state of the system~1! for M52 has a corresponding
SDW with energy~35! and with a value ofD25D82 deter-
mined by formula~34!. The gap in the electron spectrum
defined by

D05Ab52«Fe2lF12lS 4«F

ASD 2

e22lG . ~36!

For other commensurabilities, it is sufficient to consid
the energy to within terms of the order ofD2/S in order to
obtain the ground state of the system~1!. To simplify the
problem, we observe that formula~7! gives

c2kF

1 c2kF
5c22kF

1 c22kF
and d2kF

1 d2kF
5d22kF

1 d22kF
,

whence we obtainD25r2 andD825r82. Together with the
joining condition, this leads to the following expressions f
M.3 @see formulas~10! and ~19!#:

b5
A2S

8
~D21D8212DD8 cosk!,

hG52uI uS~D21D8212DD8 cosk cos 2akF!, ~37!

DD8 cosk5rr8 cosk8.

Thus, the energy~21! becomes a function of three variable
D, D8 and k. This leads to the following necessary cond
tions for the energy minimum:
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~D1D8 cosk!ln
4«F

2

24l~D1D8 cosk cos 2ak !50,

-

e

h
n
ro
l

ults

e

m
nt
-

-
the

the

of

und
er
b F

~38!

~D81D cosk!ln
4«F

2

b
24l~D81D cosk cos 2akF!50,

DD8 sin kS ln
4«F

2

b
24l cos 2akFD 50,

where l is defined by formula~24!. The last of Eqs.~38!
leads to three cases:D50, D850, and sink50 ~the case
ln 4«F

2/b54l cos 2akF does not satisfy the first two equa
tions in ~38! for D, D8Þ0!.

For D50, we obtain the following solutions from~38!
by using~37!:

cosk50, D825
32«F

2

A2S
e24l. ~39!

Using ~37! and~39!, we can represent the energy~21! in the
form

ED5052
Na

pvF
eF

2~112e24l!. ~40!

Considering the caseD850 in an analogous manner, w
find thatED8505ED50 .

For sink50 @cosk5(21)p, p being an integer#, elimi-
nation of the first two equations in~38! givesD85D(21)p.
Using this relation and formulas~37!, we arrive at the fol-
lowing solutions of Eqs.~38!:

D25
8«F

2

A2S
e24l cos2 akF. ~41!

Using this relation, we can present the energy~21! for
sink50 in the form

Esin k5052
Na

pvF
«F

2~112e24l cos2 akF!. ~42!

It follows from a comparison of expressions~40! and~42! for
energy that Esink50,ED505ED850. In other words, the
ground state of the system~1! for M.3 has a corresponding
SDW with energy~42! and an electron spectrum gap

D052«Fe22l cos2 akF. ~43!

Sinceg50 for all commensurabilities considered above, t
spectral branches for electrons with opposite spins show
Fig. 1 collapse and the magnetic momentum of the elect
subsystem in the ground state of the SDW remains equa
zero like in the initial metallic state.

4. SPIN STRUCTURE OF THE SDW GROUND STATE

In the ground state of the system~1!, the spin compo-
nents defined by formulas~8! assume the following form for
M52:

Sn
z5~21!n~S24D2!,

S2g
x 52A2SD~21!g cosw,

S2g
y 522A2SD~21!g sin w,

~44!
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e
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n
to

S2g11
x 562A2SD~21!g1 f cosw,

S2g11
y 572A2SD~21!g1 f sin w.

Here we have considered the fact that according to the res
presented in Sec. 3,D856D and w852w1(p/2)
3(2 f 11) ~f is an integer! in the ground state of the system
with a double commensurability. The quantityD in ~44! is
defined by formula~34!, while the phasew remains arbitrary
and is fixed only in the presence of anisotropy in theXY
plane. The state~44! corresponds to the energy~35! and is
presented schematically in Fig. 2.

For M.3, the following relations are satisfied in th
ground state of the system~1!: D85D(21)p, cosk
5(21)p, r25r825D825D2 ~see Sec. 3!. Together with the
joining condition~37!, this gives

r56D, r85r~21! f , cosk85~21! f . ~45!

Using these expressions, the spin components~8! can be rep-
resented forM.3 in the form

Sn
x5A2SD@cos~2kFan1w!6cos~2kFan1u!#,

Sn
y52A2SD@sin~2kFan1w!7sin~2kFan1u!#,

Sn
z5~21!n$S22D2@16cos~4kFan1w1u!#%. ~46!

Here, the quantityD is defined by formula~41!, while the
upper and lower signs correspond to the casesr5D and
r52D, respectively, If desired, the relation betweenw and
u in ~46! can be obtained from the condition of minimu
‘‘commensurability energy’’ which is a phase-depende
correction to the energy~21! arising when the magnon an
harmonisms are taken into account in the Hamiltonian~1!.
However, as in the caseM52, one of the phases still re
mains undetermined in the absence of anisotropy in
XY-plane.

Thus, for all the commensurabilities considered here,
ground state of SDW corresponds to the spiral structures~44!
and~46! emerging in the magnetic subsystem. The period
these spirals is determined from~46! asP5p/kF or, if we
take~3! into consideration, asP52Ma/M2 . For kF5p/4a,
the period is equal to 4a as shown in Fig. 2.

It also follows from~44! and~46! that all components of
the total spin of the magnetic subsystem vanish in the gro
state of the SDW for the approximation of averaging ov

FIG. 2. Spin structure of the SDW ground state forM52.
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rapid oscillations with a period (kFn)21. Together with the
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results obtained in Sec. 3 for the electron subsystem,
shows that the rearrangement of the ground state of the
tem ~1! upon a transition to the SDW phase occurs in suc
way that its total magnetic moment remains equal to zer

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied for the first time th
ground state of a quasi-one-dimensional metal posses
AFM order. It is shown that this state is an insulator with
spin density wave. The dependence of the insulating gap
one-electron spectrum and the shape of the magnetic su
structure on the system parameters are obtained for var
commensurabilities. The following result obtained in all t
cases under consideration is quite interesting: the rearra
ment of the ground state of an AFM metal during a transit
to the SDW phase occurs in such a way that the total m
netic moment of the system remains equal to zero. The o
parameter of the SDW generated by an AFM metal is fou
to be a singlet in contrast to the triplet SDW formed in
paramagnetic metal. Among other things, this should lea
the peculiar behavior of SDW in a magnetic field which w
be considered in subsequent publications.
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The conductivity of metallic magnetic multilayers~MML ! in which the thickness of the
ferromagnetic component exceeds the Larmor radiusr of charge carrier trajectory in the field of
spontaneous magnetic inductionB, but is smaller than their mean free pathl , is studied
theoretically. It is shown that, if the electron scattering at the boundaries is negligible, the MML
conductivitys' at right angles to the fieldB depends significantly on the probabilityQ of
tunneling of charge carriers from layer to layer, as well as on the ratio of radiusr and thickness
d of the nonmagnetic metal layers. A considerable decrease in the value ofs' upon a
transition from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic ordering of spontaneous magnetic moments is
predicted if the probabilityQ@d/ l , r / l . The trajectory effects change the anisotropy of the
conducting properties of MML in the plane parallel to the boundary. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00409-X#

1. INTRODUCTION the well-known fact that the cross-sections of scattering
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Conducting multilayers, which are periodic system
formed by alternating layers of different metals or semico
ductors, are widely used as elements of modern microe
tronic devices. This accounts for the growing interest
wards the investigation of their electrical properties. T
main feature of electron transport in multilayers distinguis
ing them from bulk conductors is the interaction of char
carriers with the internal boundaries, which affects sign
cantly the dependence of the kinetic coefficients on la
thickness and external fields. Magnetic multilayers~MML !
whose periodic structure contains a ferromagnet as an
ment~see the review in Ref. 1! display especially interesting
properties. Giant magnetoresistance~GMR!, involving a
sharp decrease in the sample resistance~sometimes exceed
ing 100%!! in a quite weak magnetic field is without dou
among the most striking and significant effects displayed
MML. GMR was observed2 for the first time in the MML
Fe/Cr, and investigated subsequently for quite different co
binations of ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic metals.

As a rule, the MML having an antiferromagnetic stru
ture ~spontaneous magnetic momentsM s in adjacent ferro-
magnetic~F! layers separated by a nonmagnetic~N! layer are
antiparallel! display GMR. This structure is determined b
the thicknessd of the N-layer and is formed as a result o
indirect RKKY interaction between the F-layers. The app
cation of a magnetic fieldB0 parallel to the boundaries of a
MML leads to an alignment of magnetic momentsMs in
F-layers along the vectorB0 . At the same time, the sampl
resistance decreases significantly. The most well-foun
hypothesis about the origin of GMR can be the assump
about the dominating role of electron scattering at the in
nal boundaries which depends on the spins.1,2 It is based on
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charge carriers with differents by impurities are differentin
view of the dependence of the density of electron state
the Fermi surface ons.4

A comparison of theoretical calculations5–9 with the ex-
perimental results shows that GMR can be described q
accurately by using Boltzmann’s kinetic equation for sem
classical electron distribution functions with boundary co
ditions in which the probability of scattering of charge ca
riers at the layer boundaries depends on spin. It should
observed that the theoretical works5–9 mentioned above are
generalization of the Fuchs–Sondheimer theory of thin-fi
conductivity10,11 to the case of MML, and do not take int
account the spontaneous magnetizationM s of a ferromagnet,
which is responsible for magnetoresistance in an inter
magnetic fieldB54pM s ~see, for example, Refs. 12, 13!.
Such an approximation is fully justified for quite thi
F-layers whose thicknessdf is much smaller than the char
acteristic radiusr of the charge carrier trajectory in a fieldB.
If r is comparable with the thicknessdf ~for example,
B>2.5 T for Fe at room temperature, andr is of the order of
1024– 1023 cm! but smaller than the electron mean free pa
l , we must take into account the ‘‘intrinsic’’ magnetoresi
tance of MML.

In this work, we describe the results of theoretical inve
tigations of the effect of internal magnetic fieldB on electron
trajectories, which is manifested in the conductivity
ferromagnet-based MML. This effect may be due to a s
nificant variation of the dynamics of charge carriers collidi
with the boundary in a fieldB, just like the emergence o
static skin effect in thin films caused by electrons ‘‘hopping
over the surface under the action of a magnetic field.14–16

These ballistic effects, which are extremely sensitive to
mutual orientation of the electric currentJ and magnetization

702090702-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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show that the experimental investigation of the MML f
various angles between the vectorsJ and M s can provide
information about the probability of tunneling of charge ca
riers through the boundaries.

A consideration of such trajectory effects in ferroma
nets with a domain structure17,18 made it possible to explain
the negative magnetoresistance observed in them.

2. MAGNETIC MULTILAYER MODEL AND COMPLETE
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider an infinite periodic system consisting
alternating layers of ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic met
The boundary between the layers will be simulated by
ideal plane~in real systems, the width of the transition lay
does not exceed 10Å as a rule!. An electron having spins
colliding with this plane has a probabilityQs of tunneling
into the adjoining metal without scattering, or a probabil
Ps of specular reflection. The thicknessesd anddf of the N-
and F-layers are assumed to be much larger than the de
glie wavelength of electrons. Combined with the fact th
magnetic quantization of the energy spectrum of electron
a ferromagnet can be disregarded for real values of spo
neous magnetic inductionB, this allows us to confine the
analysis to the semiclassical approximation while calculat
the conductivity of MML. Analyzing the role of trajectory
effects, let us consider the case when the widthdf of the
F-layer is much larger than the characteristic Larmor radiur
of electron trajectories in the fieldB (r !df! l ). The induc-
tion B0 of the external magnetic field required for transfe
ring the system from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagne
state is assumed to be quite low. Consequently,r 0@r , l , and
its effect on the orbits of charge carriers can be disregar
(r 05cpF /eB0 , pF being the Fermi momentum!. For ex-
ample,B.2.5 T for Fe, while GMR is observed in the Fe/C
system in fieldsB0.0.1 T.

In order to compute the electric current in MML for
given potential difference across the endfaces of the sam
(y,z→`), we must solve the kinetic equation for the ele
tron distribution function linearized with respect to the ele
tric field E:

f i
~s!~x,p!5 f 0~« i !2

] f 0

]« i
c i

~s!~x,p!. ~1!

This equation has the following form in thet-approximation
for the collision integral in the bulk of the sample:

]c i
~s!

]t
1

c i
~s!

ts
5evi•E. ~2!

Here,e is the electron charge,« i , p and vi are its energy,
quasimomentum, and velocity in thei th layer, f 0(« i) the
Fermi distribution function, thex-axis is at right angle to the
interface, andts is the mean free time of electrons with sp
s. As usual,19 we have introduced in Eq.~2! the time t of
motion along the trajectory, defined ast5x/vx in a nonmag-
netic metal and

t5c/eBE dpx /vyi
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The general solution of Eq.~2! is the function

c i
~s!~x,p!5Fi

~s!@x2xi~ t !#expS l2t

ts
D1E

l

t

dt8vi~ t8!

3E@x2xi~ t !1xi~ t8!#expS t82t

ts
D , ~3!

in which the quantityl,t has the meaning of the moment o
the last interaction of an electron with the boundaryx5xs ,
andl is the root of the equation

x2xi~ t !5xs2xi~l!; xi~ t !5E t

dt8vxi
~ t8!. ~4!

closest tot. The values of the functionsFi
(s) should be de-

fined with the help of the boundary conditions6,10 connecting
the distribution functionc i ,vn.0

(s) of electrons falling in thei th

layer on the interfacex5xs with the distribution functions of
charge carriers incident on the boundary from the same la

c i ,vn,0
(s8) or the adjacent layerck,vn.0

(s9) :

c i ,vn.0
~s! ~x,p!5Ps8c i ,vn,0

~s8! ~x,p8!1Qs9ck,vn.0
~s9! ~x,p9!,

~5!

wherev i ,n is the projection of the velocityvi on the inward
normal to the boundary of thei th layer. The momenta
p, p8, p9 are connected through the conditions of conser
tion of energy and their tangential component relative to
plane x5xs . In the case of MML with antiferromagnetic
order of spontaneous magnetic momentsM s , the conditions
s5s852s9 and s52s85s9 must be satisfied for elec
trons flying into the F-layer and for charge carriers fallin
into the N-layer, respectively. If the momentsM s are parallel
~ferromagnetic order in MML!, we should puts5s85s9.

For ‘‘bulk’’ electrons in F-layers, the value ofFi
(s) is

obtained by requiring the periodicity of the functio
c i

(s)(t)5c i
(s)(t1TH) ~TH is the Larmor period!.

The boundary condition~5! is valid if there is no diffu-
sive scattering of electrons at the boundaries, i
Ps1Qs51. If scattering does take place, the right-hand s
of Eq. ~5! acquires terms associated with the normalizat
of the chemical potential of reflected and tunneli
electrons.21 Consideration of the weak diffusivity of the
boundary (Ps1Qs512rs ,rs!r / l ,1), which violates
the ballistic motion of electrons causes just a slight decre
in the trajectorial contribution to the conductivity of MML
Note that the real boundary effectively scatters charge ca
ers colliding with it at fairly large angles, while the reflectio
of electrons at small incidence angles is nearly specular.22

The electric fieldE52¹w is obtained from the electro
neutrality condition

(
s

E dSp

v i
c i

~s!~x,p!50, ~6!

where dSp is an area element at the Fermi surface, a
v i5uvi u. It is obvious that in view of the homogeneity of th
problem in the boundary plane, the potent
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FIG. 1. Electron trajectory for ferromagnetic~a! and antiferromagnetic~b! structure of multilayer.
w(r )52yEy2zEz1w1(x), and Eq.~6! can be used for de-

o
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ns

l1
( i ) andl2

(k) are two successive instants (l1
( i ),l2

(k)) of col-

ut
the
lec-
in

we

wn

o

of
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ity
of
termining the field componentEx(x) at right angles to the
boundaries.

3. SOLUTION OF THE KINETIC EQUATION AND GENERAL
EXPRESSION FOR ELECTRIC CURRENT IN MML

For ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic structure
MML, which is preserved along the characteristic~4! of Eq.
~2!, the functionFi

(s) assumes~for a givens! four values
Fik

(s) ( i ,k51,2), each corresponding to the motion along
certain segment of the trajectory~see Fig. 1a and b!. Substi-
tuting the solution in the form~3! into the boundary condi-
tions ~5!, we arrive at a system of eight algebraic equatio
whose solution can be written in the form

Fii
~s!5D21$w i i

~s!@PsGk
~s8!1~Qs

22Ps
2 !a ik

~s!aki
~s8!Ak

~s8!#

1w ik
~s!Qsaki

~s8!Ak
~s8!1wki

~s8!Gk
~s8!Qs

1QsQs8wkk
~s8!aki

~s8!%; iÞk; ~7!

for parts of trajectory lying in the F-layer, and

Fik
~s!5D21$w i i

~s!Gk
~s8!Qs1w ik

~s!aki
~s8!Ak

~s8!Ai
~s!

1wki
~s8!Gk

~s8!Ai
~s!1Qs8wkk

~s8!aki
~s8!Ai

~s!%; iÞk.

~8!

for parts of the trajectory lying in the N-layer.
Here,

D5Gk
~s8!Gi

~s!2a ik
~s!aki

~s8!Ak
~s8!Ai

~s! ; ~9!

Gi
~s!512Psa i i

~s! ; ~10!

Ai
~s!5Ps1~Qs

22Ps
2 !a i i

~s! ; ~11!

a ik
~s!5expS l1

~ i !2l2
~k!

ts
D ; ~12!

w ik
~s!5E

l1
~ i !

l2
~k!

dt8vi~ t8!•E expS t82l2
~k!

ts
D ; ~13!
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lision of an electron with the same (i 5k) or different (i
Þk) boundaries. The quantitiesa ik

(s) and w ik
(s) have the

meaning of the probability of an electron moving witho
scattering in the bulk over the corresponding segment of
trajectory and the energy acquired by this electron in an e
tric field over this segment. For charge carriers moving
closed Larmor trajectories in the bulk of the ferromagnet,
should putl52` in formula ~3!. Their contribution to the
current can be calculated easily by using the well kno
magnetic conductivity tensor for an infinite metal.19

The current produced by electrons colliding with tw
adjacent MML boundaries can be presented in the form

I a52I 11
~a!1I 12

~a! , a5y, z; ~14!

where I 11 is the current passing in the boundary region
width 2r (r 5cpF /eB) in the F-layer:

I 11
~a!52

e3B

ch3 (
s

E dpzE
0

TH/2
dlvxi

~l!E
0

TH
dt

3u~ t2l!va i
~ t !H F11

~s! expS l2t

ts
D1E

l

t

dt8

3vi~ t8!•E expS t82t

ts
D J ~15!

and I 12 is the current in the N-layer:

I 12
~a!5

2e2

h3 (
s

E dSp

v i
u~2vxi!va i H vi•Etsd1vxits

3F12expS d

vxits
D G~vi•Ets2F12!J , ~16!

wherepz is the momentum projection on the direction of th
magnetic fieldB. While writing the expression~15!, we used
Eq. ~4! to go over from integration over the coordinatex to
integration over the collision instantsl. Formula ~16! de-
scribes the doubled electron current with negative veloc
v ix . It can easily be verified that, in view of the symmetry
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FIG. 2. Electron trajectory in the momentum space for ferromagnetic~a! and antiferromagnetic~b! order of spontaneous magnetic moments. Points1 and2
correspond to the motion at a constant velocity in the nonmagnetic layer.
the problem, the contributions from charge carriers with
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is the cyclotron frequency, andm* is the effective mass. For
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v ix.0 and v ix,0 to the conductivity of the N-layer ar
identical.

Formulas~15! and ~16! are valid for any form of the
Fermi surface of charge carriers. While calculating the c
rent in the MML in the following analysis, we shall use th
frequently employed model of a compensated metal w
identical quadratic isotropic energy–momentum relations
electrons and holes. Naturally, such a simple model does
take into consideration a whole range of very fine effe
associated with the existence of a contact potential differe
at the boundaries, peculiarities of electron tunneling due
difference in the Fermi surfaces in magnetic and nonm
netic metals, etc. However, this model makes it possible
find the explicit form of the dependence of current on t
thicknessesd anddf and the magnetic inductionB, and pro-
vides a qualitative description of the conductivity of a
MML with an arbitrary closed Fermi surface just as in t
case of a bulk conductor. The condition of compensat
~equality of concentrationsn1 of electrons andn2 of holes!
allows us to neglect the Hall components of the MML co
ductivity and to disregard Eq.~5! for the fieldEx which can
be solved only numerically. Note that the strict equal
n15n2 which is quite normal for nonmagnetic metals is n
satisfied for pure ferromagnets. However, it was shown
Kaganov and Peschansky23 that so far as the galvanomag
netic properties are concerned, a metal for which the ineq
ity un12n2u/(n11n2)!r / l is satisfied behaves like a com
pensated metal. Such a situation can be expected,
example, in 4f -ferromagnetic metals.

4. MML CONDUCTIVITY PARALLEL TO THE BOUNDARIES

In the model of spherical constant energy surfaces,
obtain the following expressions for the components of el
tron ~hole! velocities:

vx52v' sin Vt; vy5v' cosVt; vz5pz /m* ,
~17!

where

v'5~1/m* !~pF
22pz

2!1/2; V5~ ueuB!/m* c
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the instantt50, we chose a point on the Fermi surface co
responding to charge carriers moving parallel to the bou
aries~Fig. 2!. In this reference system, the ‘‘instants’’l1,2

( i ) of
collisions are defined as

l1
~1!52l; l1

~2!5l2
~1!5l; l2

~2!5TH2l;

~TH52p/V!; ~18!

for the ferromagnetic structure of MML, and

l1
~1!5l2

~2!52l; l2
~1!5l1

~2!5l. ~19!

for the antiferromagnetic structure.
Let us first consider the current flowing at right angles

the vectorB and present it in the following form by usin
formula ~14!:

I y5@4syy
~F !r 1syy

~N!d#Ey , ~20!

wheresyy
(F) is the conductivity of the boundary region of th

F-layer, andsyy
(N) the conductivity of the N-layer. In order to

pay special attention to the effect of the boundaries on
conductivity of MML, we can present the expression f
syy

(F,N) for the case when the bulk relaxation frequencies
the layer are identical (ts5ts85ts95t):

syy
~F !5

9p

64

s0

11g2 1
3s0

16p

g2

~11g2!2 (
s

E
0

p

dw sin w

3E
21

1

du~12u2!3/2D21@a11 cosw1g~22a22!

3sin w#$sin w@2QsA2
~s8!1Qs8~22Qsa22!

1~2a122a12
2 !~223Qs!A2

~s8!7QsQs8~12a12!

3~22a22!#1coswga12Qs

3@2A2
~s8!1Qs8a222a12A2

~s8!#%; ~21!

syy
~N!5s01

3

4p

s0

11g2 (
s

E
0

p

dw sin w coswE
21

1

du~1
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2u2!3/2D21a12$g sin w@Qs~22a11!A2
~s8!

n
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e
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magnetic metal, but still the ballistic motion of electrons
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7Qs8~12a12!~22a22!A1
~s!#

2g2 cosw@QsQs8~a111a22!1~Qs1Qs8

23QsQs8!a11a222Qs8a12a22A1
~s!#%, ~22!

where

D5Qsa11A2
~s8!1Qs8a22A1

~s!1QsQs8a11a222~2a12

2a12
2 !A1

~s!A2
~s8! ;

Ai
~s!5Qs1~122Qs!a i i ; g5Vt;

a12512exp~2~d/ l ! sin wA12u2!;

l 5pFt/m* ; s05~n11n2!e2t/m*

is the conductivity of the bulk metal. For an MML with
ferromagnetic structure, we should choose the upper sig
formulas~21! and ~22! and puts5s8:

a11512exp~22w/g!; a22512exp~22~p2w!/g!.
~23!

The antiferromagnet structure of MML corresponds to
lower sign andsÞs8:

a115a22512exp~22w/g!. ~24!

The condition of strong magnetic fieldg5 l /r @1 allows us
to expandaii up to the first nonvanishing term, and we sh
treat these quantities to be small and of the order ofg21.

In spite of a number of simplifying assumptions, th
expressions~21! and ~22! remain quite cumbersome. W
shall present below their asymptotic forms for the most
teresting cases.

1. Qs!r / l . For such a low tunneling probability, there a
practically no electron trajectories passing through t
F-layers, and the conductivitiessyy

(F,N) are independent of the
mutual orientation of magnetic momentsM s :

syy
~F !.s05

9

32
g2

3

8
~Qs1Qs8!gg2 ,

Qs!d/ l , sÞs8
9

32
g2

1

4p

d

2r
g1 , Qs@d/ l ;

~25a!

~25b!

syy
~N!.s05

12
3

16
~Qs1Qs8!S l

dD S 12
g2

2 D ,

Qs!d/ l , sÞs8
3

4 S Qs1Qs8
QsQs8

D d

l
lnS l

dD , Qs@d/ l ;

~26a!

~26b!

where

g5
1

4
@3Si~p!2Si~3p!#; g15Si~2p!;

g25
3

4
@Ci~p!2Ci~3p!#1 ln 3)

2. r / l !Qs!d/ l . These inequalities mean that charge ca
ers freely penetrate the nonmagnetic metal from the fe
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does not lead to a connection between F-layers because
large thickness of the N-layer:

syy
~F!5s0

r

l S 1

Qs
1

1

Qs8
D; sÞs8 ~27a!

syy
~N!5s0S12

3r

8dD. ~27b!

3. Qs@r / l ,d/ l . In this case, the boundary is practical
transparent to charge carriers, and the dominating role in
conductivity of MML is played by periodic trajectories inte
secting two F-layers. The nature of these trajectories depe
on the direction of the magnetic fieldB in F-layers because
of which the asymptotic forms of the conductivitiessyy

(F,N)

are found to be quite different for different types of magne
order in MML.

The ferromagnetic structure of MML is characterized by t
relations

syy
~F !.s0(

s

3H 5

8
~12Qs!

r

l
1

3

16
~3Qs22!

rd

l 2 , d@r ,

3

16

~12Qs!

Qs

r

l
, d!r ;

~28a!

~28b!

syy
~N!.s0H 12

3r

8d
, d@r ,

3

p

d

r
lnS l

dD1
~12Qs!

Qs

r

l
, d!r ,

~29a!

~29b!

while for the antiferromagnetic structure of MML we ca
write

syy
~F !.s0H 12

10

r

d
, d@r ,

9

32
g, d!r ,

~30a!

~30b!

syy
~N!.s0H 12

3r

8d
, d@r ,

4

p

d

r
lnS l

dD1
1

p
g1 , d!r .

~31a!

~31b!

It is well known that the bulk conductivitys'b of a
compensated metal in a direction perpendicular to the m
netic fieldB is given by18

s'b5s0S r

l D
2

for r ! l . ~32!

Hence, for thicknessesdf! l of the F-layer, the main contri-
bution to the MML conductivity comes from the N-layer
and the boundary region of the ferromagnet.

Using formulas~15! and ~16! to calculate the curren
flowing along the vectorB in an MML, it can be easily
verified that

szz
~F !5szz

~N!5s0 ~33!
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for any value of the tunneling probabilityQs .
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us now discuss the analytic results for conductivit
syy

(F,N) ~formulas ~25!–~31!! obtained with the help of the
exact formulas~21!, ~22! ~within the limits of the model!
using the concepts about the effective number of charge
riers neff and their mean free pathl eff . Such an approach
which allows a qualitative description of transport pheno
ena in conductors, is used frequently in the physics of nor
metals.19 It is based on the extremely simple assumption t
the conductivity of a complex system can be describ
roughly by the simple Drude–Lorentz relation containing t
relative numberneff of electrons participating in the conduc
tion, and the lengthl eff characterizing the energyD«5eEleff

acquired during the mean free timet:

s5
neffe

2l eff

pF
[s0

neffl eff

nl
. ~34!

In the limit Q→0 ~for simplicity, we shall assume tha
the tunneling probabilityQ does not depend on spin!, the
electrons interacting with the boundaries perform indep
dent periodic motion in the N-layer~along a trajectory bro-
ken by mirror reflections! and in the F-layer~along a ‘‘hop-
ping’’ trajectory!. The path traversed by them along th
electric field is defined asl eff.l, and the contribution to the
conductivity is of the order of the conductivitys0 of the bulk
sample. ForQÞ0, however,Q!r / l ,d/ l , and most of the
electrons fail to tunnel to the adjoining metal. However, a
result of each collision with the boundary,Qn charge carri-
ers are left out from the conduction process and go ove
another layer. The total number of such carriers
dn5n2neff.MQn, where M is the number of collisions
with the boundary during a timet ~M' l /r for the F-layer
andM' l /d for the N-layer!. Accordingly, the conductivities
s'

(F) and s'
(N) of the boundary regions of F- and N-laye

perpendicular to the magnetic field@see Eqs.~25a! and~26a!#
are found to be of the order of

s'
~F !'s0S 12

Ql

r D , Q!r / l , d/ l ; ~35!

s'
~N!'s0S 12

Ql

d D , Q!r / l , d/ l . ~36!

For Q@d/ l the electrons tunnel freely from N-layer to th
F-layer, but their return during the mean free time is unlike
in view of the inequalityQ!r / l . The situation arising in the
N-layer is analogous to that in a thin plate with charge c
riers scattered diffusely at the surface,10,11 when l eff is of the
order of its thicknessd, which leads to a decrease in th
conductivity by a factorl /d. Before tunneling, the electron
manage to cover a distancel eff'd/Q in the N-layer, making a
contribution

s'
~N!.s0

d

lQ
lnS l

dD , d/ l !Q!r / l . ~37!

to the conductivity@see~26b!#. As usual, ln(l/d) reflects the
contribution tos'

(N) from electrons flying nearly parallel to
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of the F-layer even becomes slightly higher since almost
of thedn.( l /r )Qn electrons tunneled through it return, an
the difference betweens'

(F) ands0 is associated with a de
crease in their effective mean free path by their pathd/Q in
the N-layer@see~25b!#:

s'
~F !.s0S 12

d

r D , d/ l !Q!r / l . ~38!

Conversely, ifr / l !Q!d/ l , the charge carriers in the ferro
magnet go over to the N-layer after covering a pa
l eff5r/Q!l along the boundary, and the conductivity asso
ated with them~see~27a!! is of the order of

s'
~F !.s0

r

Ql
, r / l !Q!d/ l . ~39!

The conductivity of the N-layer in the main approximation
the small parameterd/ lQ coincides with the conductivity of
a thin plate with mirror boundaries10,11 ~i.e., equal tos0!. Its
decrease is determined by the effective mean free p
l eff5l2r/Q for dn5( l /d)Qn electrons entering the F-laye
~see~27b!!:

s'
~N!.s0S 12

r

dD , r / l !Q!d/ l . ~40!

For a highly transparent boundaryQ@r / l , d/ l , a con-
nection between F-layers is established due to trajecto
motion of electrons, and the conductivity of MML depen
on the mutual orientation of magnetic field in them.

For the ferromagnetic structure of MML, electrons
different F-layers move in directions opposite to the elec
field. In the limit Q→1, d→0, the magnetic field in the
sample is uniform, and the conductivitys'

(F) coincides with
the corresponding value for an infinite conductors'b de-
fined by Eq.~32!. Proceeding from the concepts about t
effective mean free path, the quantitys'b can be estimated
as follows. The displacement of an electron along the vec
E over a period is equal to zero on account of its perio
motion, i.e.,l eff50 in the main approximation inr / l . How-
ever, taking into consideration the collisions and the fact t
lengthsl 1 andl 2 of trajectory segments along and against t
field E are different (u l 12 l 2u.r ), we obtain the following
estimate forl eff :

l eff.rUexpS 2
l 1

l D2expS 2
l 2

l D U. r 2

l
for r ! l , ~41!

which corresponds to formula~32!. For QÞ1, dÞ0 ~but for
Q@r / l ,d/ l !, the difference between the quantitiess'

(F) and
s'b is due to two reasons. First, as a result of reflection
the boundaries,neff5(12Q)n electrons have displacemen
in opposite directions, differing by a quantity of the order
l eff
(1)'r. Second, bulk scattering at trajectory segments ly

in the N-layer leads, as in a bulk metal, to a nonzero effec
mean free path

l eff
~2!.rUexpS 2

l 1

l D2expS 2
l 212d

l D U. rd

l
,

for l @d@r . ~42!
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The above processes define two contributions to the conduc-
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to the vectorB depends significantly on the probability of
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tivity s' of the F-layer~see~28a!!:

s'
~F !.~12Q!s0

r

l
1s0

dr

l 2 , Q@r / l ,d/ l . ~43!

In the case under consideration, the N-layer conductivity a
contains two terms, one of which coincides with the fi
term in ~46! and has the same origin. The second term
associated with the energy acquired by an electron directl
a nonmagnetic metal over a lengthl eff.dM, whereM is the
number of collisions with the boundary over a periodt. For
transmission probabilities close to unity,M. l /(d1r ).
Hence the total conductivitys'

(N) @see Eq.~29!# can be pre-
sented in the form

s'
~N!.s0

d

r 1d
1~12Q!s0

r

l
, Q@r / l , d/ l . ~44!

If the MML has an antiferromagnetic structur
Q@r / l ,d/ l for a high transparency of the boundaries, a
electrons move along an open trajectory, being displa
along the electric field in the same direction. Their effect
mean free path in the F-layer isl eff.rM , and the conductiv-
ity s'

(F) @see~30!# is defined as

s'
~F !.s0

r

r 1d
, Q@r / l , d/ l . ~45!

The conductivity of the N-layer in the case under co
sideration is weakly sensitive to the relation betweend and
r . Even for r @d, when charge carriers spend most of t
mean free time in F-layers, moving in the same direction
these layers, they acquire energy in an electric field. He
l eff is always of the order ofl , and the conductivity is com
parable with the conductivitys0 of the bulk metal@see~31!#.
It follows from formulas ~43!–~45! that the change in the
magnetic order in MML~under the action of the externa
field! leads to a considerable increase in the conductivity
both F- and N-layers in a direction perpendicular to the m
netic field.

6. CONCLUSION

Thus, if the radiusr of the charge carrier trajectory i
the magnetic field with spontaneous inductionB is smaller
than the ferromagnetic layer thickness, the conductivity
MML is sensitive to the direction of the current flowing pa
allel to the boundaries. The MML conductivity perpendicu
708 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (9), September 1997
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tunneling of electrons through the boundary, and also on
mutual orientation of the magnetic moments for quite lar
values ofQ. The anisotropy of the MML resistance define
by these trajectory effects may well exceed the contribut
emerging from a consideration of the anisotropy of mat
elements of spin-orbit interaction in a ferromagnet, which
usually of the order of a few percent.1,8 Thus, the experimen-
tal investigation of the longitudinal and transverse resista
~relative to the intrinsic magnetic field! for different types of
magnetic order in a multilayer can provide information abo
the nature of interaction of charge carriers with the bou
aries between layers.

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to V. G. Pesch
sky for fruitful discussion of the results.
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Exchange metamagnetism in systems with triangular structure
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The splitting of magnetization jumps in the metamagnetic phase of compounds based on iron
phosphide in a magnetic field is obtained as a result of analysis of two models with the
Landau potential with different degrees of complexity. The conditions for realization of transitions
between the paramagnetic, metamagnetic, and ferromagnetic phases are established.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00509-4#
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The expansion of the Landau potential in the compl
rational basis of invariants~CRBI!1 is expedient for describ
ing the behavior of the magnetic order parameters depen
on external conditions. Nine such invariants existing
crystals with the triangular arrangement of atoms permit
physical states.2 In order to describe a specific state, we ne
to consider only a few of CRBI invariants. An analysis of t
behavior of the ferromagnetic order parameter of structu
with the triangular arrangement of magnetic atoms in a m
netic field on the basis of the Landau phenomenolog
theory was carried out in Ref. 3, where we took into acco
each of the mixed invariants, one by one. The results of
theoretical analysis were compared with the experime
data for compounds based on iron phosphide Fe2P, which
have the symmetry groupD3h

3 .4 Iron phosphide has a hex
agonal crystalline structure whose unit cell contains six
atoms lying in two triply degenerate, crystallographically i
equivalent positions Fe~1! and Fe~2!,5 which differ in that
they lie in basal planes alternating along thec-axis. In each
plane, these atoms form a triangular lattice.

When the stoichiometric composition deviates towa
deficiency of iron atoms (Fe22«P), or when the composition
changes due to the substitution of Mn for Fe
(Fe12CMnC)2P, the T vs. P, «, and C diagrams reveal a
certain metamagnetic phase MM2 as under the effect of ex
ternal pressure6 ~this phase differs from the phase MM1 ob-
served forP,«,C50!,7 which exhibits the metamagnetic be
havior in a field. For a certain critical value of the fieldHc ,
the MM2 phase of the compounds (Fe12CMnC)2P and
Fe22«P is characterized by a jump on the field dependenc
magnetization. An increase in external pressure as well a
the parameterC leads to the splitting of this jump into two.8

Such a behavior of the ferromagnetic order parameter
field can be obtained by selecting an appropriate state f
15 physically admissible states and by retaining the requ
invariants in the expansion of the Landau potential into
power series in CRBI. It was found that the magnetizat
jumps in a field can take place if we choose the st
FiL1(L250) for describing the magnetic structure of th
MM2 phase and include the termF2L4 into the Landau
potential.3 However, the splitting of the magnetization jum
into two in a magnetic field upon a change of external c
ditions (T,P,C) as well as the behavior of the phase boun
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present publication is devoted to an analysis of these asp

NONSYMMETRIC MODEL „F2,L 6
…

It is well known2 that the CRBI of a crystal with trian-
gular structure consists of nine invariants, six of which a
mixed, i.e., depend on three order parametersF5s11s2

1s3 ; L15s11s222s3 ; L35)(s12s2), whereF is the fer-
romagnetic andL1 andL2 are antiferromagnetic vectors, an
si ( i 51,2,3) is the spin moment of thei th ion. Among pos-
sible states, we single out a configuration for whi
FiL1(L250). Such a choice is based on the results of ana
sis carried our in Ref. 3. In order to explain the nontriv
behavior of the ferromagnetic order parameter as a func
of H, we retain in the Landau potential only two out of s
mixed invariants and write it in the form

F5
1

2
a1F21

1

2
b1L21

1

4
b2L41

1

6
b3L61n1F2L4

1n2FL32FH, ~1!

where H is the external magnetic field strength, an
a1 , b1 , b2 , b3 , n1 , n2 are phenomenological coefficien
of exchange origin, of which all buta1 andb3 can be func-
tions of external conditions. It should be noted that poten
~1! is too simplified and hence cannot be used for describ
the ferromagnetic~FM! state. For this reason, we consid
only peculiarities in the behavior of the metamagnetic MM2

state in the field as well as the phase transition~PT! between
the MM2 and the paramagnetic~PM! phases. The disregar
of four mixed invariants leading to a change in the symme
of the problem is admissible since the chosen struct
FiL1(L250) corresponds to the triangular configuration
magnetic atoms,2 while their inclusion leads to mismatchin
of the experimental and theoretical field dependences of
magnetization of the MM2 state. It can be easily establishe
from the relevant equations of state that the following re
tion holds for the MM2 phase:

F5
H2n2L3

a112n1L4 , ~2!

whereL is the solution of a 12th degree equation. Accordi
to ~2!, the quantitiesF andL have opposite signs forH50,
i.e., (F–L ),0. TheF(H) curve obtained as a result of nu
merical solution of the corresponding system of equatio

709090709-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for n250 is shown in the inset to Fig. 1. It can be seen t
an S-shaped kink appears in the vicinity of the critical fie
Hc . It should be noted that forn250, one curveF(H) cor-
responds to two symmetric curves6L(H). The inclusion of
the invariantFL3 into ~1! leads to the emergence of tw
branches of the solutionsF1 , F2 andL1 , L2 which are sym-
metric in zero field, and the splitting is proportional to th
coefficientn2 . This means that forH50, the crystal consists
of two domains so thatF1↑↓L1 , F2↑↓L2 , F1 andF2 being
also antiparallel. As a result, the magnetization is equa
zero for H50. In this case, each of theF(H) curves has
S-shaped segments displaced relative to each other and
ing different hystereses~see Fig. 1!. The magnetizationM
can be obtained by summing up the values of the branche
F(H). The displacement of theS-shaped segments leads
splitting of a magnetization jump into two in the field. whic
is actually observed in experiments with Fe2P under the ac-
tion of pressure8,9 or upon a change in the concentrationC.6

Hence, it follows that the coefficientn2 depends consider
ably on P or C. As the value ofn2 increases, the magnet
zation jumps are displaced relative to each other upon
increase or decrease inH, the rate of this displacement bein
different. This leads to different values of hysteresis for
first and second jumps~Fig. 2!.

In order to determine the stability boundary of the MM2

phase, we have two equations

]F

]L
5L@L124n1

2b31L104n1
2b21L9~26n2

2n1!

1L84n1~a1b31n1b1!1L62n1~2a1b212n2
2

13n2H !1L5~23n2
2a1!1L4~a1

2b314a1b1

28n1n2H !1L2~a1
2b214n1H213n2Ha1!

1a1
2b1#50, ~3!

]2F

]L2 5L@L1116n1
2b31L98n1

2b21L78n1~2a1b31n2
2!

FIG. 1. Field dependences of branches of the ferromagnetic order para
F for n2Þ0. Branch1 corresponds to positive values ofL and branch2 to
negative values ofL. The inset shows the field dependence of the ferrom
netic order parameterF for n250.
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1L58n1a1b21L4~210n1n2H !1L3a1~4a1b3

23n2
2!1L2~a1

2b214n1H2!13n2a1H#50.

In zero field (H50), if 4a1b323n2
2.0 (a1.0,b2.0), the

only possible solution isL50, i.e., we have a second-orde
PT, andb150 in this case. For 4a1b323n2

2,0, two sign
reversal are observed in the set of coefficients. In the eq
tion of state, such a change of sign in the set of coefficie
is associated with the coefficientn2 . Consequently, a non
zero solution of system~3! can appear forb1.0 ~T.TN ,
whereTN is the Néel temperature!, i.e., we are dealing with
a first-order PT between the PM and MM2 phases. A situa-
tion leading to the sign reversal of the coefficient ofL3 in ~3!
~i.e., to a first-order PT! can also emerge under the action
pressure or upon a change in concentration. It should
noted that a first-order PT inH50 is also observed for
b2,0.

An interesting singularity is observed fo
4a1b323n2

2.0 (b2.0). When the field is applied, the co
efficient ofL4 in the brackets in~3! is nonzero and negative
i.e., the solutionLÞ0 appears for a certain value of the fiel
and the second-order PT changes to a first-order PT~tricriti-
cal point on theT–H plane!. The change in the type o
magnetic PT in the absence of structural distortions was
dicted in the exchange-striction model,10 in which pressure
served as the external parameter. This effect is also pos
when the concentrationC changes (Mn12CTiCAs).11 In our
case, the role of external parameter is played by the magn
field.

NONSYMMETRIC MODEL „F 4,L 6
…

The minimum complication of the model is associat
with the addition of a fourth-order term inF to the potential.
In this case, we have

F5
1

2
a1F21

1

4
a2F41

1

2
b1L21

1

4
b2L41

1

6
b3L6

1n1F2L41n2FL32FH. ~4!

Here all the coefficients excepta2 andb3 can be functions of
external conditions. Potential~4! describes a more realisti

ter

-

FIG. 2. Field dependence of magnetizationM for n250 ~curve1! andn2

Þ0 ~curve2!.
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model as compared to~1! since it permits the ferromagneti
state also. The solutions of the system of equations of st
were found numerically. For small values of the coefficie
a2 , the dependencesF(H) andL(H) are similar to those in
Fig. 1. An increase ina2 first leads to gradual smoothing o
the branch ofF(H) corresponding to negative values
L(H) ~Fig. 3!. Upon a further increase ina2 , the S-shaped
region disappears on the second branch also.

Let us consider the PT between the MM2 and FM
phases. The stability curve of the FM phase can be descr
by a fifth-degree determinant, which can be easily evalua
and gives

a1
352

27a2H2

4
. ~5!

According to the stability condition for the metamagne
phase, the relation

F252
a112n1L4

3a3
. ~6!

must be satisfied on the stability boundary. This equa
necessitates the fulfillment of the condition2a1@2n1L4.
Consequently, the stability curves of the FM and MM2

phases do not coincide, and the PT between them is of
order. A numerical solution of Eq.~6! together with the sys-
tem of equations of state forHÞ0 shows that the tempera
ture with increasing field difference determined from~5! and
~6! increases in magnitude, i.e., the stability curves in
field do not intersect. Hence it follows that the PT betwe
FM and MM2 is of the first order irrespective of the magn
tude of the field.

Let us consider the PT between the PM and MM2

phases. A numerical analysis of the system of equation
state shows that the solutionsF(0) andL(0) have opposite
signs and the quantity~F–L ! is negative. This leads to
change in sign in the set of coefficients in the equations
state and in the stability condition forb1.0. It then follows
that, owing to the inclusion of the invariantFL3, we have a
solution withLÞ0 for b1.0 (T.TN). At the same time, the
stability curve for the PM phase (L50) corresponds to

FIG. 3. Field dependences of the branches of ferromagnetic order para
F for the nonsymmetric model (F4L6), L,0 ~curve1! andL.0 ~curve2!.
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phase is of first order. An interesting situation occurs whe
magnetic field is applied. In this case~see Fig. 1!, one of the
solutions ofF(H) changes sign for a certain value of th
field. This means that no sign reversal is observed in str
fields in the equations determining the stability curve, a
the only possible solution isF5L50. Consequently, for this
solution we have a second-order PT from the PM to
MM2 phase, while for the other branch this is a first-ord
transition.

It should be emphasized that splitting similar to that co
sidered above also takes place for the invariantFL5. How-
ever, this case should be analyzed by taking into acco
terms with a power higher than sixth in the power expans
of the Landau potential.

CONCLUSIONS

In our earlier publication,3 we proposed that the MM2
phase can be described by the structureFiL1(L250). Pro-
ceeding from this assumption, we analyzed successively
models with Landau potentials of different complexities. T
analysis leads to the following conclusions.

~1! In the nonsymmetric model (F2L6), the conditions un-
der which the PM–MM2 transition in iron phosphide is
of first order are determined, and the splitting of t
F(H) curve into two branches is obtained. This is r
flected in the formation of an additional step on the ma
netization curve as a function of field in experiments
the samples of (Fe12CMnC)2P or Fe2P under pressure.

~2! In the nonsymmetric model (F4L6), the conditions for a
first-order PT between PM and MM2 phases are estab
lished. It is found that in this approximation only one
the two domains experiences a transition from the MM2

to the FM phase. The problem on the transition of t
second domain into the FM phase can probably
solved by using the symmetric model (F6L6).
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C. V. Tomy,4 and D. McK. Paul4

1Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung and Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique, B.P. 166, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France
2B. Verkin Institute of Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
3Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, U.S.A.
4Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK
~Submitted March 24, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 951–964~September 1997!

The point-contact~PC! d2V/dI2-spectra of HoNi2B2C and YNl2B2C reveal structure at applied
voltages corresponding to the phonon frequencies. At about 4 meV a maximum is observed
in the phonon density of states by analogy to the soft-phonon structure in neutron scattering
experiments for LuNi2B2C @P. Dervenagaset al., Phys. Rev. B52, R9839~1995!#and
YNl2B2C @H. Kawanoet al., Czech. J. Phys. 46, S2-825~1996!, Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 4628
~1996!#. In the Ho compound the low-energy phonon peak is suppressed by an applied magnetic
field in an anisotropic way, pointing to an interaction between the phonons and the magnetic
systems. Surprisingly, in the nonmagnetic Y compound the 4-meV peak is also suppressed by a
magnetic field. In the Ho-compound contacts which show the^quasi-thermal& behavior, the
detailed magnetic-field and temperature dependences of PC spectra suggest that the magnetic order
is destroyed due to the coupled phonon-magnon subsystem which is driven out of equilibrium
by electrons that pass through the contact, by analogy with the nonequilibrium phonon-
induced destruction of the superconducting state in point contacts@I. K. Yansonet al., JETP
Lett. 45, 543 ~1987!#. The PC electron-phonon interaction~EPI! spectral functions are
reconstructed and the estimates for thel-parameter yield the values of the order of 0.1.
Comparison with PC EPI spectra of nonsuperconducting and nonmagnetic LaNi2B2C. @I. K.
Yansonet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 935 ~1997!#, as well as the comparative study of PC
EPI and Andreev-reflection spectra for various contacts with superconducting Ho and Y
compounds suggest that the low-energy part of the electron-quasi-particle interaction spectral
function is responsible for the Cooper pairing in these materials. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00609-9#

1. INTRODUCTION tunneling junction, an ideal point contact has no interfac
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In the case of a junction made of dissimilar electrodes, PCS
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The recently discovered intermetallic compounds1,2

(RNi2B2C(R5rare earth, Y, Sc, Th) show a very rich in
terplay between superconductivity and magnetism w
higher superconducting and magnetic critical temperatu
compared with the rare-earth rhodium borides and moly
fides~selenides! magnetic superconductors.3 These materials
are now being studied intensively by various experimen
techniques.4–10 However, there are only a few reports co
cerning the application of the tunneling spectrosco
method.11–14 All of them deal with the nonmagnetic com
pounds. This circumstance is probably attributable to the
ficulties in preserving the fine balance between intra- a
inter-layer magnetic interactions at the tunnel junction int
faces with the magnetic compounds.

The point-contact spectroscopy~PCS! involves studies
of the nonlinearities of current-voltage characteristics of m
tallic constrictions with characteristic sized smaller than the
inelastic electron mean free pathl in .15,16 In contrast with a
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has the advantage that the material is probed into the d
of the current spreading region, which is of the order of t
constriction size. On one side, this size may be large eno
to make a negligible contribution of the spoiled interfa
layers to the point-contact spectrum; on the other side it m
be not too large with respect to the condition of the spec
scopic regime of current flow,

d<min~ l ln ,Al lnl e!, ~1!

wherel e is the elastic scattering mean free path.
The voltage dependence of the differential resistance

a ballistic point contact reflects the energy-dependence of
scattering cross section of the conduction electrons, such
the point-contact spectra@d2V/dI2(V) dependences# are pro-
portional to the electron-phonon-interaction~EPI! spectral
function. In the case of point contacts between different m
als with strongly different Fermi velocities, only the spe
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trum of the material with the smaller Fermi velocitynF is
seen:16

d ln R

dV
~V!5

4

3

ed

\vF
gPC~v!U

\v5eV
; ~T.0!. ~2!

The function gPC(v)5aPC
2 F(v) is similar to the

Eliashberg function. HereaPC
2 (v) is the averaged EPI ma

trix element with kinematic restrictions imposed by the co
tact geometry, andF(v) is the phonon density of states. Th
contact diameterd is determined by the normal-state res
tance at zero biasR0 via the Sharvin expression.16 In the case
of copperd.30/AR0@V# nm, which we shall use for furthe
estimates.

In the spectroscopic regime@Eq. ~1!# no heating of the
contact area occurs. However, if the contact size is la
compared with the electron energy-relaxation lengthL«

5min(l in ,Al inl e), then there is a local heating of the conta
with a maximum temperatureT0 at the center of the contac
given by the Kohlrausch relation

V254L~T0
22T2! ~3!

for an applied voltageV across the contact at the bath tem
peratureT. This relation transforms intoeV53.63kBT0 or
1-mV applied voltage corresponds to 3.20-K temperature
crease at the contact for the standard Lorentz numbeL
52.44•1028 V2/K2 ~assumingT50!. In the thermal regime
the PCS-spectrum of an Einstein oscillator\v0 looks like a
smeared step with a shallow maximum ateV51.09\v0 .17,18

In Figs. 1a and 1b the point-contact spectra of the elec
interaction with an Einstein phonon-mode are shown sc
matically for, respectively, the spectroscopic~either ballistic
or diffusive! and the thermal regimes.

The thermal feature in the PC spectra can be quite sh
if a phase transition occurs at a particular temperatureTm ,
which leads to the jump-like increase of the temperatu
dependent contributionrm(T) to the resistivity~see Fig. 1c!.
Such a situation holds, for example, for the ferromagne
metals~Ni, Fe! at the voltages corresponding to the Cu

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of the PCd2V/dI2-spectra for an Einstein-type
phonon spectrum for the spectroscopic~either ballistic or diffusive! ~a! and
thermal~b! regimes of current flow. Theoreticald2V/dI2(V) dependence~d!
calculated in the thermal limit for therm(T) dependence17 ~c!; r0 is the
residual resistivity of a metal.
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and a sharp ‘‘N’’-type feature on the second derivativ
d2V/dI2 ~Fig. 1d appears at abouteVm.3.63kBTm).17

Similar peculiarities in the PCd2V/dI2 spectra of super-
conductors appear if the average concentration of qu
particle excitations exceeds a critical value, destroying
superconducting order parameter in the contact region. It
found19 that the voltage positions of these ‘‘N’’-type features
tend to coincide with the characteristic energies of sl
phonons in a superconductor. These slow phonons are a
mulated in the contact region, breaking effectively the Co
per pairs. This effect strongly enhances the intensity of
phonon spectral lines, which simultaneously modifies th
shape. It is especially effective in the dirty contacts~l e!d!,
where the intensity of the conventional phonon-induc
backscattering processes are suppressed by the f
; l e /d, and the slow phonon rate is further decreased
diffusion.

We will show below that in the HoNi2B2C contacts a
similar effect on the phonon-structure occurs due to the
struction of the magnetic order by nonequilibrium phono
To distinguish this nonequilibrium effect from the true the
mal limit we shall call it the ‘‘quasi-thermal’’ limit. In this
regime the nonequilibrium conduction electrons rem
‘‘cold’’, i.e., the Fermi distribution is smeared only by th
environmental temperature20 with an excess energy con
trolled by bias voltage.

In the present PCS study, we attempt to determine wh
interactions are the most efficient in the scattering of
conduction electrons in RNi2B2C. They are most likely the
candidates to serve as mediators in the superconducting
ing mechanism. Although it was proposed that these mat
als fall into the class of common phonon-mediat
superconductors,21 there is disagreement as to whic
phonons play a major role. Mattheiss, Siegrist, and Cav22

emphasize the role of high energy (\v5106 meV) boron
A1g vibrations, while Pickett and Singh23 estimate the char-
acteristic Debye energy to be rather low~about 300 K! and
point out the importance of low-energy phonon branch
The first point of view finds confirmation in the observatio
of an appreciable boron-isotope effect in YNi2B2C,24 while
the second is consistent with the recent findings of pho
softening in LuNi2B2C.25 The controversy can be continue
by mentioning the temperature dependence of the heat
pacity of the nonmagnetic compound YNi2B2C driven to the
normal state by magnetic fields, which shows an appa
lattice stiffening.26 Moreover, the recent comparative stud
of the normal-state transport and magnetic properties of n
superconducting LaNi2B2C and superconducting YNi2B2C
and HoNi2B2C ~Ref. 27! have questioned the phonon
mediated superconducting pairing mechanism.

We have found reproducible peaks in thed2V/dI2 spec-
tra of Ag~Cu!2RNi2B2C ~R5Ho, Y! point-contacts situated
at energies of about 4–20 meV. The positions of these
tures on the voltage axis correlate well with the characteri
energies of slow phonons found in the neutron measurem
on LuNi2B2C ~Ref. 25! and YNi2B2C ~Ref. 28!. The intensity
of the soft phonon peaks in the PC EPI spectra of HoNi2B2C
can be suppressed by temperature and magnetic field, s
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diagram. In nominally nonmagnetic YNi2B2C the intensity
of the soft phonon mode also depends on the magnetic fi
The linear background in the PC spectra of both compou
corresponds to a quadratic energy dependence of the co
resistance and could originate from electron-electron
electron-magnon~paramagnon! scattering.

The high energy part of the PC spectrum of the Ho a
Y compounds is dominated for most contacts by a ba
ground signal. The saturation of this background signa
about eV.100 meV coincides with the high-frequenc
boron-vibration energy and points to an appreciable EP
this energy, as predicted by theory.22 Nonetheless, compar
ing the PC spectra of Ho and YNi2B2C contacts, which re-
veal different superconducting properties, and taking into
count the results of our PCS study of nonsuperconduc
LaNi2B2C ~Ref. 29!, we conclude that the low-energy part
the EPI spectra is mainly responsible for the Cooper pair
in these compounds.

2. METHODICAL DETAILS

The contacts are made by pressing together directl
the cryostat the sharp edge of a small silver~copper! bar to
the ab-plane edge of HoNi2B2C or YNi2B2C single crystals,
which were prepared via the Ni2B flux-growth method de-
veloped at Aims Laboratory.30 During one run, many con
tacts with different contact resistances~in the range from
several tenths to several tens of an Ohm! at different sites of
the crystal surface could be created. Typical contact re
tances chosen for the extensive temperature- and magn
field-dependent measurements are about 1V, which corre-
sponds to a contact sized of about 30 nm. This is of the
same order of magnitude as the electron mean free pa
the starting material at low temperatures. Thus, one may
pect the spectroscopic regime of current flow not to be v
lated in the best contacts studied. Such contacts were ch
among many trials by looking at the Andreev reflection~AR!
spectradV/dI(V) at T!Tc , which for the selected junction
reveal critical temperatures and superconducting energy
close to the following typical values:Tc515.4 K, D52.4
60.07 meV andTc58.5 K, D51.0460.06 meV for, respec-
tively, the Y- and Ho-based compounds.31

In Figs. 2a and 2b typical examples of the AR spectra
contacts with the Y and Ho compounds are shown, alo
with the fitting curves calculated according to the Blonde
Tinkham–Klapwijk–Dynes~BTKD! model.32 The matching
of the smearing parameterG ~beyond the energy gapD0 and
barrier parameterZ! is essential in order to obtain a good
for the two materials. The relatively largeG values for the
Ho compound are evidently connected with the magnet
in the superconducting state. Even for the nominally n
magnetic Y-compound point contacts the BTKD-fit ofte
does not follow the experimental points at energies gre
than about 4 meV, as can be seen in Fig. 2a and Fig. 12c
will be shown below, this energy corresponds to a maxim
in the PC electron-phonon interaction spectral function
both YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C. In HoNi2B2C point-contacts
similar kinks on theR(V) curves are often more smeared d
to the largerG values, as is the case in Fig. 2b. It should
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noted that actually the BTKD fitting procedure involves
fourth parameter, the scaling factorSF. This parameter
scales the amplitude of the change in thedV/dI with a factor
of order unity and may be due either to the nonhomogen
of the boro-carbide compound in the contact region or to
asymmetry of the junction geometry.

Although for both compounds in Fig. 2 the barrier p
rametersZ do not differ much and the reduced temperatu
T/Tc are both!1, the distance betweendV/dI minima for
the Ho compound (2Vmin51.48 meV) differs noticeably
from the energy gapD051.05 meV of the fitting curve due
to extremely the large value of theG-parameter. Hence, on
should be careful in identifying the energy gap parame
2D0 with 2Vmin in the case of a largeG.

The contact axis which determines the preferred dir
tion of current flow is nominally parallel to theab-plane. Its
orientation with respect to thea(b)-crystallographic axis re-
mains uncertain. A magnetic field up to 10T can be applied
either along theab-plane or perpendicular to it. In the firs
case both parallel (I iH) and perpendicular (I'H) orienta-
tions, with respect to the contact axis, have been investig
with not much difference in the results. Many different co
tacts were investigated and for the selected contacts a n
ber of different characteristics were measured. Among th
are temperature and magnetic field variations ofdV/dI(V),
AR spectra, zero-bias magnetoresistance curves at diffe

FIG. 2. Andreev reflection spectra in reduced units atH50 for
YNi2B2C-Cu ~a! and HoNi2B2C-Ag ~b! point contacts.Rs and Rm are the
dV/dI(V) characteristics in the superconducting and normal states, res
tively. The contact parameters and measurement conditions are:~a! R0

516.6V, Tc515.4 K, T54.2 K; ~b! R050.77V, Tc58.5 K, T51.6 K.
The solid curves represent the BTKD fits with the following parameters~see
text!: ~a! D052.1 meV, G50.6 meV, Z50.5, SF51.19; ~b! D0

51.05 meV,G51.35 meV,Z50.595, SF50.58.
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temperatures, point-contact spectra in the normal state
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@d V/dI (V) characteristics# at various fields and tempera
tures.

In all the graphs we plot the second harmonic sig
V2F(V), which is directly measured in experiments a
which is connected with thed2V/dI2(V) characteristics
through the expression.15

d2V/dI2~V!52&R2V2F~V!/Vmod
2 , ~4!

where Vmod and R5dV/dI are, respectively, the effectiv
value of the modulation voltage and the differential cont
resistance. The experimental data are scanned from2Vmax

to 1Vmax voltage bias to show the reproducibility of spectr
features. The voltage polarity in all graphs corresponds to
polarity of the normal metal electrode~Cu,Ag!. For plotting
the EPI spectral functiongPC(v) we use the odd part of th
spectraFodd(V)51/2@F(1V)2F(2V)#, which contains the
spectral information that does not depend on the voltage
larity and in most cases nearly coincides with the origi
curve. The modulation voltageVmod and the temperatureT
determine the smearing of an infinitely narrow spectral p
according to the standard formula.16

dV5A~5.44kBT/e!21~1.72Vmod!
2. ~5!

The results presented are representative of more
several hundred junctions that we have measured. W
comparing our findings with the properties of bulk mater
one should keep in mind that the PC method probes a s
volume with linear dimensions of the order ofd510
2100 nm, located at the crystal surface. Due to the extre
sensitivity of the material properties to small variations
the composition13,33 some contacts show no superconduct
ity at all. Those contacts are discarded. Those which rem
after application of the selection criteria based on the
spectra, still preserve some dispersion in composition
structural perfection of the material in the contact region,
well as in random deviations of the contact axis from t
nominal orientation, which are probably the main cause
the variety of characteristics observed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. HoNi2B2C

Phonon structure for different regimes of current flo
In Fig. 3 we present the PC spectra for differe
HoNi2B2C-Ag contacts in the normal state at fields grea
thanHc2(0).0.55 T but less than 1–2 T at which, judgin
from the magnetization measurements,5,6,34 the magnetic or-
der is not yet completely destroyed. There are some va
tions in the spectral line shapes which are due to the unc
trolled variations of the contact shape, the orientation of
probed crystallite, and the value of the elastic electron m
free path in the contact region, which leads to the differ
regimes of current flow. Judging from the width of the spe
tral lines compared with the expected smearing~Eq. ~5!!, one
can tentatively assume the regime of current flow in con
1 to be close to spectroscopic. On the other hand, the s
‘‘ N’’-type feature around65 mV, with a negative over-
shooting with respect to the background in the PC spect
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of contact 3, resembles the quasi-thermal lineshape show
Fig. 1d. Similar negative overshooting is seen at about
meV in the spectrum of contact 2.

Despite these variations in lineshape, there are struct
in the spectra of Fig. 3 at about 4–5 and 14–15 mV, wh
are common to all curves and which are marked by arro
The lower energy is in striking correspondence with t
characteristic energy of soft phonons, while the upper ene
marks another characteristic phonon energy at wh
]v/]q.0 on the phonon dispersion curves of LuNi2B2C.25

In some spectra the wide low-energy peak at about 6 mV
further resolved into bands at 4 and 8 mV, which nicely fit
more detail the neutron data~see below!. These observations
support the recent neutron findings25 and prove that soft
phonons are involved in the spectral structure of the EP
these compounds.

The fine structure of the low-energy part of th
HoNi2B2C EPI spectra is shown in Fig. 4 for two more co
tacts, which presumably corresponds to the spectrosc
conditions of the current flow. Besides demonstrating t
the spectral features do not depend on the contact resist
~size!, these curves are evidence of the independence of
spectra on the material of the counter electrode. The p
tions of the maxima in the PC EPI spectra marked by arro
lie close to the characteristic]v/]q.0 phonon energies o
the low-temperature phonon dispersion curves of LuNi2B2C
in the@z,0,0# direction,25 which are 4, 8.5, 14, and 19 meV a
10 K. If the dispersion curves for other directions would

FIG. 3. Normal state point-contact spectra of HoNi2B2C-Ag contacts atT
51.6 K. The contact resistanceR, the magnetic fieldH, the modulation
voltageVmod, and the double-arrow bar for the calibration of the vertic
axis are for each spectrum as follows: 0.7V, 1.5 T, 0.7 mV, 0.21mV ~1!;
0.53V, 1 T, 0.9 mV, 0.55mV ~2!; and 0.82V, 0.7 T, 0.35 mV, 0.37mV ~3!.
Orientations of the contact axis (I ) and magnetic field are for contacts 1 an
2 (I'H)'c, for contact 3 (I iH)'c. The arrows mark the positions of th
spectral bands common to all contacts. Dotted straight lines stand fo
linear backgrounds.V2F is the second harmonic signal which is proportion
to the second derivatived2V/dI2 of the I (V) characteristics@Eq. ~4!#. For
each curveV2F50 at V50. Judging from the peak shapes the regimes
current flow can be classified as changing from spectroscopic~contact 1! to
quasi-thermal~contact 3!.
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known, a more detailed comparison with the total phon
density of states could be made. We emphasize thatall PC
EPI spectra of HoNi2B2C contain the soft phonon maximum
at about 4 meV.

Magnetic field dependence of phonon spectral pea
Turning to the magnetic field dependence of the spectra
first note that due to the preferential orientation of the
magnetic moments parallel to theab-plane there is a strong
anisotropy in magnetic properties of HoNi2B2C.6,34,35 Bear-
ing this in mind, we first describe the influence of the ma
netic fieldH parallel to the direction of easy magnetizatio
i.e., Hi(ab).

A magnetic fieldHi(ab) strongly influences the spectra
features at low energies. For typical junctions we have
served a suppression of the 4-meV peak by magnetic fi
of the order of several tesla. This behavior is illustrated
Fig. 5, where the peak positions are marked by an arrow.
disregard the zero-bias peak in the differential resistan
which does not show a systematic behavior in magnetic fi
and has no relevance for the electron-phonon interact
The magnetic-field range of the soft-phonon-peak depres
increases to 10 T. In Fig. 6 we show a contact with only
small influence of the field on thed2V/dI2-spectrum, where
most of the phonon suppression occurs in fields up to ab
2 T. Again, we regard the zero-bias anomaly as being n
essential for the phenomena considered here. Figure 7 sh
a very strong magnetic field dependence for a contact wi
spectrum similar to the one of contact 2 in Fig. 3, whi
clearly exhibits at 0.5 T the quasi-thermal-like ‘‘N’’-type
feature at 19 mV. It follows from Fig. 7 that fields up t
about 2 T strongly suppress the intensity of phonon line
modifying their shape and position on the voltage scale.
the other hand, fields greater than 2 T~and up to 9 T! do not
change dramatically the PC spectrum in Fig. 7, which c

FIG. 4. Comparison of the phonon structure in the PC spectra of HoNi2B2C
with Ag ~1! and Cu~2! counter electrodes atT54.2 K, H51 T. The pa-
rameters are: 1! R50.85V, Vmod50.6 mV; 2! R512V, Vmod51 mV.
I iab, Hic. The arrows mark the approximate peak positions common
both spectra.
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tains two maxima similar in shape, intensity, and energy
sition to those in Fig. 6.

The contacts with HoNi2B2C showed very often a sup
pression of the phonon structures by an applied magn
field along the (ab)-plane. For this field orientation, th
magnetic order is destroyed above about 1–2 T.5,6 Therefore,
we conclude that our data show a strong interaction betw
the magnon and phonon branches of the excitation spe
which enhances the electron-phonon interaction with lo
energy phonons in HoNi2B2C, and which is suppressed b
magnetic fields that destroy magnetic order in this co
pound.

For Hic the magnetic structure of HoNi2B2C is much
more robust and does not experience strong changes in
range of magnetic fields studied. The upper superconduc
critical magnetic fieldHc2(0) in ic direction is about the
same as forH'c.34 Therefore, the superconductivity can b
suppressed byHic without influencing the magnetic orde
and without perturbing the phonon-magnon interaction. T
different junctions in Fig. 8 illustrate this behavior. Th
shape of the soft phonon feature at 3–5 mV remains alm
unchanged in fields up to 7 T.

Temperature dependence of PC EPI spectra.The most
trivial effect of the temperature on the PC spectra is rela
to the thermal smearing of spectral features according to
pression~5!. For increasing temperatures, this effect sho
lead to an increase of the peak width and a decrease o
intensity in such a way that the area under the peak rem

o

FIG. 5. The magnetic field dependence of the PC spectra fo
HoNi2B2C-Ag contact, which shows the strong suppression of the 4-m
peak for the spectroscopic regime of the current flow. The curves are sh
vertically. For each curveV2F50 at V50. Hi(ab). R52.66V, Vmod

50.7 mV, andT51.65 K.
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approximately constant. The position of the spectrosco
structure should remain fixed on the voltage axis.

The spectrum of a HoNi2B2C-Ag has been plotted in
Fig. 9 for temperatures from 4.2 to 13 K. With rising tem
perature, the structure at about 5–6 mV moves to lower v
ages, which is still close to the characteristic soft phon
energy of 3–4 meV. The inset in Fig. 9 shows the posit
V1 of the low-energy maximum on theV2F(V) curves as a
function of temperature. The intensity of this maximum d
appears suddenly between 11 and 12 K. Such an abrupt
appearance of the spectral peak in a narrow temperatur
terval cannot be attributed to a simple temperature-indu
broadening. This points to a transition atTm;12 K, which is
either a first- or very steep second-order transition. At hig
temperatures, only a very wide and shallow PCS maxim
at about 15 meV is seen, which is not surprising since
spectral smearing@see Eq.~5!# is rather large at these tem
peratures. Note also the change in the shape and the inc
in the intensity of the soft phonon spectral peak while pa
ing from the curve taken atT58 K and H51 T to T
58.4 K andH50, which corresponds to the partial restor
tion of the magnetic order. Such behavior definitely prov
that magnetism is involved in the observation of the electr
phonon interaction at low energies.

The observed shift of the lowest energy-peak at abou
meV to higher energies, while lowering the temperatu
contradicts the softening of the phonon energy observe
neutron-scattering experiments for the case of LuNi2B2C at
low temperatures.25 However, it corresponds to the temper

FIG. 6. The magnetic field dependence of the PC spectra for
HoNi2B2C-Ag point contact 1 in Fig. 3, which corresponds to the spec
scopic~‘‘nonthermal’’! regime of current flow.R50.7V, T51.6 K, Vmod

50.7 mV. The curves are shifted vertically for clarity. For each cur
V2F50 atV50 and the assumed linear background is shown by the do
line. Mutual orientation of the contact axis, the magnetic field, and
crystallographic basal plane corresponds to (I'H)iab.
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ture dependence of the 4-meV peak in neutron-scatte
data on YNi2B2C.28

Since the position of a true spectral peak should
depend on the temperature, we can conclude that the
perature dependence of the lowest energy peak in Fig
corresponds to an intermediate regime of the current flow
low temperatures the regime is quasi-thermal~where there is
a noticeable dependence of the peak positionV1 on the bath
temperature! and for higher temperatures it gradually tran
forms into a spectral regime~where the peak position is
fixed! due to the suppression of the magnetic order at hig
temperatures and the disappearance of the nonequilib
effects. Such transformations of the regimes of current fl
in the strongly coupled electron-phonon-magnon system
probably due to the peculiar temperature dependences o
nonequilibrium phonon and magnon escape and relaxa
rates in a contact.

Unfortunately, we were not able to study the point co
tacts which satisfy the spectroscopic conditions in the wh
temperature range and which are stable enough to survive
whole series of temperature-dependent measurements.

3.2. YNi2B2C

Phonon structure at low energies and its magnetic fi
dependence.The PC spectra for the nonmagnetic Y com
pound reveal a broad phonon peak at about 12 meV, wh
does not depend on the magnetic field~Figs. 10a, and 10b!.
Because the same phonon structure is observed
Cu-YNi2B2C point contacts~Fig. 10b!, it is not due to a

e
-

d
e

FIG. 7. The magnetic field dependence for a HoNi2B2C-Ag point contact,
which shows the ‘‘quasi-thermal’’ negative over-shooting beneath the lin
background at fields of 0.5 and 1 T.R50.5V, Vmod50.8 mV. The charac-
teristics of this contact are very close to contact 2 in Fig. 3. The do
straight lines represent the assumed backgrounds. For each curveV2F50 at
V50. Note the change of the phonon lineshape and the intensity the fi
>2 T. (I'H)iab, T54.2 K.
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phonon contribution from the Ag electrode of th
Ag-YNi2B2C contact. The absence of a Cu phonon band
16–20 mV in the Cu-YNi2B2C contacts and the similarity o
the PC spectra for the Cu-HoNi2B2C and Ag-HoNi2B2C con-
tacts in Fig. 4 prove that the contribution of the noble me
electrodes to the spectra is strongly reduced, because
Fermi velocity in YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C is substantially
smaller than in Cu~Ag!, as predicted by band structur
calculations.23

In the YNi2B2C contacts a weaker structure at abou
meV, indicated by the arrows in Figs. 10a and 10b is a
observed. In order to study the normal state properties
these contacts, the applied magnetic field was aboveHc2

55 – 6 T in order to suppress the superconductivity
YNi2B2C. In the spectrum of Fig. 10a a suppression of
low-energy phonon structure with a slight shift of the volta
position to lower values is observed in the limited field ran
from Hc2 to 10 T. The spectrum in Fig. 10b shows a no
monotonic dependence on the magnetic field for the p
intensity, although without any change in the voltage po

FIG. 8. The magnetic field dependences of the HoNi2B2C PC spectra for
Hic with Ag ~a! and Cu~b! counter electrodes. The contact parameters
the measurement conditions are:~a! R051.51V, Vmod50.5 mV, T
54.2 K; ~b! R052.3V, Vmod50.7 mV, T52.5 K. Contact~b! is the same
as in the lower panel of Fig. 13. For each curveV2F50 at V50.
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tion. A possible origin for the observed magnetic field d
pendence of this structure at low voltages could lay in
magnetic interactions which would then even exist in
nominally nonmagneticYNi2B2C. Comparing the intensity
of the 4-meV peak in YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C PC spectra,
one should note that to destroy superconductivity
YNi2B2C one has to apply a much higher field than that
the case of HoNi2B2C. The applied fields, for YNi2B2C be-
ing in the normal state could already suppress the obse
structure at 4 meV.

The spectra of the YNi2B2C contacts shown in Fig. 10
illustrate the difference in the regimes of current flow cor
sponding to the contacts of different resistances~sizes!. The
rapid suppression of the low-energy phonon peak~marked
by the arrow! in Fig. 10a and its shift to lower biases wit
increasing field resembles an analogous behavior
HoNi2B2C contacts~see Fig. 7! in the quasi-thermal regime
of the current flow. The smaller contact~Fig. 10b! evidently
is closer to the spectroscopic regime and, although the l
energy peak reveals a peculiar nonmonotonic dependenc
the magnetic field, its position on the voltage scale rema
fixed.

3.3. Evidence for high-frequency boron vibration mode

To cover the energy range including the A1g boron vi-
bration mode with a characteristic frequency correspond
to 106 meV~Ref. 23!, we have to extend our point-conta

d

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the PC spectra for HoNi2B2C-Ag,
which is similar to contact 2 in Fig. 3, and that shown in Fig. 7.R
50.62V, Vmod50.95 mV ~for the uppermost curveVmod51.0 mV!.
(I'H)iab. The temperatures and fields are indicated. The dotted stra
lines mark the assumed backgrounds. The curves are shifted verticall
clarity. For each curveV2F50 at V50. The dashed lines are intended
follow the temperature dependence of the low-energy peak positionV1 as a
guide to the eye~see the inset!.
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measurements to voltages about an order of magnitude la
than in the data presented above. The increase of bias vo
leads to a gradual departure from the spectroscopic reg
that approaches the thermal limit. Therefore, in the PC sp
tra of the HoNi2B2C-Cu and YNi2B2C-Cu contacts shown in
Fig. 11, the initial parts with the low-frequency phonon spe
tral peaks gradually transform into a background sign
which is linear up to 50–70 meV and either saturates or
a shallow maximum at about5100 meV. This energy mark
the end of the phonon spectrum and coincides roughly w
the high-frequency boron vibration mode. The observation
clear features at this energy points to an appreciable elec
phonon interaction with the A1g boron mode.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. The origin of the spectral structure

Low-energy phonons as a primary source of spec
structure.The spectral structure at low bias voltages does

FIG. 10. The low energy parts of the PC spectra of YNi2B2C with Ag ~a!
and Cu ~b! counter electrodes at different magnetic fields andT54.2 K,
which show the magnetic field evolution of the 4-meV phonon structu
The parameters are:~a! R51.8V, Vmod50.6 mV; ~b! R516.6V, Vmod

51.1 mV. In panel~a! the structure at zero-bias atH56 and 7 T is due to
the not fully suppressed superconducting state. The dashed lines throug
spectral maxima serve as a guide to the eye. For each curveV2F50 at V
50. The dotted straight lines indicate the assumed backgrounds. The co
in panel~b! is the same as in the upper panel of Fig. 13.
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depend on the counter electrode~Cu, Ag!. Its position on the
voltage scale is independent of the magnetic field and t
perature, provided their origin can be classified as ‘‘spec
scopic’’, i.e., satisfying the conditions of PCS@see Eq.~1!#
without noticeable contact heating or nonequilibrium effe
~see below!.

We can prove in several ways that the maxima in the
spectra at 4–5 and 10–15 meV correspond to the low-ene
phononsin RNi2B2C. First, they are situated at the chara
teristic phonon energies found in LuNi2B2C ~Ref. 25! and
YNi2B2C ~Ref. 28! via neutron scattering experiments. Se
ondly, they are also observed at high fields, which co
pletely destroy the magnetic order~Figs. 6 and 7! which
excludes any magnetic origin of the observed structure~for
instance, directly related to electron-magnon scattering!.

Although we cannot measure the low-temperature
spectra in the normal state unperturbed by the applicatio
a magnetic field, there is evidence from the AR spectra
H50 that the 4-meV spectral structure is quite general
different RNi2B2C compounds, no matter which magnet
properties they possess. The typical examples for R5Ho, Er,
and Y are demonstrated in Fig. 12. Although the shown
spectra reveal quite different critical temperatures and su
conducting energy gaps, theydeviate from the smooth BTKD
behavior revealing a clear feature at;4 meV. The steep
increase of the inelastic electron-scattering rate at this en
with a stepwise increase of theG-parameter could explain
this feature. The characteristic energy is quite robust
does not depend on the contact resistance and the mag
structure of the studied material, which proves its nonm
netic origin.

It is interesting to note that in metallic Ho there is also
strong optical magnon band at\v54 meV ~Ref. 37!. This
suggests that in magnetically ordered HoNi2B2C the crossing
of low-energy phonon and magnon branches might lead
the appearance of a low-energy mixed phonon-mag

.

the

act

FIG. 11. The PC spectra where the boron vibrations ateV.100 mV take
over at large biases, which presumably correspond to the thermal regim
the current flow. For the HoNi2B2C-Cu contactR051.91V, Vmod(V50)
50.55 mV, andH(ic)50.6 T; for the YNi2B2C-Cu contactR051.2V,
Vmod(V50)50.86 mV, andH('c).6 T. T54.2 K.
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ther investigations with polarized neutron scattering sho
clarify this point.

Quasi-thermal enhancement of phonon spectral line
tensity. In many cases the observed peaks are not the
ventional bell-shaped phonon peaks, but ratherN-type
shaped structures. After subtracting the linear backgrou
theN-type shape corresponds more to maxima on thedV/dI
curves than on thed2V/dI2(V) dependences. These observ
tions support our view that theN-shaped peaks, though lo
catedcloseto the characteristic phonon energies, are not s
ply due to the inelastic backscattering of conducti
electrons by phonons, as is the case for the standard PCS15,16

The following observations relate theseN-shaped phonon
peaks to the destruction of magnetic order.

The positions and intensities of theN-shaped structure
decrease with increasing magnetic field. At low fields t
shape changes drastically and the intensity is strongly s
pressed. At fields above the paramagnetic saturation fiel
about 1–2 T,5,6 the structure becomes only weakly magnet
field dependent and looks as traditional, smeared P
maxima. This described behavior is characteristic of
point-contact experiments with the magnetic HoNi2B2C. It
originates from the strong coupling between the vibratio
and magnetic degrees of freedom in this compounds.
strong phonon-magnon coupling easily leads to a large
viation from equilibrium in the phonon-magnon syste
which is driven by the electrons that pass through the c
tact. The deviation from equilibrium is especially importa
in large and dirty contacts, since the escape rate of the n
equilibrium quasi-particles is hindered there by diffusion
the contact region. In small, clean contacts the nonequ
rium quasi-thermal effects are negligible due to the fast b
listic escape of the nonequilibrium quasi-particles from
contact region.

We propose the following explanation of the nonequil
rium phenomena observed in HoNi2B2C point contacts
which is, so to speak, a ‘‘magnetic’’ version of the earlie
found strong enhancement of the phonon structure by n
equilibrium phenomena in superconducting point contact19

The ballistically injected nonequilibrium electrons gener
slow phononseach time the bias voltage approaches an
ergy corresponding to the flattening of the phonon dispers
curves. At these biases the phonon branches have maxim
the density of state and their group velocities tend to ze
Those phonons cannot escape from the contact and ther
ize through phonon-phonon collisions. Due to thecoupling
between the phonon and magnon excitations, which we as-
sume to be strong, the magnon subsystem equilibrates
the phonons and the magnetic order is destroyed upon re
ing the critical temperature of magnetic ordering in a giv
magnetic field. In fact, the thermalization of the phono
magnon system is not necessary provided that the conce
tion of nonequilibrium magnetic excitations becomes la
enough to destroy the magnetic order. Since the critical c
ditions depend on the complicated balance between the
eration, escape, and decay rates of various quasi-part
~electrons, phonons, and magnons!, where the phonons ar
only one of the few constituents in this picture, the positi
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mately fixed around the characteristic phonon energies wh
become temperature- and magnetic-field dependent. At
corresponding critical bias voltages for the destruction of
magnetic order, the resistance of a point contact revea
sharp increase. The resultingN-shaped structure in the PC
spectra is similar to that found in the point contacts with t
ferromagnetic metals of the iron group, where the magn
transition is driven by Joule heating of the contact region
much larger biases.17 Quantitatively, for a slow boson sub
system it is possible to be heated up to a temperature<T0

;(eV/4kB) without temperature smearing of the electr
distribution.20 The steep rise of the contact resistance t
occurs at about 5 mV then corresponds toT0 , which is
roughly equal to the temperature at which the magnetic or
is destroyed. Such an estimate gives the magnetic orde
temperatureTmag with an upper bound of 14.5 K, which
roughly corresponds to our observations ofTmag511– 12 K
~see Fig. 9! and to the neutron powder-diffraction results
Tmag;8 – 10 K. Since the point contacts are located close
the crystal surface, we compare our results with the neu
measurements on powders,5,38 rather than with the bulk
single-crystal results withTmag;6 K.7

Magnetic field dependence of the soft phonon bran.
The low-energy phonon peak in the Ho compound appear
be very sensitive to the magnetic field parallel to t
ab-plane, which points to the strong interaction betwe
phonons and magnons. Our findings support the suggest25

that the phonon softening down to 4 meV is connected w
the appearance of the incommensurate spin-density-w
along thea(b) crystal axis in Er and Ho compound, sinc
both occur at about the same wave vectors~close to a*
50.557,39!, which correspond to the nesting of the Ferm
surface.40 We have shown that the 4-meV spectral feature
also present in ErNi2B2C ~see Fig. 12!. It is possible that the
spin-density wave is present also in the Y compound, wh
a magnetic field could destroy the nesting feature that gi
rise to the phonon softening.

In the above-described scenario, the lattice softening
the establishment of the magnetic order in thea(b)-direction
cooperate with each other in lowering the total energy o
metal. If the soft phonon modes are important in the Coo
pairing, then the much stronger influence of magnetic fi
on the mixed electron-magnon-phonon interaction forHiab
should contribute to the anisotropy~or, more correctly, the
apparent isotropy34! of Hc2 in this material.

The dependence of the low-energy PCS phonon st
ture on magnetic field found in our experiments implies th
the soft phonon modesmeasured by neutronsat low tem-
peratures in HoNi2B2C should reveal a strong sensitivity t
the external magnetic field. It would be very interesting
check this prediction.

4.2. The linear background and interaction of electrons with
non-phononic excitations

Many point-contact spectra on YNi2B2C, as well as on
HoNi2B2C ~see, for example, Figs. 6, 7, and 10a!, reveal a
linear background signal starting from low bias voltage
Such a behavior is atypical for point contact spectra of c
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ventional metals and alloys. If the electron-phonon inter
tion dominates, the background is due to the additional s
tering of the conduction electrons on the genera
nonequilibrium phonons in the contact area and results
signal which corresponds to an energy integral of the pho
density of states. One of the reasons of the observed ano
lous linear background signal could be that electron-elec
~or electron-paramagnon36! interactions with a quadratic en
ergy dependence in the scattering rate are strong scatte
the conduction electrons in these systems.

It follows from our measurements that the electron sc
tering by non-phononic excitations in YNi2B2C and
HoNi2B2C is essential up to energies of the order of 50 m
~Fig. 11!, which correspond to the biases at which the co
tact resistance has an inflection point. This feature is cle
seen as a broad maximum at about 50 meV in the sec
harmonic signal for a number of contacts~not shown! along
with another typical behavior of the background charac
ized by a saturation or wide shallow maximum at the bo
vibration energy;100 meV, shown in Fig. 11. In the ther
mal regime of the current flow the maximum temperature
the contact isT0.V/2AL @Eq. ~3!#. This would correspond
to a rbulk(T) dependence which has an inflection point
about 160 K, nicely fitting what is observed in th
experiment.27

4.3. The boron vibrations, electron-phonon spectral
functions, and l parameters

After subtracting a smooth background from the me
suredd2V/dI2 spectra in the spectroscopic regime, the E

FIG. 12. The symmetrized Andreev reflection spectra@dV/dI(V) depen-
dences in the superconducting state# for the point contacts between Ag an
RNi2B2C ~R5Ho, Er, and Y!. a! HoNi2B2C, R(20 mV)515V, T51.6 K,
0.5 V per vertical division; b! ErNi2B2C, R(20 mV)50.33V, T51.4 K,
0.023V per division; c! YNi2B2C, R(20 mV)50.82V, T54.2 K, 0.077V
per division. The vertical dotted lines mark the positions of the low-ene
feature which is common to all spectra and which coincides with the low
characteristic phonon energy in LuNi2B2C ~Ref. 25!. T!Tc .
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spectral functiongPC(v)5aPC
2 (v)F(v) can be obtained us

ing Eq. ~2! for the scaling. The obtained EPI spectral fun
tions for YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C are shown in Fig. 13~Ref.
29!. By analogy with the conventional EPI parameterl
52*a2F(v)dv/v, the lPC52*aPC

2 F(v)dv/v parameter
can be calculated from the spectra.16 The obtained values fo
lPC are of the order of 0.01 for typical spectra, which rea
0.1 for the most intensive spectrum, which is at least an or
of magnitude smaller than expected from the band struc
calculations.23 This discrepancy may be partly due to th
short electron mean free pathl e for elastic scattering, which
leads to the diffusive regime of the current flow,l e!d
!Al el in, in the contact region. In this case the contact dia
eterd in Eq. ~2! should be replaced byl e . The electron mean
free path in the bulk is 10–100 nm~from pl;10211 V
3cm2, as for a standard free electron metal, and the resis
ity r;102621025 V•cm4! is of the same order of magni
tude as the contact diameter calculated from the contac
sistance,R0;1 V, in the diffusive limit d;r/R0 . The
maximum realistic shortening ofl e by static imperfections
down to 1 nm can account for roughly an order-of-magnitu
suppression of the spectral intensity.18 The additional sup-
pression may be due to unknown effects, which are relate
the barrier at the contact interface or to a possibly sm
fraction of the contact that contributes to the phonon str
ture.

The boron vibrational spectral band at about the
pected 100 meV is seen in many of the PC spectra as a b
maximum or as a change in thed2V/dI2(V) slope that tends
to saturation at voltages approximately equal to 100 mV~see

y
st

FIG. 13. The PC EPI spectral functionsgPC(v) @see Eq.~2!# of YNi2B2C
~upper panel! and HoNi2B2C ~lower panel! obtained as described in Ref. 29
The calculatedlPC parameters are 0.05 and 0.1 for, respectively, YNi2B2C
and HoNi2B2C.
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Fig. 11!. The dominating role of the boron vibrations in the
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LaNi2B2C,29 as well as the comparative study of PC-EPI and
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overall background behavior in many of the PC spec
clearly points to a contribution of the boron vibration
modes to the interaction parameterl. However, we observed
also spectra in which the prominent structure at 100 meV
absent, although a clear AR energy-gap structure sugg
that the material under the contact is superconducting.29 This
may be due either to the strong anisotropy of the EPI~i.e.,
that for certain orientations of the contact axis the bo
vibrations are not seen in the PC spectra! or to the fact that
the high energy boron vibrations are not of great significa
for the superconducting state. For some contacts with
YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C single crystals, with the contac
axis oriented parallel to thec direction, we observed spectr
~not shown here! with a strong boron feature at about 10
meV, but with neither low-frequency phonon peaks nor
perconductivity under the contact. On the other hand, th
are spectra of HoNi2B2C, in which any structure at about 10
meV is absent but the superconductivity under the contac
present, as revealed by the AR-dependences~together with
the intensive low-frequency phonon peaks!. These observa
tions suggest that the EPI with the high-frequency bo
mode, although being quite appreciable, is not vitally imp
tant for the superconductivity in these materials.

The quantitative estimates and even the relative co
parison of the intensities of low-energy and high-energy p
non peaks cannot be made since the regime changes from
spectroscopic to the thermal one, while increasing the b
from the mV range to 100 mV. The developing fluctuatio
at eV>100 meV also point to a strong heating inside t
contact region~Fig. 11!.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the possibility of the application
point-contact spectroscopy to study the electro
quasiparticle-interaction spectral function in superconduc
and magnetic rare-earth nickel boro-carbides. To the bes
our knowledge, until now this is the only experimental tec
nique able to yield information on the given issue. The dom
nating scattering mechanism for conduction electrons
pears to be the electron-phonon interaction. The str
interaction with a soft phonon mode (\v.4 meV) is clearly
observed in the PC spectra. At low energies (eV,20 meV)
there is an enhancement of the electron-phonon interac
by magnetic order in HoNi2B2C, which may support the su
perconducting state in this material. The intensity of the
phonon peaks is suppressed by the magnetic field
HoNi2B2C in an anisotropic way, pointing to an interactio
between the phonons and the magnetic system. Unexp
edly, in nominally nonmagnetic YNi2B2C a magnetic field
was found to influence the intensity of the low-energy sp
tral peak, pointing to the existence of magnetic interactio
in this compound. Comparing our results with the bulk res
tivity measurements of Fisheret al.,27 we suggest that the
electron-magnon~paramagnon! interaction in HoNi2B2C and
YNi2B2C might be what distinguishes theirrbulk(T) depen-
dences from that for the nonsuperconducting LaNi2B2C.

The comparison of the EPI spectra of superconduc
YNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C with the nonsuperconductin
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AR spectra for various contacts with superconducting H
and Y-based compounds undertaken in this work, sugg
that the low-energy part of electron-quasiparticle-interact
spectral function is responsible for the Cooper pairing
these materials. The strong electron-phonon-~para!magnon
coupling observed in the case of magnetic HoNi2B2C and
nominally nonmagnetic YNi2B2C makes it problematic tha
these materials belong to the family of the ordinary electr
phonon-coupled superconductors, but rather attaches the
the high-Tc and heavy fermion systems.
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Transition from strong to weak electron localization in a percolating gold film under the

t-
influence of an electric field
B. I. Belevtsev, E. Yu. Belyaev, Yu. F. Komnik, and E. Yu. Kopeichenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted February 25, 1997; revised March 28, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 965–976~September 1997!

The low-temperature~0.5–55 K! conductivity of a semicontinuous gold film near the percolation
threshold is studied. It is found that the film resistance is very sensitive to the applied
voltageU. By varyingU, the film can be reversibly transformed from the insulating to the
metallic type conductivity. This makes it possible to study the metal–insulator transition~MIT ! by
tuning the electric field. For lowU<0.05 V, the film behaves as an insulator with the sheet
resistanceRh up to 10 MV. In this state, the dependencesR(T)}exp(1/T) ~for T<20 K! and
R(U)}exp(1/U) ~for T<1 K andU.0.1 V! are observed. At high voltages (U.10 V),
the film has the resistanceRh.5 kV and behaves like a ‘‘dirty’’ metal. The magnetoresistance
~MR! in the metallic state is positive and corresponds to the weak localization effect. In
the insulating state, the MR is negative and is described by the formulaDR(H)/R(0)}2H2/T.
The negative MR manifests itself for nearest-neighbor hopping. Such behavior is unusual,
and its nature is unclear. The dependences of resistance on temperature, voltage, and magnetic field
as well as the general nature of the observed MIT are considered on the basis of the
obtained results. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00709-3#
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An increase in disorder in the crystal lattice of meta
leads to interference effects of weak localization~WL! and
electron–electron interaction~EEI! in the electron
conductivity.1–3 In the case of strong disorder, electrons b
come localized~such a metal–insulator transition~MIT ! is
known as the Anderson transition!.1–5 The disorder respon
sible for these phenomena is associated with perturbation
the scattering potentials on the atomic scale~impurities, va-
cancies, and so on! and is often called microscopic. The MI
can also take place in heterogeneous systems in the for
disordered mixtures of a metal and an insulator. The cond
tivity of such systems differs from zero forx.xc , wherex is
the relative fraction of the metal andxc the critical fraction
~percolation threshold!. In the case of two-dimensional sys
tems,x is the metallic surface coverage. The typical disord
scale in percolation systems is 10–100 nm and henc
known as macroscopic.

In the case of simultaneous influence of macroscopic
microscopic disorders, the conducting properties of hete
geneous systems is an interesting and important problem
the physics of conduction electrons in disordered syste
The well-known theoretical results obtained in Refs. 6 an
predict enhancement of Anderson localization near the
colation threshold. Various aspects of the influence of m
roscopic disorder on WL and EEI effects as well as And
son’s transition were studied experimentally,8–13 but this
problem has been investigated insufficiently on the whol

Here we report on the results of studies of peculiarit
in the transition from weak to strong electron localization
semicontinuous gold films near the percolation thresho
The terms ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’ localization should be
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erogeneous systems!, we shall assume that the system is u
der conditions of weak localization if it is a disordered me
whose conductivity at low temperatures is determined by
WL and EEI effects.2,3 The temperature dependence of co
ductance for two-dimensional (2D) systems in this case i
given by

Gh~T!2Gh~T* !5aTG00 ln
T

T*
, ~1!

where Gh51/Rh , Gh and Rh are the sheet conductanc
and resistance of a 2D system,G005e2/2p2\51/R00 (R00

'81 kV); the quantityaT of the order of unity depends o
the mechanism of phase relaxation of electrons, andT* is an
arbitrary fixed temperature. In the case of strong localizati
we shall assume that the system is an insulator whose
ductivity is determined by thermally activated hops betwe
localized states.4,5

Let us first consider the well-known regularities of
transition from weak to strong electron localization for h
mogeneous 2D systems. The conducting properties of su
systems forT.0 are determined by the relation between tw
lengths2,14,15: the localization lengthj l and the phase relax
ation lengthLw(T)5(Detw)1/2, whereDe is the electron dif-
fusion coefficient,tw(T)}T2p is the time of phase relax
ation due to inelastic processes of electron scattering, and
quantity p is determined by the mechanism of inelastic r
laxation and can vary from 1 to 4. We assume that electr
in 2D systems for whichj l.Lw(T) are localized weakly,
while those in systems for whichj l,Lw(T) are localized
strongly. A transition from weak to strong localization o
electrons is characterized by the approximate equa
j l'Lw . This transition in real systems can be carried out

724090724-09$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ture (Lw}T ). It was found during investigation of meta
films14–21that a transition from a logarithmic to an expone
tial dependence of resistance upon an increase in disord
the temperature range;10 K occurs for the characteristi
value of resistanceRh5Rh

c whose value normally varie
from 20 to 30 kV. This value ofRh

c was put in correspon
dence with the resistance quantumRQ which is equal to\/e2

to within a numerical factor. For definiteness, we c
assume15 that RQ5p\/e2.12.9 kV. In this case, the ex
perimental values ofRh

c can be presented in the form
Rh

c 5bRQ , whereb is a factor of the order of unity.
Meir et al.22 proved that the sign of magnetoresistan

can serve as an accurate criterion of weak or strong elec
localization in homogeneous 2D systems with a strong spin
orbit interaction~SOI!. In the case of weak disorder, MR
positive in accordance with the WL theory,2,3 while in the
case of strong localization it must be negative. Such a tr
sition was observed earlier for In films upon an increase
disorder.19 According to Ref. 22, a transition from positive t
negative MR must take place exactly forj l5Lw(T). An
analysis of ultrathin Cu, Ag, and Au films revealed23 that this
transition occurs forRc.75 kV, which corresponds to the
characteristic resistanceR0052p2\/e2.81 kV appearing in
formula ~1!.

In percolating systems, the regularities of transition fro
weak to strong electron localization can be completely d
ferent and must be determined by the effect of ‘‘mac
scopic’’ disorder to a considerable extent. This researc
devoted to investigation of these effects. The objects of
vestigation were ultrathin semicontinuous gold films with
sistanceRh of the order 10 kV under transient condition
between weak and strong electron localization. Films w
prepared by vacuum deposition on a cold substrate (;50 K).
The conductivity of such films was found to be very sen
tive to the applied voltageU. At low temperatures, we could
reversibly transform the films from weak to strong electr
localization conditions by varying the value ofU. It was
found that apart from the change in the temperature dep
dence of resistance, such transition is also accompanie
the change in the sign~from positive to negative! of MR as
in homogeneous systems. At the same time, some of p
liarities observed in the film conductivity~e.g., a transition
from positive to negative MR upon an increase in tempe
ture! do not correspond to homogeneous systems. In
paper, we analyze the results obtained for one of such fi
It will be shown that the conducting properties of the fil
under strong localization conditions corresponds to aD
granular metal. The observed transition to weak localizat
upon an increase inU is due to the effect of electric field o
the probability of electron tunneling between metallic gra
ules~percolation clusters!. The observed difference from th
behavior of homogeneous systems can be explained by
effect of ‘‘microscopic’’ and ‘‘macroscopic’’ disorders
Negative magnetoresistance of the investigated film un
strong localization was manifested in the regime of elect
hopping between nearest neighbors. Such a case of neg
magnetoresistance for insulators is unusual,24 and its nature
remains unclear. The obtained results can be used for de
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The preparation of percolating gold films and the me
surement of their conducting propertiesin situ were carried
out in a high-vacuum cryostat containing3He and a super-
conducting solenoid. The properties of one of the inve
gated films are described below.1! This film with effective
thicknessL.3.25 nm~determined by using a quartz pickup!
was deposited under a pressure;1026 Pa on a monocrys-
talline sapphire substrate at a deposition rate 0.015 nm
the substrate temperature;54 K. The purity of the initial
material was 99.99%. The resistance of the film immediat
after its preparation wasRh.4.87 kV. In order to stabilize
the structural state of the film, it was heated to;63 K, after
which its resistance decreased to;4.5 kV. The size of the
regions of the film being measured was 230.1 mm. The
conducting properties of the film were studied by record
the current-voltage characteristics~IVC! at various tempera-
tures~in the range 0.5–55 K!. The source of stabilized volt

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristics at various temperaturesT ~in K!: 10
~1!, 8 ~2!, 6 ~3!, 5 ~4!, 4 ~5!, 3 ~6!, 2.5 ~7!, 2 ~8!, 1.4 ~9!, 0.51 ~10!.

FIG. 2. Dependence ofRh(T) ~in logarithmic coordinates! for various val-
ues of the applied voltageU ~in V!: 11 ~1!, 5 ~2!, 2 ~3!, 1 ~4!, 0.5~5!, 0.3~6!,
0.2 ~7!, 0.1 ~8!, 0.05 ~9!, 0.02 ~10!.
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age used in the experiments made it possible to change
voltageU in steps from 11 to 0.001 V. Along with the IVC
recording, we also measured MR in a magnetic fieldH of
strength;4.5 T normal to the film.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. Review of basic results

The film conductivity was essentially nonohmic, the IV
nonlinearity being enhanced upon a decrease in tempera
~Fig. 1!. The results of measurements can also be represe
in the form of families ofR(T) curves~recorded for different
values ofU! as well asR(U) curves~recorded at different
temperatures! ~Figs. 2 and 3!. The figures show that the
variation of R(T) at low values ofU and of R(U) at low
temperatures are exponentially large~for this reason, the
curves are given in logarithmic coordinates!. At the same
time, the variations of resistance for large values ofU andT
are very small. The temperature dependenceR(T) for small
U(<0.05 V) corresponds to the simple exponential dep
dence

FIG. 4. Dependence lnRh5f(1/T) for U50.05 V.

FIG. 3. Dependence ofRh(T) ~in logarithmic coordinates! at various tem-
peraturesT ~in K!: 50 ~1!, 30 ~2!, 15 ~3!, 10 ~4!, 7 ~5!, 5 ~6!, 4 ~7!, 3 ~8!, 2
~9!, 0.5 ~10!.
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R~T!}exp~T0 /T! ~2!

~Fig. 4!, whereT0.20 K. At low temperatures (T,1 K),
we have a similar dependence forR(U):

R~U !}exp~U0 /U ! ~3!

~Fig. 5!, whereU0.2 V.
As the value ofU increases, the temperature depende

R(T) becomes weaker~Fig. 6!. For large values ofU.10 V
in the temperature range 5–55 K, this dependence appr
mately corresponds to the following expression:

R~T!2R~T* !} ln~T/T* !. ~4!

A comparison of experimental dependence~4! with the the-
oretical formula~1! givesaT.3. It should be noted that the
experimental data in this temperature range are also in g
agreement with the power dependenceR(T)}T2b, where
b50.3– 0.5.

Thus, the obtained results indicate that the film und
investigation experiences a transition from strong to we
electron localization upon an increase in voltage. In this tr
sition, the resistanceRh decreases from;107 V to

FIG. 5. Dependence lnRh5f(1/T) at T50.51 K.

FIG. 6. DependenceRh(T) for U511 V.
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dence of resistance, the transition is accompanied b
change in the nature and sign of magnetoresistance. For
resistance states (Rh<12 kV) the value of MR was positive
for high voltages (>5 V). It is well known11,13,25,26that gold
films under WL conditions possess a positive MR due
strong SOI typical of gold. We can assume that it is also
case for low-resistance states of the film under investigat
In order to verify this assumption, we compared the exp
mental MR curves with the relevant theoretical expressio2,3

DR~H !

R
5Rh

MR e2

4p2\
f S 4eHLw

2

\c D , ~5!

where f (x)5c(1/x11/2)1 ln x,c being the digamma func
tion. The application of this formula for heterogeneous a
semicontinuous films requires certain stipulations. In su
systems, we must take into account the relation between
lengthLw(T) and the percolation correlation lengthjp which
is equal to the average size of percolating clusters5 for x,xc

and determines the scale of length above which the syste
homogeneous forx.xc . For example, the system is hom
geneous relative to the WL effect forLw(T).jp and hetero-
geneous forLw(T),jp .

In the case of homogeneous systems, the value of s
resistanceRh measured for a 2D sample is usually substi
tuted for Rh

MR in formula ~5!. Usually, the size of such a
sample~except thickness! is much larger than the lengthsjp

andLw , and hence we can refer to the resistanceRh being
measured as ‘‘macroscopic.’’ However, the substitution
this resistance into formula~5! is justified only forLw.jp

since all the peculiarities of percolating structure in this c
are averaged over the lengthLw . For percolating systems in
which Lw!jp , the contribution to MR associated with th
WL effect comes from metallic regions of the sample, who
size is larger thanLw , but much smaller thanjp . The resis-
tance of these regions can be much smaller than the ‘‘m
roscopic’’ resistanceRh . For this reason, the quantityRh

MR

in formula ~5! must be a fitting parameter.13,27 It is Rh
MR and

not Rh that characterizes the ‘‘microscopic’’ disorder of th
system in this case.

Taking into account the above arguments, we compa
the experimental dependencesR(H) with formula ~5!. We
used two fitting parameters for each theoretical curve:Rh

MR

and the phase relaxation lengthLw . It was found that expres
sion ~5! is in good agreement with the measured field dep
dence ofDGh ~Fig. 7! in the entire range of fields used~up
to ;4.5 T! for states of the film withRh54.5– 11.5 kV in
the temperature range2! 1.5–15 K and for voltages from th
interval 5–11 V. The values ofRh

MR obtained as a result o
such a data processing were within 8006100V and did not
depend explicitly on temperature or applied voltage, in c
trast toRh . It was found that the phase relaxation lengthLw

at T<5 K was independent of temperature and amounte
;20 nm. As the temperature increases above 5 K, the va
of Lw decrease~to ;11.7 nm atT512 K!.

The order of magnitude and the behavior ofRh
MR andLw

are not unexpected. The value ofRh
MR as a measure of ‘‘mi-

croscopic’’ disorder should not depend noticeably on te
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perature or applied voltage. At the same time, the len
Lw5(Detw)1/2 must decrease upon a considerable incre
in temperature due to the effect of inelastic electr
scattering.2,3 The independence ofLw on temperature a
T<5 K is in accord with a similar behavior oftw observed
for homogeneous gold films25,26 prepared from the same ini
tial material as in our experiments. This is associated w
the dominating contribution of spin–spin scattering in th
temperature range.

Thus, the MR of the film under investigation at hig
voltages (.5 V) corresponds to the WL effects in percola
ing 2D systems forLw,jp .13,27 As the voltage decreases
the R(T) dependences become stronger~Fig. 2! and ap-
proach the exponential dependence~2!, i.e., a transition to a
state with strong electron localization takes place. This tr
sition is accompanied by the change in the sign of MR fro
positive to negative~Fig. 8!. It should be emphasized that th
sign reversal of MR with increasing temperature occurs
higher voltages~cf. Figs. 8a and b!, and hence at lower val
ues ofRh . This is equivalent to a transition from positive t
negative MR upon an increase in temperature for a fix
voltageU ~Fig. 9!.

At low values of U, a quadratic dependence ofR on
magnetic field was observed:DR(H)/R52A(T)H2 ~Fig.
10!, where A(T)}1/Tn, n.1. Consequently, the effect o
magnetic field on resistance can be described by the form

DRh~H,T!

Rh~0,T!
52B

H2

T
, ~6!

whereB is a positive numerical factor.

3.2. Nature of the observed metal–insulator transition

The obtained experimental results lead to quite defin
assumptions concerning the nature of the observed MIT.
small effective thickness of the film (;3.25 nm), high val-
ues ofRh ~;10 kV and higher! and strong nonohmicity of
its conductivity indicate that the film is semicontinuous. Th
means that it consists of metallic islands~or percolating clus-

FIG. 7. Dependence of normalized correction to film conductivity on m
netic field atT54 K, U55 V. The solid curve corresponds to formula~5!
for Rh

MR50.9 kV. The measured ‘‘macroscopic’’ resistanceRh'6 kV.
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ters! separated by tunnel barriers. Two types of barriers
possible:~a! vacuum gaps between adjacent islands on
insulating substrate, and~b! narrow and thin constrictions
~bridges! between islands in the case of weak contacts
tween neighboring islands. In any case, such a system ca
regarded as a two-dimensional granular metal~GM!.

The insulating state of a GM is characterized by t
following temperature dependence of conductivitys28–31:

sPexp@2~1/T!1/2#. ~7!

Sometimes, other dependences are also observed: the s
activation dependence~Arrhenius law! s}exp(21/T) or the
dependencess}exp(21/Ta) with a fractional index
a51/4– 1/3 differing froma51/2 in formula~7!. The exist-
ing explanations of the conductivity of GM28–31are based on
the Mott concept4,5 according to which the hopping condu
tivity is determined by joint contribution of two processe

FIG. 8. Relative variation of resistance in a magnetic field atT54 K~a! and
15 K~b!. The curves correspond to different values of the applied voltagU
~in V!: 0.5 ~1!, 0.8 ~2!, 1.0 ~3!, 1.2 ~4!, 1.5 ~5!, 1.7 ~6!, 2.0 ~7!, 3.0 ~8!, 5.0
~9! ~a!, and 0.1~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 1.0 ~3!, 2.0 ~4!, 3.0 ~5!, 4.0 ~6!, 8.0 ~7!, and 11.0
~8! ~b!.
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tunnelling and thermal activation. In this case, the proba
ity of electron hopping from one granule to another is d
fined as

W}exp~22xs!expS 2
Ea

kTD , ~8!

wheres is the tunneling length,x5\21(2mw i)
1/2 ~m is the

electron mass andw i is the effective barrier height!, x21 is
the decay length of the wave function in the insulator, andEa

is the activation length.
The first theoretical explanation of dependence~7! for

GM28 was obtained under the assumption thatEa5Ec ,
whereEc5e2/kr is the charging energy for granules~k is
the effective dielectric constant andr the granule radius!. It
was assumed that the density of charge carriers in GM
proportional to exp@2Ec /(2kT)# and electrons hop only be
tween adjacent granules~nearest neighbors!. In this case, the
conductivity in the percolation approach is determined by
presence of optimal ‘‘chains’’ of granules with the maximu

FIG. 9. Relative variation of resistance in a magnetic field forU52 V. The
curves correspond to different values ofT ~in K!: 18.0 ~1!, 9.0 ~2!, 7.0 ~3!,
5.0 ~4!, 4.5 ~5!, 4.0 ~6!, 3.5 ~7!, 3.0 ~8!, 2.5 ~9!, 0.51 ~10!.

FIG. 10. DependencesDR(H)/R5 f (H2) at various temperaturesT ~in K!:
12 ~1!, 10 ~2!, 8 ~3!, 7 ~4!, 6 ~5!, 5 ~6!, 4 ~7!, 3 ~8!. At each temperature, this
dependence corresponds to the minimum value of the applied voltageU.
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granules forming the chain~these probabilities are defined b
formula ~8!!. It was concluded as a result of subsequent t
oretical and experimental investigations29,31 that dependence
~7! is intermediate~or interpolating! between the temperatur
dependence of conductivity at high (lns }21/T) and low
(ln s }21/T1/4) temperatures. High temperatures~;100 K
and above! facilitate activation processes~the activation fac-
tor in ~8! increases with temperature!, and hence the hoppin
length is the limiting factor under these conditions. An op
mal granular chain is characterized in this case by the m
mum sum of hopping lengths. Then the temperature dep
dence of conductivity must be close to the Arrhenius la
and electrons must hop mainly between nearest neighb
With decreasing temperature, activation is hampered, and
competition between the tunneling and activation factors
formula ~8! results in an increase in the average hopp
length upon a decrease in temperature.4,5 This is the base of
variable range hopping~VRH! mechanism of conductivity.4,5

With such a mechanism, the following dependence can
expected:

sPexp@2~1/T!a#, ~9!

wherea51/(11D),D being the system dimensionality.
follows from formula~9! that the value ofa is equal to 1/4,
1/3, and 1/2 for 3D, 2D, and 1D systems, respectively. It i
assumed that this statement is undoubtedly correct forD
and 2D systems. For 1D systems, expression~9! does not
hold in the case of long chains.32,33 In such chains, ‘‘discon-
tinuities’’ i.e., regions in which there are no impurity stat
with energies quite close to the Fermi level, are inevitab
Discontinuity regions make the largest contribution to t
resistance of a 1D chain, and hence the temperature dep
dence of resistance must obey the Arrhenius law (a51).32,33

Such a situation can also emerge in narrow 2D conductors34

as well as in GM at low temperatures in the case of a sm
number of possible hops.31 In this case, an optimal chain o
granules contains so-called difficult hops that cannot
avoided, and hence theR(T) dependence must correspond
Arrhenius law.31 The observed dependence~2! ~see Fig. 4! is
apparently associated with such a situation in the semic
tinuous film under investigation.

It is well known4 that in strong electric fields
F(eFj l.kT), hopping conductivity is activationless an
temperature independent. In this case, the following rela
must hold for GM28,35:

sPexpS 2
xw i

eF D . ~10!

This expression corresponds qualitatively to the dep
dence~3! observed for the film under investigation~see Fig.
5!. Using the models described above,28,35 we can explain
qualitatively the observed transition from strong to we
electron localization upon an increase in applied voltage.
electric field exerts the dual effect on the GM conductivi
~1! it changes the shape and reduces the effective height
width of the potential barrier between granules, and thus
fects the degree of electron localization in granules, and~2! it
decreases the activation energy of jumps between gran
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result, electrons can become nearly free in strong fields~the
tunneling probability is close to unity!. This can explain the
transition from strong to weak localization upon an increa
in applied voltage, which was described by us earlier.

3.3. Change in the sign of MR in metal–insulator transition

The behavior of the MR of the film under investigatio
reflects important peculiarities of the observed MIT occ
ring upon a change in applied voltage. In addition, we o
served some peculiarities in the behavior of MR in the MI
which differ from the behavior of homogeneous systems a
are connected with heterogeneous structural state of the

For high values ofU ~5–11 V!, the conducting proper-
ties of the film correspond to a ‘‘dirty’’ 2D metal. In this
state, the film possesses a comparatively low resista
(Rh.5 kV) and a weak negative temperature depende
of resistance~see Fig. 6!. The MR of the film is positive in
this case and corresponds to the WL effect~see Fig. 7!. The
results of numerical analysis of the MR curves show that
film behaves in this state as an aggregate of metallic isla
or percolating clusters whose size is larger than the ph
relaxation lengthLw.20 nm. The islands are connecte
through tunnel barriers which are very low in the case
high applied voltages so that electron tunneling through th
is nonactivated. The presence of tunnel barriers neverthe
leads to a considerable~approximately an order of magni
tude! difference between the ‘‘microscopic’’ and ‘‘macro
scopic’’ resistancesRh

MR andRh . For lower values ofU, the
barrier height increases, the conductivity becomes activa
~see Figs. 2 and 4!, and the MR becomes negative~see Fig.
8!.

The change in the sign of MR~from positive to negative!
in homogeneous 2D systems with a strong SOI is used as
criterion of transition from weak to strong electro
localization.22,23 This effect was observed earlier in hetero
enous systems also.19,36Thus, this criterion can be used wit
certain stipulations in the case of heterogeneous syste
which is also confirmed by our results for the MIT induce
by electric field. In the case of homogeneous systems,
transition is assumed to occur exactly forj l5Lw(T).22 This
condition for a transition is hardly valid for heterogeneo
systems. It is also clear that in the case of heterogeneousD
systems we cannot speak of a certain value ofRh

c 'RQ at
which a transition from weak to strong localization shou
take place.3! The value ofRh

c for the film under investigation
was a function of temperature and the applied voltageU. It
was mentioned above that the change in the sign of MR u
an increase in temperature occurs at larger values ofU and
hence at smaller values ofRh . For example, the change i
the sign of MR was observed forU5.0.8 V and
Rh.36 kV at T51.5 K, U.1.5 V and Rh.16 kV at
T53 K and forU.2.5 V andRh.5.7 kV at T515 K.

Figures 11 and 12 supplementing each other give a g
eral visual idea of the behavior of MR in the transition fro
weak to strong electron localization in the film under inve
tigation. Figure 11 shows a family of curve
DR(H)/R5 f (U21) corresponding to different fixed tem
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peratures, while Fig. 12 presents a family of curv
DR(H)/R5 f (T21) recorded at different fixed voltages.
can be seen from Fig. 11 that the value of MR is positive
largeU, but becomes negative as the value ofU decreases. It
can also be seen that the change in the sign of MR upo
increase in temperature takes place for larger values ofU.
This is associated with the peculiar regularity mention
above~see Figs. 9 and 12!: the value of MR is positive in the
intermediate region ofU at low temperatures and negative
high temperatures. At first sight, this effect is unusual sin
an increase in temperature results to a decrease in resist
i.e., a transition of the system to the metallic state charac
ized by positive MR. This obviously contradicts the abov
mentioned criterion22 of transition from weak to strong elec
tron localization for homogeneous systems: a transition fr
negative to positive MR should be expected upon an incre
in temperature. It will be proved below that the observ
effect is associated with the heterogeneity~granular struc-
ture! of the film.

FIG. 11. DependencesDR(H)/R5 f @ ln(1/U)# at H51.1 T and various
temperaturesT ~in K!: 2 ~1!, 3 ~2!, 4 ~3!, 5 ~4!, 10 ~5!.

FIG. 12. DependencesDR(H)/R5 f @ ln(1/T)# at H51.1 T and various val-
ues of the applied voltageU ~in V!: 0.5 ~1!, 1.0 ~2!, 2.0 ~3!, 3.0 ~4!.
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simple qualitative explanation of the peculiarities in the b
havior of MR mentioned above. We assume that the sys
under investigation can be approximated as a regular
formed by pairs of series-connected resistancesRM and
RT(T,U), whereRM is the resistance of metal in a granu
and RT(T,U) the tunnel resistance between adjacent gr
ules. The value of sheet resistanceRG for such a net by the
order of magnitude, coincides with the resistance of suc
pair ~i.e., RG'RM1RT(T,U)!. In this case, the variation o
film resistance in a magnetic field in the entire range of va
of T andU can be represented to a sufficiently good appro
mation as the sum of two components:

DR5DRWL~H,T!1DRSL~H,T,U !, ~11!

where DRWL(H,T) is the positive contribution to the MR
from the WL effect in metallic islands, andDRSL(H,T,U) is
the negative contribution to the MR associated with the
fect of magnetic field on activated electron tunneling b
tween islands. The first term is defined only by the ‘‘micr
scopic’’ disorder of metallic islands which does not depe
onU. This is confirmed by the absence of any dependenc
the ‘‘microscopic’’ resistanceRh

MR on T or U. Hence this
term depends only onH and T. The second term is deter
mined by the properties of tunnel barriers between isla
and depends not only onH andT, but also onU. The first
term can be written in the form

DRWL~H,T!5ARM

H2

T2p , ~12!

whereA5const. While writing formula~12!, we took into
account the fact that the functionf (x) in formula~5! defining
the contribution of the WL effect to MR can be presented
x,1 in the form4! f (x)'x2/24.3 It follows hence that
DRWL(H,T)/R}H2tw

2}H2/T2p. For continuous gold films
prepared from the same starting material,p51 or 2 depend-
ing on the temperature and resistanceRh .25,26 Taking the
value p51 for the sake of definiteness, we obta
DRWL(H,T)/R}H2/T2 However, it was shown above tha
DRSL(H,T,U)/R52BH2/T for smallU. Hence the second
term in formula~11! can be presented in the form

DRSL~H,T,U !52BRT~T,U !
H2

T
. ~13!

Going over to the relative correction, we obtain

DR~H !

RM1RT~T,U !
5

A

~11g!

H2

T22
B

~111/g!

H2

T
, ~14!

where g5RT(T,U)/RM . For small values ofU, formula
~14! in the limit g@1 is reduced to formula~13! for negative
MR in the strong localization regime. With increasingU,
both RT(T,U) and g decrease at a fixed temperature, a
formula ~14! in the limit g!1 is reduced to formula~12! for
positive MR in the weak localization regime. The change
the sign of MR in such a case inevitably occurs at a cert
intermediate value ofU.

Formula ~14! also illustrates the possibility of the ob
served transition from positive to negative MR upon an
crease in temperature for fixedU ~Figs. 11 and 12!. Indeed,
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same time,DRSL(H,T,U)/R}2H /T for smallU. Thus, as
the temperature increases, the first term in~14! decreases
more rapidly than the second, thus leading to a change in
sign of MR from positive to negative.5!

3.4. Magnetoresistance in the nearest-neighbor hopping
conduction

In the insulating state, the temperature dependence o
conductivity of the film under consideration was defined
the Arrhenius law~Fig. 4! corresponding to the neares
neighbor hopping. Under such conditions, negative MR
fined by formula~6! was detected. Earlier, Pakhomovet al.24

reported on negative MR under conditions of neare
neighbor hopping in a three-dimensional granular meta~a
mixture of Al and Al2O3!, in which it was found that
DR(H)}2H ~i.e., linear dependence onH!, but the tem-
perature dependence of MR could not be established. Fo
percolating gold film investigated by us, a quadratic dep
dence onH was observed and the temperature depende
was also determined~see formula~6!!. In order to explain the
negative MR in this case, we cannot use the interfere
models37–39 taking into account the interference of contrib
tions to the hopping probability from various trajectories
electron tunneling, including the acts of scattering at int
mediate impurities. This approach is valid only for VRH.

With the exception of Ref. 40, we are not aware of a
publication about the theoretical models of negative MR
disordered systems under conditions of hopping betw
nearest neighbors. The prediction of this model~DR(H)
}2H2/T under the Arrhenius lawR(T)}exp(1/T)! is for-
mally in complete accord with our results. However, th
model was worked out for weakly doped 3D semiconduc-
tors, and it is not clear whether it is applicable for GM
Moreover, Bötger et al.40 presumed the ‘‘high-temperature
mechanism of the Arrhenius law indicated in Sec. 3.2, wh
the spread of energy levels of localized states at quite h
temperatures was disregarded. In contrast to this, for
semicontinuous films investigated by us the Arrhenius law
valid only at low (<15 K) temperatures and is associat
~see above! with a limited number of localized states~a small
number of hopping versions! and consequently with the ex
istence of ‘‘difficult’’ hops in optimal conducting chains
Hence there are no justifications for using the model
scribed in Ref. 40 to explain the obtained results. Thus,
nature of negative MR in GM under conditions of hoppi
between nearest neighbors remains practically unclear.
hope that the experimental results presented in this work
facilitate the development of theoretical models for this
teresting phenomenon.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have detected a transition from stro
to weak localization in a semicontinuous~island! gold film
upon a change in the applied voltage. This transition is
companied by a change in the sign of MR. The obtain
results can be explained by using modern concepts abou
conductivity of granular systems. By the order of magnitu
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sistance are determined by simple addition of the gran
resistance and the resistance created by tunnel barriers
tween granules. The former obeys the laws of the WL theo
Since the phase relaxation length is less than the gra
size, this resistance is not sensitive to division of the sam
into granules. The second resistance decreases exponen
upon an increase in temperature or voltage. Hence both t
agencies lead to a change in the temperature dependen
resistance from strong to weak localization. The magneto
sistance behaves in a more complex manner. It is shown
at relatively high temperatures, the weak localization reg
corresponds to positive MR which is described quite ac
rately by the WL theory. The region of strong localizatio
corresponds to negative MR. This relation is violated in
vor of the positive MR upon a decrease in temperature. T
fact can be understood on the phenomenological level
comparing the temperature dependence of the negative
obtained by us with the known temperature dependenc
MR within grains, for which the WL theory is valid, and th
latter contribution predominates at low temperatures. T
negative MR of the investigated film under strong localiz
tion conditions was manifested for electron hops betwe
nearest neighbors. The origin of this effect remains uncle
The obtained results can be used for working out theoret
models for this interesting phenomenon.
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Kong, for fruitful discussions of certain aspects of the pro
lem of negative MR of insulating~including granular! sys-
tems under conditions of electron hops between nea
neighbors.
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1!A similar behavior of conductivity was also observed by us in other g

films obtained under the conditions described in this paper.
2!At T.15 K, the positive MR was quite small@DR(H)/R,1023 for

H.4 T#, and hence its behavior could not be compared with formula~5!
very accurately.

3!For example, the change of the sign of MR in inhomogeneous In2O3 films
occurred forRh

c .1 MV.36

4!Estimates show that for the films investigated by us, this correspond
H,1 T.

5!In a more rigorous approach, we must also take into account the dec
in RT(T,U) with increasing temperature, which causes a further weak
ing of the temperature dependence of the contribution of the second
in ~14!. However, we observed a change of the sign of MR upon
increase in temperature for quite low- resistive states of the sam
(Rh<10 kV), for which the dependence ofRT on temperature is not very
strong and hence the negative contribution dominates at quite high
peratures.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL AND DISORDERED SYSTEMS
One exactly solvable random spin-1/2 XY chain

O. V. Derzhko and T. M. Verkholyak

Institute for Condensed Matter Physics, 1 Svientsitskii St., L’viv-11, 290011, Ukraine*
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Considering one-dimensional spin-1/2 isotropicXY model with Dzyaloshinski–Moriya
interaction in random Lorentzian transverse field we have calculated exactly thermodynamic
quantities of the model. We used the derived average single-particle density of states to examine
the validity of coherent potential approximation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00809-8#
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Random models that can be solved exactly are of g
importance in understanding the effects of disorder beca
they do not contain uncontrolled errors that are introduced
approximate treatment. One such model has been known
almost thirty years. Considering a model of tight-bindi
electrons, P. Lloyd was first to recognize that Lorentz
diagonal disorder allows one to perform the averaging
one-electron Green’s functions over random variables w
the help of contour integrals without making an
approximation.1 This idea was exploited by H. Nishimori fo
spin-1/2 isotropicXY chain which is related to Lloyd’s
model via the Jordan–Wigner transformation.

In the present paper our aim is to extend the consid
ation given in Ref. 2 by introducing additiona
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya spin-spin interaction. By analog
with Ref. 2, we obtained exactly average, single-particle d
sity of states and hence the thermodynamic quantities~Sec.
2!. Moreover, the average density of states which we
tained enables us to discuss the applicability of coherent
tential approximation which is usually used to describe re
istic quenched systems for which exact solutions do
exist3,4 ~Sec. 3!.

2. DENSITY OF STATES AND THERMODYNAMIC
QUANTITIES

We considerN interacting spins 1/2 in a random tran
verse field that are governed by the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

N

~V01V j !sj
21(

j 51

N

@J~sj
xsj 11

x 1sj
ysj 11

y !

1D~sj
xsj 11

y 2sj
ysj 11

x !#5(
j 51

N

~V01V j !S sj
1sj

22
1

2D
1(

j 51

N S J1 iD

2
sj

1sj 11
2 1

J2 iD

2
sj

2sj 11
1 D ,

sN1 j
a 5sj

a , ~1!

with the Lorentzian probability distribution density
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p~ ...,V j ,...!5)
j 51 p V j

21G2 .

The introduced Hamiltonian~1! contains the interaction
terms proportional toD which describe the Dzyaloshinskii–
Moriya interactions of the neighbouring spins.

The Jordan–Wigner transformation5

c15s1
2 ,c1

15s1
1 ,cj5Pj 21sj

2 ,cj
15Pj 21sj

1 ,

Pj[ )
n51

j

~22sp
z !, j 52,...,N

converts~1! into a Hamiltonian of noninteracting spinles
fermions

H5H21BP1,

H25(
j 51

N

~V01V j !S cj
1cj2

1

2D1(
j 51

N

3S J1 iD

2
cj

1cj 112
J2 iD

2
cjcj 11

1 D ,

cN1 j5cj , cN1 j
1 5cj

1 ,

B52@~J1 iD !cN
1c12~J2 iD !cNc1

1#,

P15
11PN

2
. ~2!

The boundary termB may be omitted since it does not in
fluence thermodynamic quantities6. Hence, the thermody
namics of spin model~1! is determined by the average on
fermion Green’s functionsGnm

7 (E), where

Gnm
7 ~ t !5

1

2p E
2`

`

dEe2 iEtGnm
7 ~E6 i«!, «→10,

Gnm
7 ~ t ![7 iQ~6t !^$cn~ t !,cm

1%&,

~ ...![E
2`

`

dV1 ...E
2`

`

dVNp~ ...,V j ,...!~ ...!,

via the average density of states
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r~E!57
1

Im G7~E!,
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eraging ~3! one must close the contours of integration in
the

the

e

r-
he
p j j

and, therefore, the main goal is to findGnm
7 (E).

The equation of motion forGnm
7 (t) that follows from~2!

leads to the following set of equations forGnm
7 (E6 i«):

~E6 i«!Gnm
7 ~E6 i«!5dnm1~V01Vn!Gnm

7 ~E6 i«!

1
J2 iD

2
Gn21,m

7 ~E6 i«!1
J1 iD

2
Gn11,m

7 ~E6 i«!. ~3!

To average~3!, it can be assumed thatV j are complex
variables and contour integration can be used in comp
planesV j s. Following the paper by John and Schreiber,7 we
can rewrite Eq.~3! in the form

~A6 iB7!G7~E6 i«!5I ,

where

A[S E2V02Re V1 2
J1 iD

2
0 ...

2
J2 iD

2
E2V02Re V2 2

J1 iD

2
...

0 2
J2 iD

2
E2V02Re V3 ...

A A A

D ,

B7[S «7Im V1 0 0 ...

0 «7Im V2 0 ...

0 0 «7Im V3 ...

A A A
D ,

G7~E6 i«!

[S G11
7 ~E6 i«! G12

7 ~E6 i«! G13
7 ~E6 i«! ...

G21
7 ~E6 i«! G22

7 ~E6 i«! G23
7 ~E6 i«! ...

G31
7 ~E6 i«! G32

7 ~E6 i«! G33
7 ~E6 i«! ...

A A A
D ,

I[S 1 0 0 ...

0 1 0 ...

0 0 1 ...

A A A
D .

Evidently, the poles ofG7(E6 i«) are determined by the
zeros of det(A6 iB7). If all eigenvaluesls of B7 are posi-
tive B75(b7)2, whereb7 is symmetric, (b7)21 is symmet-
ric, (b7)21 A(b7)21 is Hermitian, and therefore,

det~A6 iB7!5detB7det@~b7!21A~b7!216 i I #Þ0.

Relying on Gershgorin criterion8 for the matrixB7, we see
that at least one of the inequalities

u«7Im V j2lu<0, j 51,...,N

must be true. Therefore, the retarded Green’s func
Gnm

2 (E1 i«) @the advanced Green’s functionGnm
1 (E2 i«)#

does not have the poles for ImVj<0 (Im Vj>0). While av-
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x

n

these planes and compute the residua originating from
Lorentzian probability distribution density at7 iG, obtaining
finally

~E2V06 iG!Gnm
7 ~E!2

J2 iD

2
Gn21,m

7 ~E!

2
J1 iD

2
Gn11,m

7 ~E!5dnm . ~4!

It is worthwhile to note that Eqs.~4! may be obtained in
a slightly different manner. According to~3!, we can rewrite
Gnm

7 (E6 i«) as a series in degrees of (J6 iD )/2. Due to a
magic property of the Lorentzian distribution

~E2V02V j6 i«!2s5~E2V06 iG6 i«!2s

the averaging is straightforward and after summation of
series we again obtain~4!.

Equations~4! are translationally invariant and can b
solved in a standard way with the result

Gnm
7 ~E!5

1

2p E
2p

p dkei ~n2m!k

E2@V01~J21D2!1/2cos~k1w!#6 iG

5
eiw~n2m!

~J21D2!1/2

@x2~x221!1/2# un2mu

~x221!1/2 , ~5!

where

tan w5
D

J
, x5

E

~J21D2!1/22v06 ig,

v05
V0

~J21D2!1/2, and g5
G

~J21D2!1/2.

From ~5! it follows that

r~E!57
1

p
Im~~E2V06 iG!22~J21D2!!21/2

5
1

p F ~A21B2!1/22A

2~A21B2! G1/2

, ~6!

where A[(E2V0)22G22J22D2, B52G(E2V0).
Hence, the introduction of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya inte
action from the viewpoint of thermodynamics results in t
renormalization of the spin-spin interaction:J2→J21D2.
Thermodynamic quantities of the spin model~1! are deter-
mined by the average density of states~6! in a standard way.
The corresponding formulas for entropys̄, specific heatc̄,
transverse magnetizationmz[^(1/N)S j 51

N sj
z&, and static

transverse susceptibilityxzz[]mz/]V0 are

s̄5E dEr~E!F lnS 2 cosh
E

2kTD2
E

2kT
tanh

E

2kTG ,
c̄5E dEr~E!S E/2kT

cosh~E/2kT! D
2

,

mz52
1

2 E dEr~E!tanh
E

2kT
,
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@2 cosh~E/2kT!#2 .

In the numerical calculations of thermodynamic quantitieJ
was set to 1. Figures 1–4 show the dependences of the
tropy s̄, specific heatc̄, transverse magnetizationmz, and
static transverse susceptibilityxzz on V0 at low tempera-
tures. The temperature dependences ofmz and xzz at V0

50.5 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The dashed curves co
spond toD50, and the solid curves correspond toD51; 1
refers to the nonrandom caseG50, 2 refers toG50.1, and 3
refers toG50.5. It can be seen how some of the pronounc
features of the plotted dependences disappear due to ran
ness. Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction leads only to qua
titative changes in thermodynamic quantities.

FIG. 1. s̄ versusV0 atT50.02;D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid curves!,
G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.

FIG. 2. c̄ versus V0 at T50.02; D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid
curves!, G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.
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The importance of the two-spin correlation functions
obvious; it was recognized by Kontorovich and Tsukern9

in connection with a possibility for the appearance of t
spiral structure in nonrandom spin-1/2 isotropicXY chain
with Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction. Although the ave
age one-fermion Green’s functions~5! yield the average fer-
mion correlation function̂cm

1cn(t)&,10 and att50 andT50
the latter quantity can be calculated explicitly11

^cm
1cn&5

1

pun2mu
ImH eiw~n2m!F2v0

1S ~C 21D2!1/21C

2 D 1/2

FIG. 3. 2mz versusV0 at T50; D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid
curves!, G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.

FIG. 4. 2xzz versusV0 at T50.02; D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid
curves!, G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.
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1 ig2 i S ~C 21D2!1/22C

2 D 1/2G un2muJ ,

whereC 5v0
22g221, andD52v0g, this does not allow us

to obtain the spin correlation functions. The simplest equ
time zz spin correlation function in fermion representatio
has the form

^sj
zsj 1n

z &5^cj
1cj&^cj 1n

1 cj 1n&1^cj
1cj 1n&^cjcj 1n

1 &

2^cj
1cj&1

1

4
,

and hence its evaluation requires the knowledge of the a
age products of two fermion correlation functions. Simi
difficulties arose in the calculation of the electric conduct
ity for Lloyd’s model12.

3. COHERENT POTENTIAL APPROXIMATION

Consider the spin model~1! with arbitrary~not necessar-
ily Lorentzian! random transverse field in the framework
coherent potential approximation. Choosing the random
of ~1! and introducing a coherent transverse fieldV̂, we re-
write ~3! in the form of a propagator expansion

Ggm
7 ~E!5Ĝgm

7 ~E!1Ĝgn
7 ~E!~Vn2V̂!Ĝnm

7 ~E!1...

whereĜgm
7 (E) is determined by~5! with G50 andV01V̂

instead ofV0 , and then as an expansion in degrees in
t̂-matrix

Ggm
7 ~E!5Ĝgm

7 ~E!1Ĝgn
7 ~E! t̂ nĜnm

7 ~E!1... .

Here t̂ n[(Vn2V̂)/(12Ĝnn
7 (E)(Vn2V̂)). The coherent

field is determined from the condition

FIG. 5. 2mz versusT at V050.5; D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid
curves!, G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.
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t̂ n5E dV1 ...E dVNp~ ...,V j ,...!

3
Vn2V̂

12Ĝnn
7 ~E!~Vn2V̂!

50, ~7!

where Ĝnn
7 (E)5@(E2V02V̂6 i«)22(J21D2)#21/2 ~see

Refs. 3 and 4!.
In the case of a Lorentzian transverse field Eq.~7! has a

solutionV̂57 iG and, therefore,Ĝnn
7 (E) coincides with the

exact expression~5!.
Consider another probability distribution density

p~ ...,V j ,...!5)
j 51

N

@xd~V j !1~12x!d~V j2V!#,

0<x<1.

Equation~7! will then reduce to a cubic equation forV̂. Its
solutions yield the Green’s functions and the density of sta
r(E)'7(1/p)Im Ĝnn

7 (E). In Fig. 7 the quantityR(E2)
5(r(E)1r(2E))/2uEu, which follows from the coherent po
tential approximation~dashed curves!, is compared with the
result of exact finite-chain computation of this quantity~solid
curves!13. A good agreement between approximate and ex
results apparently is contingent on the fact that thermo
namic averaging for noninteracting fermions has been p
formed exactly.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented exact calculations of the thermo
namic quantities of spin-1/2 isotropicXY chain with the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction in random Lorentzia
transverse field. The approach exploits reformulation
terms of fermions and the possibility of averaging exactly
equations for one-fermion Green’s functions that yield th
modynamics. Such scheme is essentially limited by Lore

FIG. 6. 2xzz versusT at V050.5; D50 ~dashed curves!, D51 ~solid
curves!, G50(1), 0.1 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!.
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FIG. 7. R(E2) versusE2: the results of exact calculation~solid curves! and
coherent potential approximation~dashed curves!.
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Persistent current in a ballistic ring with a quantum dot

the
M. V. Moskalets

Il’ich Prospect 93a, Flat 48, 310020 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The influence of temperature and chemical potential on the persistent resonant current in a
ballistic ring with a quantum dot connected to an electron reservoir is considered. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00909-2#

In a recent communication, Yacobyet al.1 described the the effect of temperature on the current and position of
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results of simultaneous experimental measurements of
amplitude and phase of the coefficient of transmission of
electron through a potential barrier during resonance tun
ing. For this purpose, the authors used an interferometer~me-
soscopic ring pierced by a magnetic fluxF! one of whose
arms contained a quantum dot~QD!. Conductance oscilla
tions of the ring in a magnetic fieldG(F) ~Aharonov–Bohm
~AB! oscillations with a periodF05h/e! were measured. By
applying a potentialVp to the QD, the authors ensured th
fulfillment of the resonance tunneling conditionEF5En1Vp

~here,EF is the Fermi energy of electrons in the ring, andEn

the electron energy level in the QD!. In this case, the con
ductanceG of the system increases sharply@resonance peak
are observed on the dependenceG(Vp)#. It was found that
the phase shiftdw of AB oscillations of the conductanc
G(F) must depend on the variation of the phase of the e
tron wave function during tunneling through QD. A sha
variation in phase~by p! of the AB oscillations within a
resonance peak was observed experimentally.

Theoretical investigations revealed2–5 that the symmetry
requirementG(F)5G(2F)6 restricts the possible values o
the oscillation phase shift todw50 or dw5p. This led Ya-
cobi et al. to the conclusion3 that it is not possible in prin-
ciple to measure directly the phase of the transmission c
ficient in two-terminalinterference experiments. It should b
observed that the possibility of violation of this symmet
under conditions of nonlinear response (VÞ0) was predicted
in Ref. 4 as well as the dependence of the AB oscillatio
phase on the relative position of the resonance level.

However, the position of the resonance level affects
amplitude of AB oscillations. The observed phase variat
by p of AB oscillations is due to vanishing and sign revers
of the amplitude of the first harmonic3,5 as the levelEn

passes through resonance. The vanishing of the first
monic amplitude indicates that the dependenceG(F) be-
comes periodic in magnetic flux with a periodF0/2,3,5 which
is confirmed by the experimental observations.3

The amplitude of the thermodynamically equilibriu
~persistent! current depends on the transparency of the
tential barrier existing in the ring.7,8 Hence the amplitude o
the current must increase significantly during resonance
neling. This was first shown by Bu¨ttiker and Stafford9 for an
insulated ring containing a quantum dot.9 In this work, we
shall consider the AB oscillations of persistent current
such a ring connected with an electron reservoir which ma
tains the preset chemical potential level. We shall also st
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chemical potential relative to the electron energy level in
ring.

It is well known that a significant role in transport ph
nomena in quantum dots is played by Coulomb block
caused by electrostatic interaction of charged particles.10,11

This effect determines the separation between the elec
energy levels in QD and hence the separation between
resonance peaks. However, the peculiarities of an individ
resonance peak can be described in the framework of
one-particle approximation3,6 which we shall use in this
work.

Let us consider a one-dimensional ballistic ring of leng
L ~L!Lw , where Lw is the length of the electron phas
breakdown! in which a solenoid with magnetic fluxF is
inserted. Thex-axis is directed along the perimeter of th
ring. The quantum dot can be described by the potential

U~x!5
\2

m*
V@d~x!1d~x2a!#1VpQ~x!Q~a2x!. ~1!

HereVp is the QD potential relative to the remaining part
the ring, andm* is the electron effective mass. For a ring
contact with the electron reservoir having chemical poten
EF and temperatureT, the persistent currentI 52]v/]F ~v
is the thermodynamic potential of the electron system in
ring, the electron spin is disregarded! can be represented i
the form

I 52(
l

f 0S El2EF

T D ]El

]F
. ~2!

Here f 0(E/T) is the Fermi distribution function, the indexl
marks the electron energy level in the ring and in the QD.
order to determine the levelsEl , we use the transfer-matrix
technique7 which leads to a simple eigenvalue equation
the electron wave vectork:

Re$Tk
21 exp@2 ik~L2a!#%5cosS 2p

F

F0
D , ~3!

whereTk is the coefficient of transmission of a free electr
through the potential barrier~1!.

In the limit V→`, the spectrum consists of two par
corresponding to the position of the electron in poten
wells ~with infinitely high walls! of sizea andL2a, respec-
tively. For a nonzero tunneling probability, the position
levels becomes dependent on the magnetic flux, and a
rent is produced in the ring. It follows from formula~2! that

738090738-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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dE0 in the position of the energy level upon a change in
magnetic flux. In the general case,dE0.1/V2. However, the
value of dE0 increases considerably at resonan
(Em5En1Vp0 , whereEm is the energy level of an electro
in the ring:dE0.1/V. This is associated with the formatio
of a resonance doublet:

E1,25Em2
dVp

2
2

B0

2B08
2

DmA08

2pB08
6dE0D~dVp ,F!,

D5H pDm
21

8uB08u
S B~dVp!1

DmA08

p D 2

2
1

2
~cos~unm~F!!

1sgn~B08!A~dVp!!J 1/2

. ~4!

Here, dVp5(Vp02Vp); Em5(\km)2/(2m* ); km5pm/(L
2a); Dm52Em /m is the separation between the energy le
els of an electron in the ring nearEm , dE0

5(2Dm /(puB08u)
1/2); unm(F)5p(n1m)1p12pF/F0 is

the phase variation of the wave function of an electron pa
ing around the ring at resonance. The quantitiesA andB are
defined as follows: t(E)5A(E)1 iB(E), where t(E)
5Tk

21; E5(\k)2/(2m* )5Em2Vp . Near the resonanc
(Vp5Vp0), we have used the decompositio
t(dVp)5t01t08dVp , where the prime indicates differentia
tion with respect to energy. The quantitiesA andB for po-
tential ~1! are defined asA05(21)n; B05(21)n2V/km ;
A085(21)naV/En ; B085(21)naV2/(kmEn). Formula ~4!
is derived under the assumptiondE0!Dm , which imposes
constraints on the parameters of the unitd-functional barrier
@see Eq.~1!#:

tn!p~a/L !1/2, ~5!

wheretn5pn/(aV) is the magnitude of the tunneling coe
ficient of an electron with energyEn . This is the case of
weak coupling between the ring and the QD, when not m
than one levelEm exists in resonance with the levelEn .

Substituting formula~4! into ~2!, we obtain for the po-
tential ~1! the following expression for current in the vicinit
of the resonance:

I nm5
pdE0

2F0

f 0@~E22EF!/T#2 f 0@~E12EF!/T#

D$dVp ,F%

3sin@unm~F!#. ~6!

It follows from the above expression that the main co
tribution to the currentI 5SI nm ~summation is carried ou
over all pairs of levels (n,m) satisfying the condition
Em2En5Vp! comes from resonance levels lying near t
Fermi level:uEm2EFu.T. Consequently, as the potentialVp

of the quantum dot varies, the amplitude of the current in
ring will increase resonantly as the quantum dot le
(En1Vp) crosses the Fermi levelEF , which is in confor-
mity with the results obtained in Ref. 9.

The amplitude of the current~6! reverses its sign at suc
cessive peaks (n,m),(n,m11),(n11, m), and so on. Such
a sign reversal is the well known parity effect,7,12 since the
total number of spinless electrons in the system~ring plus
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quantum dot! varies by unity upon a transition from on
resonance peak to another, and the current is actually d
mined by the uppermost populated level in the system. N
that for an isolated ring in which the total number of particl
is conserved, the current amplitude does not change
upon a transition from one resonance peak to the next.9

The shape and position of the resonance peak pecul
ties depends significantly on the position of the Fermi le
EF relative to the electron energy levels in the ring~or, in
other words, on the productkFL!. Figure 1 shows the depen
dence of the amplitude of the first~predominant! harmonic of
the currentI 1 ~for T50! on Vp upon variation ofEF in the
interval Em,EF,Em11 .

If the Fermi level lies at the middle between the electr
energy levels in the ring, i.e.EF5(Em111Em)/2, the cur-
rent amplitude reverses its sign within a resonance pe
This happens when the conditionEF5En1Vp is satisfied
and the total number of electrons in the system varies. In
case, the current is calculated numerically by using form
~2! and taking into account the solution of Eq.~3!. Note that
in this case, the ‘‘resonance peak’’~situated atVp5EF2En!
is away from the resonance levels in the ring and in the
@defined by the conditionVp5Em2En , hence the current is
low ~see Fig. 1!#. However, the dependence of current on t
transparency of the potential barrier (I .1/V) allows us to
speak about the ‘‘resonance’’ peak, since the magnitude
the nonresonance currentI nr.1/V2. In this case, the char
acteristic temperature at which current starts decreasin
the same as in a pure ring:T.DF , whereDF is the separa-
tion between the energy levels of electrons in the ring n
the Fermi level, since the separation between electron en
levels in the region of the resonance peak is of the orde
DF .

The situation is quite different forEF5Em . In this case,

FIG. 1. Dependence of the amplitude of the first harmonic of currentI 1 for
T50 on the quantum dot potential for different values of the chemi
potential:EF5Em(1), EF5(Em111Em)/2(2), EF5Em11(3). The ordinate
of graph~2! is magnified fivefold. The parameters have the following v
ues:tF50.03;L/a511, DF50.02«F ,En5Em .
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the current is determined by the contribution of only tw
~resonance! levels En and Em ~Eq. ~6!!. The current ampli-
tude increases right up to the resonance:Em5En1Vp and
then decreases to zero since the contributions from levelsEm

and En compensate each other. Figure 2 shows the dep
denceI 1(Vp) at T50 as well as the variation, in the vicinit
of the resonance, of the magnitudet and phase
u5arctan(2B/A) of the coefficientTk of transmission of an
electron at the Fermi level through the potential barrier~1!
~in the expression for the phaseu, the termpn that does not
depend onVp has been disregarded!. Mathematically, the
position of the peakI 1 is associated with the minimum of th
quantity D(dVp ,F) @see Eqs.~4! and ~6!#. For L@a, the
position of this minimum is determined by the conditio
B(dVp)50. The same condition determines the position
the peak of the magnitude and of the phase jump in
transmission coefficientTk . It should be observed that fo
magnetoresistance oscillations in such a system, the pos
of the first harmonic amplitude peak does not coincide w
the peak of the tunneling coefficient@i.e., the position of the
resonance peak on the dependenceG(Vp)#.3,5

Near the resonance peak, the separation between
doublet levels~4! oscillates in a magnetic field with the am
plitude

dE05DFtF~L/ap2!1/2, ~7!

where tF is the magnitude of the coefficient of tunnelin
through a unit potential barrier@appearing in Eq.~1!# for

FIG. 2. Dependence of the amplitude of the first harmonic of currentI 1 for
T50 ~in units ofdE0 /F0!, phaseu/p, and magnitudet of the transmission
coefficient on the quantum dot potential. The parameters have the follow
values:tF50.03;L/a511,DF50.02«F ,En5Em5EF .
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the

fines the characteristic temperature in the systemT05dE0 .
For T>T0 , the population densities of the levelsEn andEm

become equal, which leads to a decrease in the value o
current~6! at resonance, as well as to a more symmetric fo
of the resonance curve. Note that in the limit of weak co
pling between the ring and the QD under consideration,
condition tF!1 is satisfied and the quantityT0!DF .

For T.T0 , the dependenceI (F) at the peak of the reso
nance curve is sinusoidal. The amplitude of the curren
equal toI 5pI 0T0 /(4T) ~whereI 05dE0 /F0!. At low tem-
peratures (T!T0), the dependenceI (F) departs from sinu-
soidal. However, the first harmonicI 1 of the current domi-
nates. The temperature dependence ofI 1 can be represente
in the form

I 1
max~T!5

I 1
max~0!

11~pT/T0!exp@2T0 /~pT!#
, ~8!

where I 1
max(0).I0p/&. Note the power dependence of th

decrease in current with temperature as compared to the
ponential dependence for a ballistic ring without a poten
barrier.7

Thus, we have considered the effect of temperatureT
and the chemical potentialEF of the electron reservoir on th
persistent resonance currentI in a ballistic ring containing a
quantum dot in the weak bond limit.

It is shown that the phase of AB-oscillations of curre
within a resonance peak is conserved, or varies byp depend-
ing on the position of the chemical potential level relative
the electron energy levels in the ring.

It is also shown that, ifEF coincides with one of the
electron energy levels in the ring, the temperature dep
dence of the resonance current is determined by the pa
eter dE0 , viz., the splitting of the resonance doublet~4!,
which is small in comparison with the separation betwe
the electron energy levels near the Fermi energy.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

t in
Quantized vortices in systems with pairing of spatially separated electrons and holes
S. I. Shevchenko

B. I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, Kharkov, 310164, Ukraine*

~Submitted September 10, 1996; revised March 3, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 987–992~September 1997!

It is predicted that in systems with pairing of spatially separated electrons and holes the planar
vortices, in which the electron-hole pairs rotate in the plane of the structure, can become
energy-advantageous in a nonuniform magnetic field. In this case the vortices should form an
ordered, though translation-noninvariant, structure. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01009-8#
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excitons whose size is smaller than the distance betw
them, was first pointed out in Ref. 1. Later, this subject w
discussed in connection with exciton insulators,2 in which
the excitons are large compared with the electron-elec
distance. By analogy with He-II and superconductors, it w
assumed that Bose condensation of excitons would lea
the appearance of superfluid properties in exciton syst
Since an exciton is an electroneutral excitation, it can
transfer either a charge or mass. There is, however, the
sibility of a nondissipative transfer of energy and possibly
dipole and magnetic moments. This statement does not im
the true superfluidity. It only means that dissipation of t
energy flow~or polarization! does not occur below the Bos
condensation temperature during times shorter than
electron-hole recombination timet r . It was shown later3 that
the interband transitions responsible for the value oft r lift
the degeneracy of phase of the order parameter and ca
gap in the excitation spectrum, bringing the system from
superfluid state to the insulator state. Since it takes about r

for gap to form, the later statement is true for times long
than t r . As a result, steady superfluidity in the exciton g
does not take place.

The problem of superfluidity of electron-hole gas w
approached from a new standpoint in the publications4,5

which called attention to the possibility of pairing of sp
tially separated electrons and holes~PSSEH!. In systems
with PSSEH the interband transitions coincide with the
terlayer transitions and the probability of interlayer tran
tions can be easily changed by varying the thicknessd of a
dielectric layer, which separates layers with electron a
hole conductivities. Since the probability of interlayer tra
sitions decreases exponentially with increasingd, and since
the binding energy of electrons with holes falls off algeb
ically with d, the binding energy can reach 102 K, at d
'1026 cm, but interband transitions can be completely d
regarded. As a result, in systems with PSSEH, electron-h
pairs can go into a truly superfluid state. Moreover, in s
tems with PSSEH there is no local compensation of the e
tron current by a hole current, which makes it possible
observe supercurrents equal and opposite in direction, in
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systems with PSSEH, a rather unusual superconducti
mechanism can be realized. In this connection, it was p
posed to call superfluidity of electron-hole pairs in such s
tems «condenser superconductivity».6

The predictions made in Refs. 4–6 became of great
terest when the progress in microelectronics resulted in
creation of the required structures. Many experimental7–11

and theoretical12–16 studies, in which the systems wit
PSSEH were analyzed, were published. However, in cont
to the 3D systems, in which a considerable progress in o
taining degenerate gas of excitons, and perhaps Bose
densation of excitons17 has recently been achieved, for sy
tems with PSSEH it is impossible at present to say w
confidence that condenser superconductivity is realized
der experimental conditions. Additional difficulties in re
cording of this superconductivity stem from the electric
neutrality of the pairs and the impossibility of using a trad
tional technique of measurement of the transport phenom

In the present paper we describe a new phenomeno
condenser superconductors, the observation of which is
haps a more simple experimental problem than direct m
surement of conductivity currents in electron and hole laye
We show that a nonuniform magnetic field can lead to
appearance of quantized vortices in the system in wh
electron-hole pairs rotate in the plane of the structure.
also show that although these vortices are very similar to
Onsager–Feynman and Abrikosov vortices, under cer
conditions the structure formed by them differs radica
from the structures formed by Onsager–Feynman
Abrikosov vortices.

Note that the behavior of the systems with PSSEH in
uniform field normal to a structure plane was conside
many times. It was observed for the first time in Ref. 18, th
in a series of studies,19 and quite recently in Refs. 20 and 2
In all those studies, the influence of a strong magnetic fi
H on the pairing of electrons with holes was considered
the case in which the cyclotron radius (c\/eH)1/2 is lower
than the Bohr radius«\2/me2. The possibility of inducing
planar vortices by a nonuniform magnetic field has not be
considered until now. We consider here the case of w

741090741-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Substitution of Eq.~6! into Eq. ~5! gives the integral equa-
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of the field on pairing can be ignored.
The system under consideration is a three-layer st

ture: two conducting two-dimensional layers are separa
by a thin insulator layer. For definiteness, we assume tha
lower layer has electron conductivity and the upper layer
hole conductivity. The Coulomb interaction leads
electron-hole pairing, and the pairs form Bose gas wh
becomes superfluid belowTc .6 In the coherent phase th
supercurrent isje52ensvsd(z1d/2) in the electron layer,
and jh5ensvsd(z2d/2) in the hole layer. Herens is the
two-dimensional superfluid density and2e is the electron
charge. We assume that the conducting layers are infin
thin, which leads to ad function dependence of the curre
density on thez coordinate. The superfluid velocity of th
electron-hole pairs, in general, is4

vs5
\

m
¹w2

e

mc
~Ah2Ae!. ~1!

Herem is the pair mass;w is the order parameter phase;Ae

and Ah are the vector potentials in the electron and h
layers, respectively.

Here we assume that the thickness of the insulator la
d, is small in comparison with the distance in which t
vector potentialA changes, so that the differenceAh2Ae is

Ah2Ae5
]A

]z
d. ~2!

On the other hand, we considerd large enough to ignore th
tunnel transitions of the electrons between the conduc
layers.

Our primary interest is in the velocity field of the plan
vortex and the magnetic field created by the vortex. For
vortex, whose center is atr50, the phase is

w5arctan
y

x
. ~3!

Because of the spatial separation of the electrons and h
the rotation of the pairs generates a magnetic field in
surrounding space. To find the magnetic field, we must so
a Maxwell’s equation

¹3H5
4p

c
j ~z!. ~4!

Substituting the corresponding currents in the electron
hole layer instead ofj in Eq. ~4!, writing H as H5¹3A,
and using the condition¹•A50, we obtain

2DA1gS ]A

]z
2

S

dD @d~z2d/2!2d~z1d/2!#50. ~5!

Here the vectorS5\c¹w/e has only theuth component for
the phasew from Eq.~3! andSu5\c/er. We also introduce
the dimensionless quantityg54pnse

2d/mc2.
To solve Eq.~5!, we take the Fourier-transformation o

the vector potential

A~r,z!5E A~q,k!exp$ iqr1 ikz%d2qdk/~2p!3. ~6!
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~q21k2!A~q,k!22gE dr

2p
p sin@~p2k!d/2#A~q,p!

522i
g

d
sin

kd

2
S~q!. ~7!

Its solution is

A~q,k!52
2ig

d

sin kd/2

q21k2

S~q!

11~g/2!exp$2qd%
. ~8!

Before finding the potentialA(r,z) from Eq. ~8!, it is
useful to estimateg numerically. It isg'2p•1025 for the
electron densityn.1012 cm22, the insulator layer thicknes
d'1026 cm, and the effective mass of the pairm
.0.1m0 , wherem0 is the free electron mass. Theg value is
even lower for smallern and largerm. The conditiong!1
is therefore oversatisfied for the experimental conditio
Equation~8! can therefore be restricted to the terms of t
order ofg. Substituting theA(q,k), calculated with this ac-
curacy in Eq.~8!, into Eq. ~6!, we obtain

Au5
2pe\ns

mcr
@Ar21~z2d/2!22uz2d/2u

2Ar21~z1d/2!21uz1d/2u#. ~9!

We can now easily find the magnetic field excited by t
planar vortex. The projection of the magnetic field normal
the conducting layers isHz5r21](rAu)/]r, i.e.,

Hz52p
e\ns

mc
$@r21~z2d/2!2#21/2

2@r21~z1d/2!2#21/2%. ~10!

It is evident thatHz is an odd function ofz. The maximum
value ofHz is attained in the conducting layers, i.e., atz5
6d/2. The magnetic flux through thez5d/2 plane, which is
related to the electron-hole vortex, is

F[E Hzrdr du5
4p2e\nsd

mc
[gF0 . ~11!

The flux is not universal and depends on the superfluid d
sity ns and the insulator thicknessd. It constitutes only a
small part of the flux quantum,F0[hc/2e, produced by a
vortex in ordinary superconductors.

The magnetic field componentHr52]Au /]z is

Hr52p
e\ns

mcr FsignS z2
d

2D
2

z2d/2

@r21~z2d/2!2#1/22signS z1
d

2D
1

z1d/2

@r21~z1d/2!2#1/2G . ~12!

Far from the vortex center or, more exactly, atr@d, the
field Hr between the conducting layers decreases as 1/r. As
a result, theHr contribution to the superfluid velocityvs in
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Eq. ~1! and the term proportional to¹w decrease as 1/r. The
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1/r decrease in the velocityvs implies that the energyUv of
the interaction between the vortices of opposite circulati
is proportional to lnur12r2u, wherer1 andr2 are the vortex
coordinates. We can show that the renormalization of
proportionality coefficient inUv due to the spatial electron
hole separation is aboutg. But the energyUv determines the
Tc at which the pairs of vortices of opposite circulation d
sociate, i.e., the temperature of the superfluid Berezins
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition. For this reason, the renorm
ization of Tc is of the same order of magnitude. The spat
electron-hole separation therefore has virtually no effect
the temperature of the superfluid transition of the electr
hole pairs.

It is very important that because of the spatial electr
hole separation, the pairs which are electroneutral as a w
interact with the external magnetic field. As a result, t
external field can lead to the vortex formation. The appe
ance of vortices in the external magnetic fieldH0 is con-
trolled by the energy

E5E d2rF ns

2m S \¹w1
e

c
dẑ3HD 2

1S H2

8p
2

H•H0

4p DdG . ~13!

The local fieldH consists of the external fieldH0 and the
field created by the moving electron-hole pairs. In Eq.~13!
we take into account that the main part of the energy of
field created by the pairs is concentrated in the space
tween the conducting layers. In this region the fieldH may
be assumed equal toH014pensẑ3vs /c @cf. Eqs.~10! and
~12!#. Using this expression and discarding the correctio
on the order ofg2, we obtain the following expression from
Eq. ~13!:

E5E d2rF\2ns

2m
~¹w!21

\nsed

mc
¹w~ ẑ3H0# . ~14!

It can be concluded that with an appropriate strength
direction of the fieldH0 , the second term can compensa
for the vortex-related energy loss,*(\2ns/2m)(¹w)2d2r.
The vortex generation in the system thus becomes en
advantageous, as in the case of type-II superconducto
H0.Hc1 .

The magnetic field excited by the two-dimensional c
rent that circulates around the origin of coordinates is p
haps the most favorable field for generation of vortices
schematic representation of this field is shown in Fig. 1
the two-dimensional density of the azimuthal current isI ,
then the magnetic field which is generated by the curren
some distance from the edge of the structure is

H0r5
2pI

c F S 11
~z2 l !2

r2 D 1/2

2
uz2 l u

r Gsign~z2 l !. ~15!

Herel is the distance to the plane with the currentI reckoned
from the midpoint of the insulator layer in the electron-ho
structure.

Substituting the phase
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~xi , yi are the coordinates of thei th vortex! into Eq.~14!, we
find the energyE of the vortices in the fieldH0 . The energy
E depends essentially on the size and shape of the syste
the velocityvs decreases slowly from the vortex center.
the condenser superconductor is a three-layer disk of ra
R, whose center coincides with the center of the struct
shown in Fig. 1, and if the distancel between this structure
and the disk is much shorter thanR, then the vortex energy
will be

E5(
i 51

N

Fv~r i !1
1

2 (
iÞ j

N

U~r i ,r j !. ~16!

HereEv is the energy of one vortex, andU is the energy of
interaction between the vortices:

Ev~r!5
p\2ns

m S ln
R22r2

Rj
2

R2r

l D , ~17!

U~r i ,r j !

5
p\2ns

m
ln

R222r ir j cos~u i2u j !1r i
2r j

2/R2

r i
222r ir j cos~u i2u j !1r j

2 .

~18!

The first term in Eq.~17! is the intrinsic vortex energy in the
absence of the external magnetic field and the second ter
the vortex-field interaction energy. Here we have introduc
the notation

l215
4pIed

\c2 . ~19!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram with two-dimensional azimuthal current.
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Equation ~18! takes into account the direct interaction be-
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tween the vortices and their interactions with the ima
whose presence turns thevs component normal to the dis
bound into zero.

In Eq. ~17! the term proportional tol21 makes the vor-
tex state advantageous for smalll ~large currentsI !. To find
the currentI c1 at which the vortex creation becomes ene
advantageous, we should take the number of vorticesN51
and the vortex coordinater150. SettingEv50, we have

lc1
21[

4pI c1ed

\c2 5
1

R
ln

R

j
. ~20!

Substitutingd51026 cm into Eq. ~20! and taking into ac-
count thatH0r52pI /c at r@d, we find H0r

c1'1 Gs for R
51 cm.

At I .I c the system has a finite number of vortice
which can be easily found forI @I c1 . In this case the vorti-
ces may be considered continuously distributed. Introduc
the vortex densitynv(r), we obtain

E5E Ev~r!nv~r!d2r

1
1

2 E nv~r1!U~r1 ,r2!nv~r2!d2r1d2r2 . ~21!

Varying Eq.~21! in nv(r) and setting the result equal t
zero, we obtain the equation for the dependence of the vo
density onr. We can solve the equation exactly and th
show that atr@ l

nv~r!5~4plr!21. ~22!

The result is drastically different from that known f
neutral superfluid systems and ordinary superconductor
both cases the equilibrium vortex concentration~Onsager–
Feynman and Abrikosov, respectively! is spatially uniform.
We clearly see from Eq.~22! that nv in our case decrease
with increasingr.

It is known that the Onsager–Feynman and Abrikos
vortices form a triangular lattice. The question then ari
whether the vortices considered in this paper also form
lattice. Sincenv(r), according to Eq.~22!, decreases with
increasing distance from the disk center, it is evident that
vortices cannot form a structure invariant under translatio
Equation~22!, however, admits a structure invariant agai
rotations. As such a structure we choose the structure w
vortex cores are situated on the circumferences whose
ters coincide with that of the disk. The number of vortices
the i th circumference isNi , and its radius isr i . Performing
in Eq. ~16! summation over the vortex coordinates on thei th
circumference by the Poisson summation formula, we ob
the following expression for the vortex energy:

E5(
i

H Ev~r i !1
p\2ns

M F2 (
j ~, i !

Nj S ln
R

r i
1

1

Ni

3 ln
12exp$2Ni ln R2/r i /r j%

12exp$2Ni ln r i /r j%
D2 ln Ni1~Ni21!ln

R

r i

1 lnS 12expH 22Ni ln
R

r i
J D G J Ni . ~23!
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Ni@1. In the case the main contribution to the last sum
Eq. ~23! is made by the terms for whichu ln rj /riu!1. For
these termsu ln rj /riu.(ri112ri)uj2iu/ri . The terms with
ln R2/rirj may be discarded far from the disk edge. Varyi
the resulting expression inNi and r i and setting the resul
equal to zero, we obtain a set of equations for these qua
ties. The solution forR@r i@l is

Ni5
r i 112r i

2l
, ~24!

~r i 112r i !
254lr i .

Both results of Eq.~24! readily follow from simple
physical considerations. The number of vortices on thei th
circumference is

Ni5E
r i

r i 11E
0

2p

nv~r!rdrdu. ~25!

Substitution ofnv(r) from Eq. ~22! into this expression
gives Ni5(r i 112r i)/2l. To obtain the other result of Eq
~24!, we should take into account that the repulsion forc
between the vortices of the same circulation are isotropic
is therefore expected that the spatial distribution of vortic
is locally isotropic. In this case the mean vortex spac
2pr i /Ni for the particular circumference coincides with th
mean vortex spacingr i 112r i on the neighboring circumfer
ences. Substituting the value forNi , we obtain
4plr i /(r i 112r i)5r i 112r i , which coincides with Eq.
~24! with an accuracy up to the multiplierp.

We have considered thoroughly the case of generatio
planar vortices by the field of two-dimensional circular cu
rent. It is inferred that in an arbitrary magnetic field, with
the limit where vortices are assumed continuously distr
uted, the vortex density isnv(r)5(ed/2p\c)u]H0z /]zu. In
summary, a nonuniform magnetic field can, in general, ex
vortices in the PSSEH systems. The nature of the vor
distribution in space needs to be studied.
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New channels of photon echo relaxation in Y 2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF 3:Pr31 crystals

m-
Yu. V. Malyukin

Institute of Single Crystals, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 310001 Kharkov, Ukraine*

~Submitted December 24, 1996; revised February 10, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 993–998~September 1997!

Experimental results on the investigation of low-temperature optical absorption spectra and
temperature dependence of the photon echo~PE! amplitude signal in Y2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF3:Pr31

crystals at the transition3H4(0)23P0 of the Pr31 ion are presented. It is shown that
additional relaxation channels exist for PE in addition to the known phonon mechanisms. This is
associated in a LaF3:Pr31 crystal with the temperature variation of dipole moment at the
Pr31 ion transition. In a Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal, this is due to the thermally activated transitions for
the Pr31 ion between nonequivalent positions in the crystal lattice. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01109-2#
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Crystal matrices representing wide-gap insulators w
rare-earth impurity ions have been drawing continued at
tion in view of new aspects of their application, e.g., las
systems with up-conversion,1–3 high-speed detectors of ion
izing radiation,4 optical memory cells, and Fourie
processors.5 This stimulated scientists to set up and carry o
experiments whose main emphasis is shifted towards the
namics ~phase and energy relaxation processes! of optical
transitions, which is important for understanding the mic
structure of an impurity center and its energy spectrum.

The Pr31 ion has a number of important properties fro
the application point of view.2,3 Its optical characteristics ar
determined by transitions within the 4f -shell which is split
as a result of spin-orbit interaction.6 It was assumed in Ref. 6
that the crystal field of ligands weakly affects th
4 f -electrons since they are screened by electrons of the o
shells. In spite of this, a transition from one crystal matrix
another gives rise to peculiarities that are manifested m
strongly just in the dynamics of optical transitions of t
Pr31 ion.7–9

In this work, we present the results of experimental
vestigations of the low-temperature phase relaxation of e
tron excitations at resonant optical transitions of the Pr31 ion.
A relation is established between the structure of opt
spectra and peculiarities of photon echo relaxation
Y2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF3:Pr31 crystals.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Absorption spectra of the crystals were recorded o
spectrofluorimeter based on the spectrograph DFS-452.
recording of spectra was carried out by a TV camera c
nected to a PC of AT-type. The detecting element of
camera was a 5423492 array of optically sensitive elemen
of charge-coupling type. Since we are interested in the sp
tral sweep along one coordinate only, we carried out ave
ing over 542 lines which considerably increased the accur
of measurements and the signal-to-noise ratio. The exp
mental technique for recording echo-signals is describe
detail in Ref. 10. Low temperatures were produced in
optical helium cryostat in which the sample was held
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thick crystalline plates cut from the crystals of Y2SiO5:Pr
and LaF3:Pr31. The concentration of Pr in both matrices w
of the order of 0.3 at.%.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

While investigating the temperature dependence of
amplitude of a two-pulse photon- echo~PE! signal at optical
resonance transition3H4(0)23P0 of a Pr31 ion in the ma-
trices of two crystals Y2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF3:Pr31, we
found8,9 that dephasing of the resonance transition in
LaF3:Pr31 crystal increases much more sharply with te
perature. The temperature range of the existence of PE
Y2SiO5:Pr31 is about double the corresponding interval f
LaF3:Pr31 ~Fig. 1!. It would be expected, however, that th
screening of the 4f -shell must lead to a weak variation of th
electron-phonon coupling of 4f -electrons in Pr upon a tran
sition from one crystal matrix to another.

According to the structure of energy levels of the Pr31

ions ~Fig. 1!, the temperature dependence of the PE am
tude ~and hence the dephasing of the resonance trans
3H4(0)23P0! is determined by the scattering of phono
involving the energy sublevels closest to the resona
transition.11 For the state3P0 , which does not split since its
total angular momentum is equal to zero, the closest subl
is 3P1 , while the one corresponding to3H4(0) is 3H4(1).
Under the action of thespin–orbit interaction and the crys
field, the multiplet 3H4 is split into nine components
@3H4(0),3H4(1), etc., correspond to this splitting#. The en-
ergy interval separating the sublevels of the states3P0 and
3P1 is more than 400 cm21.12 Hence, we can disregard th
levels of the multiplet3P1 in the temperature range 6–20 K
According to Ref. 11, the phase relaxation timeT2 at the
transition3H4(0)23P0 of the Pr31 ion can be defined13 by
the relation

@T2~T!#215a exp~2D/T!, ~1!

wherea is a constant connected with the half-width of th
level 3H4(1) participating in the phonon scattering,D is the
energy interval between the sublevels3H4(0) and3H4(1),
andT is the temperature.

746090746-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The parameters appearing in Eq.~1! for the LaF3:Pr31

crystal are6,7 a52.4•1011 s21 andD581.4 K~57 cm21!. An
analysis of the temperature dependence of the PE sign
the LaF3:Pr31 crystal showed7 that the experimental depen
dence may be described by formula~1!, in which
D558.8 K~41 cm21!. This was also confirmed by ou
investigations8 which completely reproduced the results o
tained by Takeuchi.7 Thus, a decrease in the PE signal inte
sity occurs more rapidly than what would be expected fr
the structure of Pr31 ions in the LaF3 crystal. this disparity
was not explained in Refs. 7–9.

The Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal had been investigated sparse
and the values ofa and D were not known for it. This cir-
cumstance hampered the interpretation of experimenta
sults on PE8,9 and called for independent evaluation of the
parameters.

To achieve these ends, we carried out detailed invest
tions of the temperature dependence of the absorption s
trum of the Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal and, for of comparison, th
LaF3:Pr31 crystal in the region of the transitio
3H4(0)23P0 of the Pr31 ion. At T56 K, the absorption
spectrum in both crystal matrices consists of a single nar
(<3 cm21) spectral line G0 corresponding to absorptio
from the lowest energy level3H4(0) of the multiplet3H4 .
Investigation of the spectral contour of the line of reson
transition3H4(0)23P0 showed9 that an absorption peak i
observed on the high-frequency side of the spectrum for
Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal ~Fig. 2a!. No such peak is observed fo
the LaF3:Pr31 crystal.

As the temperature of the crystals under investigation
raised, the low-frequency spectral region acquires additio
temperature-dependent peaksG1 and G2 ~Figs. 2b and 2c!
corresponding to absorption from thermally populated
ergy sublevels3H4(1) and3H4(2) of the multiplet3H4 . The
spectral position ofG1 and G2 relative to G0 allows us to
determine the splitting of the multiplet3H4 of the Pr31 ion in
the corresponding crystal. The splittings of the multiplet3H4

observed for the LaF3:Pr31 crystal coincide with the result
obtained in Refs. 6 and 7. For the Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal, the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the PE signal amplitude in Y2SiO5:Pr31

~curve1! and LaF3:Pr31 ~curve2! crystals. The inset shows the simplifie
diagram of energy levels of the Pr31 ion.
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energy gaps3H4(0)23H4(1) and 3H4(0)23H4(2) are
equal to 86 and 137 cm21 respectively. These splittings o
the multiplet3H4 are slightly larger than for the LaF3:Pr31

crystal,7 which can be treated as a manifestation of the eff
of the crystal field on thef -shell electrons.

The ratio of intensities of the linesG0 , G1 , andG2 in the
absorption spectrum of the Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal in the tem-
perature range 6–77 K corresponds qualitatively to the B
zmann population of the sublevels3H4(1) and3H4(2). No
such dependence was observed for the LaF3:Pr31 crystals.
The temperature transformation of the absorption spect
of the crystal LaF3:Pr31 is shown in Fig. 3a. It can be see
from the figure that the intensities of the linesG0 and G1

FIG. 2. Fragments of the absorption spectra of the Pr31 ion. G0 corresponds
to the resonance transition3H4(0)23P0 in Y2SiO5:Pr31 at T51.5 K ~a!,
T580 K ~b! and LaF3:Pr31 crystals atT580 K ~c!.
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become equal atT530 K. Upon a further increase in tem
perature, the absorption at the transition3H4(1)23P0 begins
to exceed the absorption at the transition3H4(0)23P0 . A
similar behavior of the linesG0 and G1 is preserved in the
LaF3:Pr31 crystals containing 10 at. % Pr31 ions, thus point-
ing towards the temperature mechanism of intensity redis
bution in linesG0 andG1 , irrespective of the concentratio
of Pr31 ions. However, the initial nonuniform broadening
lines in the absorption spectra of LaF3:Pr31 crystals with
different concentrations of Pr31 ions varies from 0.07 cm21

at 0.001 at. % to 10 cm21 at 20 at. % Pr31 ions.14 Since the
broadening of linesG0 andG1 took place in different ways
upon an increase in temperature, we constructed the ex
mental dependences for the ratio of integral intensities
linesG0 andG1 on reciprocal temperature for LaF3:Pr31 and
Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystals~Fig. 3b!.

Neglecting absorption from higher levels of the multip
3H4 , we can present the experimental dependences show
Fig. 3b in the form15

I 1

I 0
5

d1
2

d0
2 exp~2D/T!, ~2!

FIG. 3. Temperature transformation of the spectral characteristics of
Pr31 ions: Absorption spectra of LaF3:Pr31 at different temperatures~a!;
temperature dependence of the ratio of integral intensitiesG0 and G1 in
Y2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF3:Pr31 crystals~b!.
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G1 , d0 and d1 are the dipole moments of the transition
3H4(0)23P0 and 3H4(1)23P0 respectively, andD is the
energy gap between the levels3H4(0) and3H4(1).

Indeed, the slope of the experimental curves for
Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal ~Fig. 3b! is of the order of 120 K
(84 cm21), which is in good accord with the magnitude o
splitting 3H4(0)23H4(1) of the 3H4 multiplet ~Fig. 2b!.
However, under the condition thatd0 and d1 are constants,
the experimental dependence for the LaF3:Pr31 crystal can-
not be described by formula~2!, sinceI 1 /I 0.1 at T.30 K
~Fig. 3b!. In order to resolve the above-mentioned contrad
tion, all we have to do is to assume that an increase in
temperature of the LaF3:Pr31 crystal changes the magnitud
of dipole moments at the transitions3H4(0)23P0 and
3H4(1)23P0 of the Pr31 ion. In this case, the value ofd0

decreases and that ofd1 increases in view of a relative de
crease in the area covered by the contour ofG0 and an in-
crease in the area covered by the contour ofG1 ~Fig. 3a!.

The reason behind the change in the value of the dip
moments is not clear, but it allows a formal explanation
the sharper drop in the echo signal of LaF3:Pr31 with tem-
perature than what would be expected from the energy s
ting of the multiplet3H4 . According to Ref. 13, the ampli-
tude of a two- pulse PE signal is a nonlinear function of t
dipole moment of the optical resonance transition:

I e5A0 exp~22t12/T2~T!,

A05B~k1 ,k2 ,ke!N
2d2 sin2S dE

\
d D sin4S 2

dE

\
d D , ~3!

whereB(k1 ,k2 ,ke) is a quantity that depends on the expe
mental geometry,d the dipole moment of the optical reso
nance transition,N the number of particles in the cohere
ensemble,d the duration of laser pulses,E the electric field
strength of laser pulses,\ the Planck’s constant, andt12 the
time interval between excitating laser pulses.

While analyzing the drop in the PE signal amplitud
with temperature, it is assumed thatA0 is independent of
temperature. With increasing temperature, however, the
pole moment of the optical resonance transition decrease
the LaF3:Pr31 crystal, thus leading to a decrease in the
signal amplitude in accordance with formula~3!. Conse-
quently, the PE signal amplitude in the LaF3:Pr31 crystal
~Fig. 1! decreases not only in accord with the variation
T2(T) according to formula~1!, but also due to a change i
the dipole moment of the transition3H4(0)23P0 with tem-
perature. This led to an effective decrease in the value oD
in formula ~1! in Refs. 7 and 8.

Using formula~3!, we can directly obtain the variation
(T2(T))21 for the Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal~Fig. 4! from the ex-
perimental curve presented in Fig. 1. The dependence
tained in this way should also be described by formula~1!.
However, the parametera remains undetermined sinceD is
obtained directly from the absorption spectrum~Fig. 2b!. We
can solve the inverse problem, i.e., find the value ofa by
approximating the experimental points presented in Fig. 4
satisfactory approximation is attained only in the temperat
interval 13–18 K fora59.4•1010 s21. Analysis of higher

e
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sublevels in the multiplet3H4 does not improve the descrip
tion of the experimental curve~Fig. 4! in the temperature
interval 6–13 K. It follows from Fig. 4 that the experiment
dependence in this temperature interval can be approxim
by a linear function of the type (T2(T))215bT,
(b51.37 MHz/K), which does not match with any of th
known temperature dependences~;T27 or ;exp(2D/T)!
describing the dephasing of optical transitions of impur
centers in crystals at low temperatures.11

Hence it should be interesting to consider the two n
equilibrium positions of the yttrium ion that may be occupi
by Pr31 ions in the Y2SiO5 crystal lattice.16 The experimental
confirmation is provided by an additional absorption pe
emerging in the region of resonance transition3H4(0)23P0

of Pr31 ions ~Fig. 2a!. A similar two-center picture is also
observed in the optical spectra of Eu31 in the Y2SiO5

crystal.17 Assuming that an increase in temperature of
Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal may cause Pr31 ions to undergo transi
tions between two nonequivalent positions, this may le
according to Ref. 11, to the emergence of a new additio
dephasing mechanism which exists for amorpho
matrices.18 The elementary excitations associated with
transitions of impurity centers between nonequivalent po
tions were called tunnelons.18 Considering the interaction o
the optical resonance transition with one tunnelon, the te
perature dependence of the phase relaxation time is de
by the expression18

@T2~T!#215g sinh21~Dn/T!, ~4!

whereDn is the activation energy of a tunnelon, andg is a
constant defined exactly in Ref. 18.

For T.Dn, formula ~4! gives a linear dependence o
temperature. For the Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystal, Dn511.4 K

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the dephasing time in a Y2SiO5:Pr31

crystal. The symbols correspond to the experiment. Curve1 corresponds to
the theoretical dependences taking into account Eq.~1! only, while curve2
is obtained by taking into account both formulas~1! and ~4!.
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dition T;Dn is satisfied in the temperature interval 6–13
However, the functional dependence~4! is close to linear.
Taking Eq.~4! into consideration together with formula~1!,
we obtain a good approximation of the experimental dep
dences forg514.5•106 s21 anda57.5•1010 s21 ~Fig. 4!.

CONCLUSION

For Y2SiO5:Pr31 and LaF3:Pr31 crystals at low tempera
tures, new relaxation channels for the photon echo have b
established in optical transitions of the Pr31 ion. The reason
behind the change in the dipole moments at the transiti
3H4(0)23P0 and 3H4(1)23P0 of the Pr31 ion in the LaF3
crystal remains unclear and requires further investigati
However, independent experimental facts indicate that
low-temperature mechanism of dephasing of optical tran
tions in Y2SiO5:Pr31 crystals may be associated with th
tunneling of Pr31 ions between two nonequivalent states.
should be interesting to study these peculiarities and to
tablish the general regularities governing the phase re
ation of electron excitations of impurity centers in rare-ea
silicate crystals by extending the range of objects of inve
gation, doping Y2SiO5 with other rare-earth ions, or by
changing the host crystal matrix.

The author is grateful to B. I. Minkov for providing th
samples and for fruitful discussions of the experimental
sults.
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Thermomechanical effects in thermal expansion of Ar–N 2-type solid solutions
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The results of analysis of hysteresis in the thermal expansion of solid solutions Ar–4.89 mol. %N2

are considered in the temperature range 1–16 K. A physical model is proposed in order to
explain the observed phenomenon. This model is based on the assumption that transformed regions
in the form of piles of random stacking faults in the initial fcc lattice are formed in the
vicinity of nitrogen impurity. The hysteresis of the thermal expansion coefficient is due to
relaxation mechanisms for thermal stresses appearing in the transformed region during
thermocycling of the sample. The theoretical estimates of the upper and lower temperature
boundaries of hysteresis phenomenon obtained in this model are in good agreement with the
experimentally observed values. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!01209-7#

Solidified inert gases and solid solutions based on themgards the case of simple molecular cryocrystals we are in
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form systems with a broad spectrum of unique physical pr
erties. Among other things, thermal expansion of solid so
tions based on argon and krypton1 demonstrate clearly mani
fested anomalous behavior. The anomaly lies in that
linear thermal expansion coefficient~LTEC! a5(1/L)
3(DL/DT) of the sample~L is the sample length andDL
the elongation of the sample upon a change in its temp
ture by DT! changes upon thermocycling during measu
ment. The LTEC of a solid solution held preliminarily at
fixed temperature in the range 4.2–16 K was found to
smaller by a factor of 3–5 than the LTEC of the correspo
ing crystalline matrix of an inert gas free of impurities. Su
sequent thermocycling of the sample near the measu
temperature leads to an increase in the LTEC being recor
which becomes larger than the LTEC of the pure matrix a
three or four thermal cycles. If the sample subjected to s
a procedure is again kept for 10–12 h at a constant temp
ture below 15 K the LTEC is restored. The phenomen
under consideration was observed by us experimentally l
ago1 and was called ‘‘thermoplastic effect.’’ In Ref. 1, a
attempt was made to construct a physical pattern of the
served phenomenon, and experimental results accumu
by this time received in general a reasonable explanat
Some theoretical models describing the substructure of c
matrices of inert gases were considered in Ref. 2. We
obviously dealing with a peculiar hysteresis of thermal e
pansion of a solid solution. Nevertheless, we cannot s
that all the aspects associated with the hysteresis of the
expansion of solid solutions based on inert gases are c
pletely clear. Indeed, the hysteresis of thermal expansio
typical of metallic alloys with a stable heterophase polyd
main substructure in a certain temperature range.3,4 As re-
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ested in, no direct experimental proofs of the presence
polydomain structures exist to our knowledge, although
can give arguments in favor of their existence on the basi
reliable indirect data.1,2 This is primarily due to the fact tha
direct low-temperature x-ray diffraction analysis whose a
curacy is sufficient for the detection and identification
polydomain formation in the matrices of solidified ine
gases is difficult for realization. For this reason, the prop
ties of molecular cryocrystals, which are sensitive to t
structural variations and provide new information on the s
structure of the above-mentioned systems, remain an in
esting object for investigations. An analysis of temperat
and concentration dependences of LTEC of cryomatri
with impurities is an effective method in this field.

This research aims at obtaining new experimental d
on anomalies in the thermal expansion of solid solutions
nitrogen in argon in the temperature range 1–16 K. Th
results allowed us to propose a physical model providing
interpretation of phenomena observed in this type of so
tions, which is free of inherent contradictions.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Thermal expansion of the solid solution
Ar–4.89 mol. %N2 was measured by a low-temperature c
pacitive dilatometer.5 Argon used in experiments was pre
liminarily purified at a high temperature with the help of
special device based on intermetallic compounds for ul
high purification of gases. This method ensures purificat
of argon to the total concentration of foreign impurities
the order of 1025– 1026%. The gas purity was controlled
chromatographically, and no traces of foreign impuriti

750090750-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Values of thermal expansion coeffi
cients for the solid solution
Ar–4.89 mol. %N2 obtained under different
conditions of measurements: primary value
of the LTEC of the solution~step-wise heat-
ing without thermocycling! ~3!, their
smoothed values~dashed curve!, in the pro-
cess of thermocycling~n!, and the values of
LTEC stabilized after thermocycling of this
solid solution ~j!. The solid curve shows
the values of LTEC for pure solid Ar.
were detected. The Ar–N2 mixture was prepared by using
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nitrogen containing 0.002% of oxygen impurity. The so
tion under investigation was prepared at room temperatur
a special measuring jar made of stainless steel. The r
composition of the solution was monitored by the chroma
graph. Solid samples were grown in a glass ampule of
measuring cell of the dilatometer by condensation directly
the solid phase at a temperature;49 K. According to phase
diagrams6 ~see also Ref. 7!, the crystal under investigatio
must be in the one-phase region and must have a fcc lat
The sample growth rate was;2 mm/h. The process o
growing was controlled visually. The sample was transpar
and contained no visible defects. It was separated from
walls of the glass ampule by thermal etching and was u
mately in the form of a cylindrical polycrystal with diamete
;22 mm, height 26 mm, and grain size;1 mm. The ther-
mal expansion coefficient was measured along the rotati
axis of the sample in the temperature range 1–16 K. T
temperature was determined by a germanium resistance
mometer. The thermal expansion coefficient for matrix~pure
solid argon! samples grown according to the same techniq
was measure for comparison on the same dilatometer.

The measurements were made under isothermal co
tions since cold influxes to the sample changed insign
cantly in the course of measurements, and the required a
racy with which the temperature was maintained at
constant value was ensured by a stabilized power supplie
the heater. The distinguishing feature of this method is t
the sample temperature was changed by a jump-wise v
tion of the power supplied to the heater, which was sub
quently maintained at a constant level. The time of stabili
tion of the new value of temperature and sample length
mainly determined by its thermal diffusivity and amount
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measured the LTEC during heating and cooling. The data
temperature and length of the sample were recorded e
minute by the instruments, processed in real time on a c
puter, and displayed in graphic or digital form on the scre
A transition to a new temperature value was made autom
cally after the attainment of a ‘‘stable’’ state of the sample
which the temperature varied by not more than 0.01 K dur
10 min. As a rule, thermocycling was carried out duri
measurements, i.e., the LTEC was measured success
during heating and cooling in a fixed temperature inter
from 0.2–0.5 K~but remained unchanged for the same th
mal cycle!. In each case, the sample temperature was st
lized after each variation. It should be emphasized that
final temperature of the sample in each thermocycling s
was attained only by heating~or only by cooling!. In this
way, we ruled out the possibility of a parasitic thermal c
cling which would take place in the process of temperat
stabilization with the help of devices with a proportion
integro-differential mode for maintaining temperature of t
sample.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the values of the thermal exp
sion coefficient of the solid solution Ar–4.89 mol. %N2, ob-
tained in various measuring modes. The solid curve gives
results of our experimental studies of the thermal expans
coefficient for pure solid argon. Triangles denote the var
tion of the obtained values of LTEC of the solution durin
thermocycling~the first step of thermal cycle always corr
sponded to sample heating in all measurements!. The small-
est values of LTEC correspond to the first measured value

751Aleksandrovskii et al.
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FIG. 2. Fragment of Fig. 1. The dashed line corr
sponds to the values of LTEC of the solid solutio
Ar–N2 stabilized after thermocycling,H andC cor-
respond to the values of LTEC obtained in th
course of thermocycling during heating and coolin
of the solid solution Ar–4.89 mol. %N2. The re-
maining notation is the same as in Fig. 1. Vertic
lines indicate the temperature boundaries of therm
cycles.
the initial branch of the thermal cycle. The squares in Fig. 1
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denote the final values of the LTEC of the solution, whi
were obtained after four or five cycles, when the values
the LTEC of the solution remain unchanged during sub
quent thermal cycles to within the experimental error. T
final values of LTEC at temperatures above 12 K were
tained after thermocycling in the range 4.2–16 K. For t
reason, Fig. 1 does not show the initial values ofa at
T.12 K. The crosses denote ‘‘primary’’ values of LTEC o
the solution, obtained in the measuring mode without th
mocycling with the step temperature dependence du
heating. Such measurements were made by us onl
T,12 K. Figure 2 shows a fragment of Fig. 1~on a magni-
fied scale!, in which triangles show the values of LTEC ob
tained consecutively upon thermocycling at a tempera
;8.9 K. The lettersH1 , C1 , H2 , C2 , H3 , andC3 denote
the values of the LTEC of the solution during thermocycli
for heating (H1 ,H2 ,H3) and cooling (C1 ,C2 ,C3) of the
sample. Vertical straight lines in the figure mark the boun
aries of the thermocycling intervalDT in which these values
were obtained. In Fig. 2, the dashed line corresponds, a
Fig. 1, to primary values of the LTEC, while the dotted lin
corresponds to stabilized values of the LTEC marked
squares in Fig. 1. It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that
average temperature of the sample increased as a resu
thermocycling approximately by 0.05 K. This is probab
associated with internal friction in the sample.

The figures show that the difference between the fi
and ‘‘primary’’ values ~hysteresis! appears at temperature
above 5 K and assumes significant values. The effect is
served above 5 K and up to 16 K. If we analyze the LTEC
repeatedly in the temperature range where thermocyc
was carried out, no difference between the ‘‘primary’’ a
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LTEC hysteresis was restored every time after a prolon
~approximately 10–12 h! holding of the sample at the mea
suring temperature in the interval 4.2–15 K. In other wor
by holding the sample after each thermocycling, we can
store the LTEC hysteresis. This process can be repe
many times, and the situation will be reproduced exactly
the same form as in the previous series of measurement
the course of experiments on thermal expansion, the cap
tive pickup used for measuring sample length exerted p
sure along the axis of the cylindrical sample, which could
varied from 0.2 to 1 gf/mm2. The values of LTEC were mea
sured under different pressures from the above interval,
no effect of this pressure on the values being measured
observed. Besides, we carried out test holding of the sam
for 10 h at 4.2 K under different axial pressures exerted
the sample~from 0 to 1 gf/mm2! and did not observe any
effect of external pressure on the boundary of hysteresis
temperature corresponding to the formation of this bounda
In some experiments, preliminarily held samples we
‘‘compressed’’ by a rod in the above pressure range. We
not observe any influence of this procedure on the magnit
of hysteresis of the LTEC. This leads to the conclusion t
the observed phenomena are not associated with the in
mental effects.

At the same time, we made an attempt to analyze
hysteresis by thermocycling in which the first step cor
sponded to sample cooling from 16 K after 10-h holding
the sample at this temperature. However, in this case
temperature decreased uncontrollably~and the sample length
changed accordingly! as a result of contact between the c
pacitive pickup and the sample and during the stabilizat
of the working regime in the setup, and hence we could
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Fig. 1, the points corresponding to the values of LTEC
different branches of the thermal cycle above 12 K are
shown, and only the final experimental values of LTEC
the solid solution, which were obtained after prelimina
thermocycling in the extended temperature range 4.5–1
are presented. It should be emphasized that we observe
traces of hysteresis in experiments on thermal expansio
pure argon in the temperature range 1–18 K. The sam
temperature changed byDT during thermocycling. It was
mentioned above that the value of this quantity varied fr
0.2 to 0.5 K in different cycles of measurements, remain
unchanged for all branches of the same cycle. Thus, in
first run of thermocycling, we increased the measurem
temperature fromT0 to T15T01DT and obtained the value
of LTEC a5a1 . In the second run, the sample was return
to the temperatureT25T0 , and the value ofa5a2 was
determined. After this, the cycle was repeated the requ
number of times, and the LTEC valuea3 ,a4 ,...,an were
recorded. Thus, the points denoted in Fig. 2
H1 ,C1 ,H2 ,C2 , etc. correspond to the valuesa1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ,
etc of the LTEC. As a rule the values of LTEC being me
sured attain saturation after two complete thermal cycles~af-
ter four heating–cooling runs!, i.e., a45a` . The first value
(a1) was always very small as compared to the LTEC
pure argon matrix:a1'0.3aAr in the temperature range 5–
K and a1'0.5aAr in the temperature range 9–13 K. Th
values ofa2 from the temperature range 5–9 K differs fro
a` by less than 15%. If we repeat thermocycling with a n
temperature stepDT1 after the attainment of LTEC satura
tion in a cycle of measurements atT0 , the value of LTEC
does not change forDT1,DT, while hysteresis appear
again for DT1.DT, the amplitude of the hysteresis bein
nonzero in view of the difference in the temperature st
dT5DT12DT.0.

As we go over to a new~higher! measuring temperatur
lying beyond the thermocycling interval in the previous e
periments, thermal expansion hysteresis is observed aga
a similar form. The distribution of the values ofa i in the
forward and backward direction of thermocycling obtain
by us is of special importance. The values ofa2k11 corre-
sponding to odd branches of a thermal cycle~sample heating
by DT! in our experiments were found to be smaller in ma
nitude than the final value of LTEC (a2k11,a`). On the
other hand, for even branches of thermal cycle~cooling! we
havea2k.a` . In this case, the relation

ua i 112a i u,ua i2a i 21u ~1!

was not violated upon an increase in the numberi of the
thermal cycle, the conditionua i2a`u→0 being satisfied in
all cases wheni→`. Pay attention to the fact that the resu
obtained here differs from the results obtained in Ref. 1:
values measured in Ref. 1~both for even and odd branches
a thermal cycle! always corresponded to the condition

a1,a2,a3 ...,an ...,a` . ~2!

It should be noted that LTEC hysteresis was observed ea
in Ref. 1 for solid solutions of argon with 1, 2, and 3 mol.
of nitrogen impurity as well as for argon containing 0.5,
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weaker than for the N2 impurity. It was noted in Ref. 1 tha
the amplitude of hysteresis for both systems did not dep
on the concentration of impurity, and the lower boundary
the effect (;8 K) was found to be independent of the imp
rity concentration. Our present results indicate, however,
the latter statement should be revised: it can easily be s
that an increase in the impurity concentration to 5 mol
shifts the boundary of the effect towards lower temperatu
~to ;4 K.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Summarizing the experimentally established regularit
of the phenomenon under investigation described above
can assume that the thermal expansion hysteresis of imp
crystals of argon is due to certain structural transformati
occurring in the solid solution during thermocycling. Indee
the thermal expansion hysteresis is typical, for example,
metallic alloys displaying a tendency to martensite transf
mation and forming a complex polydomain substructure
the unstressed state.4 Such a substructure possesses ad
tional internal degrees of freedom which are excited upo
change in temperature or external pressure; this can
mately lead to a decrease in the LTEC of a macrosco
sample.

This model whose correctness has been verified for c
sical solid solutions can be rightfully extended to cryocry
tals of inert gases. The existence of structurally transform
regions in pure argon and in Ar–N2 solutions was directly
confirmed in experiments.8,9 The inclusions of the metastabl
HCP phase in pure argon are observed in x-ray diffract
experiments, which allows us to measure directly its crys
lographic parameters.8 It has been proved experimental
that the introduction of diatomic impurities in the fcc argo
matrix stabilizes the hcp phase in the vicinity of impurities9

These facts confirm the reality of the existence of an eq
librium polydomain structure in Ar-based solid solution
Experiments on low-temperature brittle fracture of pure
gon single crystals give additional arguments supporting
presence of such a structure.10 An analysis of these results2

leads to definite conclusions concerning the role of stack
faults in the formation of plastic properties of cryocrysta
The results of experiments on active deformation of ult
pure hydrogen single crystals at low strain rates11 can be
regarded as most notable in this respect. It was shown in
11 that the initial segment of the stress–strain curve for2

under these conditions is quadratic, followed by a horizon
plateau transformed into the work-hardening state for stra
exceeding 0.5–1%. It is remarkable that the removal of lo
ing on any stage of the stress–strain curve led to a comp
recovery of the sample. The reason behind such a super
tic behavior of an H2 single crystal free of impurities can
obviously lie in the presence of a thermodynamically eq
librium polydomain substructure similar to those observed
classical systems, which demonstrate shape mem
effects.12

Pay attention to the fact that the mechanism of LTE
hysteresis under consideration must be a manifestation o
properties of substructure which is in thermodynamic eq
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librium in the Ar–N2 solid solution. This follows directly
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from the fact that the hysteresis vanishing during thermo
cling is restored every time after a prolonged isotherm
holding of the sample. Thus, the search for possible reas
behind the observed phenomenon should be started from
analysis of the substructure of the Ar–N2 mixed crystal. The
fact that the qualitative nature of the hysteresis chan
slightly with the concentrationxN2

in the solution is a direct
indication of a decisive role of structural factors in the LTE
hysteresis effect. For example, the coefficientsa i for solu-
tions with 1 – 3%N2,

1 obtained for last branches of the the
mal cycle form, in contrast to~1!, a monotonically increasing
sequence~2! converging to the limiting valuea from below.
Moreover, according to the results of a recent publication13

the finite value of the excess LTEC of the Ar–N2 solid so-
lution in the temperature range 1–7 K becomes indepen
of the concentration xN2

of nitrogen molecules for
xN2

.2.5%. This suggests that the substructure of the s
solution undergoes certain structural changes as compar
the substructure of dilute solutions Ar–N2 starting from N2

concentrations of the order of a few percent.
Let us now consider the type of the equilibrium su

structure that can be formed in N2–Ar solid solutions. Di-
atomic nitrogen impurities in the argon atomic lattice a
force dipoles creating long-range elastic fields in the s
rounding medium. The elastic energy of the impurity su
system is the athermal~to within a weak temperature depe
dence of elastic moduli! component of the total energy of th
solid solution, which must therefore be manifested m
strongly at low temperatures. Let us estimate the energyW
of an impurity center for the isotropic continuum,14 assuming
that the N2 impurity forms at the origin of coordinates a poi
dipole source of forces whose volume density is given b15

f~r !52KV ik¹kd~r !, ~3!

where K is the bulk compressional modulus of the arg
matrix, ¹k5]/]xk is the operator of differentiation with re
spect to the coordinate, and the tensorV ik has the form15

V ik5V0d ik1V1S l i l k2
1

3
d ikD , ~4!

l being the unit vector in the direction of the dipole axis. T
parametersV0 and v1 specify the dilatation and deviatio
~dipole! components of the force action of impurity on th
lattice. The order of magnitude estimate of the quantitie
V0.V1.k(VAr2VN2

) ~VAr and VN2
are the specific vol-

umes of argon and nitrogen, and the parameterk is deter-
mined by elastic relaxation of the matrix in the vicinity o
impurity; an order of magnitude estimate of this coefficie
will be given below!. Since we are interested in the energy
impurity in the unrelaxed solution, the medium can be
garded as unbounded. Using the standard relations from
theory of elasticity,14 we can write the strain tensor« ik(r ) for
the crystal with impurity in the form

« ik~r !52
K

8pG H 122n

12n S V02
V1

3 D¹ i¹k

1

r
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2
V1

2~12n!
l j l m¹ i¹k¹ j¹mr J . ~5!

HereG is the shear modulus andn the Poisson coefficient o
the matrix. Using this relation, we can calculate the elas
energy of the impurity14:

W5
3K

2~11n!
E

a

`

r 2drE do@n« l l
2 ~r !1~122n!« ik

2 ~r !#

~6!

~do is an element of the solid angle!. In the continual ap-
proximation, a force dipole is regarded as a point source
fields, which leads to the divergence of the integrals in~6!
for r→0. For this reason, the integration limits forr in ~6!
are bounded from below by the parametera equal to the
separation between nearest neighbors in the densely pa
~fcc or hcp! matrix. For the same reason, the terms conta
ing d~r ! in the integrand of~6! must be omitted. Finally, we
have

W5
K

36pa3

11n

~122n!2 H 3S 122n

12n D 2

V0
21

2V1
2

15 F11

1
8n

~12n!2G J . ~7!

In order to obtain specific estimates, we must know the v
ues of the quantitiesV0 andV1 . Using the results obtained
by Ashelby,16 we can write the following expression in th
continual approximation adopted by us:

V053
12n

11n S 11
4G

3KN2
D 21

~VAr2VN2
!, ~8!

where KN2
52.2•1010dyne/cm2 is the bulk compressiona

modulus for nitrogen.17 Further, we choose the following
values for elastic constants for the fcc argon matrix18:
c1154.34•1010 dyne/cm2, c1251.82•1010 dyne/cm2, and
c445G51.61•1010 dyne/cm2. These data are taken from u
trasonic experiments and are most suitable~in our opinion!
for estimating the elastic response of the medium. The cu
constants listed above should be combined for obtaining
elastic moduli characterizing the matrix in the isotropic m
dium approximation used here. It is natural to choose for o
of such moduli the bulk compressional modul
K5(c1122c12)/352.66•1010 dyne/cm2. For the second
modulus, we can choose either the shear modulusG5c44 or
the Poisson coefficientn15(c121c11)/c1250.296. It should
be noted that if we chooseK andG for isotropic moduli, the
effective Poisson coefficient is given by

n25
3K23G

2~3K1G!
50.25.

Such a discrepancy is associated with the imperfec
of the procedure of transition to the isotropic medium us
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by us. It will be shown below, however, that the relative
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error in the estimates of the value ofW obtained in this case
does not exceed 10%.

Substituting~8! into ~7! and using the above values o
elastic moduli, we obtain~recalculating for one impurity!
W1514.7 K ~for n5n1! andW2515.8 K ~for n5n2!. Thus,
the estimateW.15 K per impurity molecule can be regarde
as quite reliable. It should be noted that this is approxima
equal to the characteristic temperature above which the
purity contribution of N2 to thermal expansion of the soli
solution becomes vanishingly small. Thus, the inclusion
the static elastic energy of impurities is significant in t
entire temperature rangeT,15 K in which the thermal ex-
pansion hysteresis is observed. It should be noted that
assumption concerning a significant role of elastic fields
impurities in the formation of the observed physical prop
ties of Ar–N2 solid solutions is confirmed by the theoretic
interpretation19,20 of the available experimental results21 on
the heat capacity of these systems.

Obviously, the system tends to relaxation of intern
stresses associated with the presence of dilatation cen
The formation of a region with a transformed structure in
form of a pile of stacking faults~SF! lying in densely packed
planes~111! can be one of the ways of such a relaxatio
These SF are ‘‘threaded’’ on the direction^111& of the va-
lence bond of the impurity diatomic molecule perpendicu
to them. The relaxation of internal stresses around an im
rity through the formation of a pile of stacking faults can
interpreted as follows: partial dislocations bounding pla
SF form a closed cluster whose intrinsic stress fields co
pensate partly the stress field created by the impurity m
ecule. We shall not consider in detail the distribution of d
location loops at the boundary of the transformed regi
which corresponds to the best relaxation of the stress fiel
the anisotropic dilatation center since it requires an indep
dent analysis. In order to get an exact result, special calc
tions should be made, although some of the results pertai
to this subject can be borrowed from the literature.22

Nevertheless, we can consider some estimates illus
ing our statements. For this purpose, we take into accoun
fact that the SF formation in a fcc structure is associated w
an elementary shift of the densely packed plane~111! of the
set, i.e., with the formation of a local region with the he
agonal symmetry in the fcc crystal. Unfortunately, no re
able experimental or theoretical data pertaining to the
energy in argon are available. The estimates,23 based on the
calculation of the difference in the static energies of the
and hcp Ar lattices@D5(Ehcp2Ef cc)/Ef cc.0.01%#24 tak-
ing into account the known parameters of the Lennard–Jo
potential, give low values of SF energygAr.0.22 erg/cm2,
which corresponds to the energy;0.18 K per atom. A more
realistic estimate can be obtained by using the va
D.0.065% from Ref. 25:gAr.0.15 erg/cm2, i.e., ;1.2 K.
Experimental observations of split dislocations in xeno23

lead to the valuegXe.1 erg/cm2 ~Niebel and Venables26 give
a refined value ofgXe.1.3 erg/cm2!, which can serve as th
upper boundary forgAr . Bullough et al.23 substantiate the
conclusion that in actual practicegAr,0.7 erg/cm2, i.e., the
energy associated with the SF formation in argon is sma
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the energy of atomic interaction in Ar must lower th
boundary.

Thus, we can conclude that the energy required for tra
forming the matrix around an impurity amounts to;3 K.
This corresponds to the lower boundary of the emergenc
the LTEC hysteresis: the lattice possesses the energy s
cient for the realization or relaxation processes leading to
formation of a thermodynamically equilibrium substructu
of solid solution only atT.3 K.

It would be appropriate to make certain remarks ab
the lower temperature boundary of hysteresis estimated
the above method. The measurements of LTEC for so
mixtures Ar-N2 show that the temperature corresponding
the emergence of the hysteresis decreases from 8 to 4 K upon
an increase in the nitrogen concentration from 0.5 to 4–5
The size of the transformed region in a dilute solution
which impurities can be regarded as isolated is determi
by the equilibrium of the boundary~dislocation pile! separat-
ing the transformed region from the undistorted matrix in t
stress field created by an impurity. This size is independ
of temperature and is determined only by the intensity a
anisotropy of the impurity dilatation center. For low impuri
concentrations, the transformed regions interact as individ
inclusions of the ‘‘second phase’’ in the matrix of the sol
solution, and the LTEC satisfies condition~2! on successive
branches of the hysteresis. Starting from the N2 concentra-
tion of the order of 5%, transformed regions come in conta
and the dislocation piles embracing individual impurities b
come coherent boundaries separating the ‘‘territories’’ oc
pied by neighboring impurities. This leads to the formati
of a single polydomain substructure of crystallographica
conjugate transformed region in the Ar–N2 solid solution
with an N2 molecule at the center of each region. Thus,
form of the interaction between impurities changes: a s
cific mesoscopic ordering of solid solution takes place,
which impurities are ‘‘frozen’’ in argon crystallites whos
lattice does not possess cubic symmetry any longer~a pile of
random stacking faults has a hexagonal symmetry with
third-order axis perpendicular to the basal planes~111!!.4,27

This, in turn, leads to the removal of degeneracy of the
tational states of the impurity molecule and to the emerge
the features of an glass-like state.

Thus, a crystallite consisting of the SF pile can be
garded as an inclusion with the hcp structure.4,27 In contrast
to cubic lattices, hexagonal lattices possess, as a rule, a
ticeable anisotropy of thermal expansion: the LTECac along
the c-axis differs from the LTECab in the basal plane. The
ratio k5ac /ab for various classical crystals of the hexag
nal system has the absolute valueuku50.2– 5; for some lat-
tices, k,0.28 Consequently, it is natural to expect that th
equilibrium substructure of a concentrated solid solution
our model is a set of crystallographically conjugate doma
with anisotropy in the thermal expansion coefficient. Na
rally, heating or cooling of such a system leads to the em
gence of internal stresses concentrated predominantly in
region of domain boundaries in the sample since thec-axes
of neighboring domains are not parallel to one another
should be noted that internal stresses in the boundary re
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tact with neighboring domains, but is completely surround
by the cubic matrix~the latter circumstance is important fo
understanding that the proposed mechanism is also sui
for the interpretation of the LTEC hysteresis in compa
tively dilute Ar–N2 solid solutions!. These stresses have th
maximum value in the first run of a thermocycle, in whic
the equilibrium substructure of the solution is in the st
described above.

While estimating these stresses, we shall assume tha
average strain«.aDT emerging in the sample upon
change in its temperature byDT takes place in the crystallite
tightly pressed between neighboring domains. Naturally
actual practice the boundaries between crystallites
slightly shifted due to deformation of neighboring domain
but these displacements are the less significant, the stro
the difference between the anisotropy parameterk and unity.
This circumstance can be neglected while estimating ther
stresses. In this case, the average stress in the crystallite
the order ofs.K«.KaDT. Assuming thatDT.1 K in
experiments, while the excess LTEC observed at temp
tures 4–12 K is a.(4 – 10)•1026, we find that
s.(4 – 10)•1026 K.(1.2– 3)•105 dyne/cm2.1.2– 3 g/mm2.
It should be noted that the estimated level of internal stres
exceeds typical pressures exerted by the rod on the samp
the course of measurements. Thus, the observed LTEC
teresis is obviously not associated with the instrumental
fects.

An equally important circumstance is that large gra
ents of internal stresses are created in transformed reg
surrounding impurities in view of the extremely small size
these regions~of the order of three-four atomic spacings!.
The above estimates show that the level and structure
internal stresses are apparently sufficient for initiating mic
plastic deformation in transformed regions. The deformat
includes shear in the basal planes~111!, leading to elimina-
tion of stacking faults around impurities and to reconstr
tion of the homogeneous cubic structure of the Ar mat
lattice. The anisotropy of thermal expansion vanishes,
thermal stresses do not appear during thermocycling.

In the first thermal cycle, when deformations in cryst
lites are suppressed to the maximum possible extent by
presence of neighboring regions, the excess LTECa1 has the
minimum value and coincides in order of magnitude with t
smaller of the valuesab and ac . Since the anisotropy pa
rameters of transformed regions are unknown, the ab
consideration can be used for estimatingk;a1 /a` . As the
substructure is destroyed during consecutive steps of a
mal cycle, the value ofan increases as described above.
this case, in the low-temperature region of hysteresis
which thermal stresses are comparatively low, only lo
growth and reorientation of individual domains take pla
With increasing temperature~upon a transition to a new ther
mal cycle!, the value ofa1 also increases, while interna
stresses become sufficient for restoring the cubic matrix
wider regions even at the first step of a new thermal cy
As a result of heating from 4 K, hysteresis increases in m
nitude until the volume fraction of the initial transforme
regions decreases to such an extent that the hysteresis a
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the effect~of the order of 15 K!. Above this temperature, th
substructure under investigation is not formed in the so
solution since the energy of intrinsic elastic fields of the i
purity subsystem becomes smaller than the energy of the
motion of matrix atoms.

Thus, the model proposed above makes it possible
work out an admissible physical concept for interpreting
LTEC hysteresis in solid solutions of diatomic molecules
matrices of inert gases. Naturally, a number of theoret
and experimental studies are required to clarify the follow
aspects in order to complete the development of this mo

~1! The substructure of solid solution described above i
stable thermodynamically equilibrium formation. Fo
this reason, an authentic theoretical description of
properties should be obtained not only in the form
estimates, but also by using a more rigorous approac

~2! Independent experimental verification of sufficient co
ditions for the existence of the substructure of the so
solution can involve control measurements of the imp
rity LTEC in systems with spherically symmetric impu
rities, e.g., with atoms of other inert elements. In th
case, we can expect a noticeable decrease or even
disappearance of the LTEC hysteresis.

~3! Finally, independent experimental proofs of the ex
tence of a substructure in the solid solutions under inv
tigation can be obtained, in our opinion, from an analy
of other physical properties of impurity cryocrystal
e.g., heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and also app
priate x-ray diffraction studies.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE PHYSICS OF PLASTICITY AND STRENGTH

the
Jump-like deformation of single crystals of Sn–Cd alloys at temperatures &1 K
G. I. Kirichenko, V. D. Natsik, V. V. Pustovalov, V. P. Soldatov, and S. E. Shumilin

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted January 28, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 1010–1018~September 1997!

The low-temperature jump-like deformation of Sn–Cd single crystals is studied systematically
for various concentrations. The effect of temperature~in the range 0.5– 4.2 K), Cd
concentration~in the interval 0.01–0.53 at.%), strain, and superconducting transition on
manifestations of jump-like deformation is analyzed. The obtained results are considered in the
light of modern concepts about the nature of low- temperature instability. The observed
basic regularities in macroscopic jump-like deformation contradict the hypothesis of
thermomechanical instability. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01309-1#

1. INTRODUCTION of joint operation of several simple mechanisms, e.g.,
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In the case of constant-rate deformation, the work ha
ening curveP(«) (P is the load and« the strain! can have
segments with a negative slope (dP/d«,0) corresponding
to strains increasing upon a decrease in stress. Such a d
mation is known as unstable. Repetition of instability regi
results in serrated yielding~jump-like deformation JLD!. In
some cases~phase transformations under stress, twinni
and crack formation!, the physical nature of JLD can be in
terpreted easily. At low temperatures, serrated yielding
often observed for metals and alloys in various manifes
tions. The conditions for its emergence and kinetics of J
are very sensitive to a change in the sample parameters
experimental conditions.1,2. The nature of low-temperatur
JLD remains unclear. There exist several theoretical mo
describing low-temperature JLD. The most widely reco
nized models involve an increase in the probability of fo
mation of dislocation piles in front of various obstacles a
result of a decrease in the probability of thermally activa
overcoming of these obstacles3 and thermomechanical insta
bility in the evolution of dislocation flows, which is assoc
ated with the small thermal diffusivity of the sample~see
first publications on this subject in Refs. 4–10. In som
cases, the low-temperature JLD correlates with effects of
calization of dislocation flows, i.e., the formation of larg
slip bands and constrictions in the sample. The inclusion
geometrical instability proved to be fruitful for describin
such effects.11 The increase in the role of dynamic~including
inertial! effects in the dislocation flow, which is associat
with a sharp decrease in phonon drag,1,2 can be an importan
premise for the formation of low-temperature JLD. Expe
mental observations indicate a complex and diverse natur
low-temperature JLD processes, which cannot be descr
by one of the above- mentioned mechanisms. The attem
to explain all the manifestations of JLD completely on t
basis of thermomechanical instability mechanism alone w
not confirmed by modern experiments12 and are debated in
some theoretical publications.13 It is often proposed that vari
ous manifestations of low-temperature JLD are conseque
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combination of dynamic effects and thermomechani
instability.13,14

Further progress in understanding of the nature of lo
temperature JLD can be made after accumulation of syst
atic data on JLD manifestations in various materials,
regularities of its variation with temperature, deformatio
strain rate, and doping. Such measurements in combina
with a change in physical experimental conditions are
special importance. In this connection, it would be intere
ing to study the effect of the superconducting transition
JLD since the results of such experiments might be a ser
argument in favor of a certain mechanism. It should be no
that the low- temperature JLD was studied, as a rule, for
metals and alloys, while bcc and hcp metals and alloys w
investigated to a smaller extent since a decrease in temp
ture of these materials leads to the development of st
twinning initiating a specific type of JLD. In our opinion
single crystals of tin and Sn–Cd alloys are very conveni
objects for studying the low-temperature JLD. In these cr
tals, twinning is absent for some orientations of axis of te
sile stresses, and plastic deformation is controlled by
flow of dislocations through Peierls barriers.15,16 Thus, plas-
tic flow of tin and bcc metals is controlled by similar micro
scopic mechanisms, and an analysis of the low-tempera
JLD in tin can give important new information to suppleme
the general pattern of the phenomenon.

In this paper, the low-temperature JLD of Sn–Cd allo
observed earlier in experiments on tension of these alloy
T,4.2 K17 will be analyzed in detail for the first time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We investigated single crystals of Sn–Cd alloys of se
eral concentrations: 0.01, 0.04, 0.21, and 0.53 at. %.
chosen concentrations correspond to the range of solid s
tions. The alloys of required concentration were obtained
alloying high-purity tin (99.9995%) with the appropriat
amount of high-purity cadmium. The obtained ingots we
cut into small pieces and loaded in a graphite mould in wh

758090758-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



10 identically oriented monocrystalline samples with the size
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of deformable part 1.534.5325 mm were grown simulta
neously by the modified Bridgmann method .18 The orienta-
tion of tensile stress axis corresponded to the^110& direction
and was favorable for slip in the system (100)^010&. For this
orientation, plasticity of pure tin15,16 as well as of Sn–Cd
alloys17 is preserved during cooling.

Deformation was carried out in the temperature ran
4.2–0.5 K on an original setup.19 In the temperature rang
4.2–1.8 K, experiments were made in gaseous3He cooled by
liquid 4He filling the outer helium Dewar flask, while exper
ments in the temperature interval 1.8–0.5 K were made
liquid 3He cooled by pumping its vapor. The temperatu
was monitored by a gallium arsenide thermometer TSA
4KM and according to3He saturated vapor pressure.

The experiments were made mainly for the strain r
«̇156.6•1025s21, while some experiments were carried o
for «̇156.6•1026s21.

Below 3.7 K, pure tin undergoes a transition to the s
perconducting state, and the superconducting transition t
perature for the low-concentration alloys under investigat
is apparently close toTc for pure tin. Consequently, we
could study the effect of the superconducting transition
JLD for T,3.7 K: the superconducting transition was ma
during deformation at a fixed temperature as a result of
plication and removal of a magnetic field of 35 mT, who
magnitude clearly exceeds the critical field (Hc530.5 mT
for pure tin!.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. General characteristic of work hardening curves and
serrated yielding

It was established earlier15–17that plastic flow in the slip
system (100)̂010& at T.4.2 K is smooth both for single
crystals of pure tin andb-tin doped with cadmium. The
stress–strain curves at such temperatures have a cl
manifested yield stress. easy glide stage, and the stag
linear hardening. High-purity samples ofb-tin (99.9995%)
preserve smooth plastic flow upon cooling to 0.5 K also~Fig.
1!. Doping of tin with Cd increases the yield stress sign
cantly, changes its temperature dependence, and reduce
fracture strain and the length of the easy glide stage. Mo
over, doping of tin with cadmium leads to a change fro
smooth flow to serrated yielding below 4.2 K. Typic
stress–strain curves for pure tin and Sn–Cd alloys in
temperature range 4.2– 0.5 K are shown in Figs. 1 and
Pure tin as well as alloys with 0.01, 0.04, and 0.21 at. %
have a two-stage work hardening curve consisting of sta
of easy glide and stage II of linear hardening. The alloy w
0.53 at. %Cd has no easy glide stage. The strain-harde
coefficient as a function of concentration and temperat
changes from 10 to 70 MPa in stage I and from 80
190 Mpa in stage II. No systematic regularity in the tempe
ture dependence of the strain-hardening coefficientu is ob-
served~see Table I!. The strain-hardening curves for the a
loy with 0.53 at. %Cd have the saw-tooth shape. T
coefficientu for these curves was estimated from the up
envelope. It should also be noted that the visually obser
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deformation of the working part of pure as well as dop
samples remain uniform upon heating up to fracture in
entire temperature range under investigation, and no ro
traces of slip bands and ‘‘neck’’ were observed.

In addition to stress jumps with an amplitude of the o
der of 1–2 MPa, which are referred to as macroscopic,
managed to detect JLD with a much smaller amplitude
jumps of the order of 0.1 Mpa~see inset to Fig. 2!. Such
jumps are called microscopic and can be seen clearly o
for the alloy with 0.21 at. %Cd at 0.5 and 2.9 K.

3.2. Effect of impurity concentration and strain on JLD

The effect of these two factors on JLD is manifest
most clearly at the minimum experimental temperature 0.
~see Fig. 1!. It can be clearly seen that as the impurity co
centration increases, the stress corresponding to the ons
JLD is first displaced to the yield stress, and the amplitude
jumps increases. The microscopic JLD is manifested m
clearly in the alloy with the highest impurity concentration
0.53 at. %. Microscopic jumps observed in the alloy w
0.21 at. %Cd are of a random amplitude and are obser
most often for small strains~see Fig. 3 and insets in Fig. 2!.

With increasing strain, the amplitude of macroscop
jumps increases, while the amplitude of microscopic jum
remains unchanged. The lower the temperature and
higher the impurity concentration in the alloy, the smaller t
strain at which first macroscopic jumps occur. The frequen
of macroscopic jumps for the Sn–0.01 at. %Cd alloy
creases with strain so that the regions of smooth flow
tween the jumps become shorter and shorter, especial
temperatures below 1 K. For alloys with a high concentrat
~0.04 and 0.21 at. %Cd below 1 K, the JLD in the norm
state starts directly at the yield stress and immediately
comes of the saw-tooth type. It should be noted that
frequency of macroscopic jumps does not increase but
creases with increasing strain, and the segments of sm
flow appear and grow. For example, the frequency of jum
in the Sn–0.21 at. %Cd alloy atT50.5 K decreases with
increasing strain from 20–25 for 1% strain near the yie
stress to 2–5 at the end of the work-hardening curve. T

FIG. 1. Work-hardening curves for Sn–Cd alloys with various concen
tions recorded under tension. The electronic states of the samples vari
the course of deformation.
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TABLE I. Strain-hardening coefficientsu, MPa for tin and Sn–Cd alloys at the first and second stages.
Sn 0.01 at. % Cd 0.04 at. % Cd 0.21 at. % Cd 0.53 at. % Cd

T I II I II I II I II I II

0.5 25 75 10 130 50 110 12 90 no 100
0.7 – – – – – – – – no 120
0.9 – – 8 140 – – – – – –
1.45 – – 20 120 – – 60 – – –
1.95 40 190 23 120 – – 70 95 – –
2.15 40 170 – – 35 170 – – – –
2.8 30 180 10 140 – – 22 75 – –
4.2 20 170 20 130 17 140 20 80 – –
work- hardening curve for the Sn–0.53 at. %Cd alloy retains
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its saw-tooth shape up to fracture~see Fig. 1!.
The quantitative relations between the amplitudes

macroscopic and microscopic jumps are shown in Fig. 3 p
senting the dependence of these parameters on strain. T
II illustrates the dependence of the amplitude of jumps
0.5 K on strain, concentration, and the electron state of
sample.

3.3. Effect of temperature and strain rate

With decreasing temperature, The JLD in alloys b
comes more and more developed. Individual stress jumps
observed in the Sn–0.01 at. %Cd alloy at temperatures
low 3 K only at the strain rate«̇156.6•1025s21. The strain
corresponding to the first jump decreases at lower temp
tures from 6–7% to 3–4%. The number of jumps on t
work-hardening curve increases from 2–3 atT.3 K to
10–15 atT50.5 K. Solitary jumps are observed for the Sn
0.04 at. %Cd alloy even atT54.2 K after a plastic strain o
1–2%. Their number also increases upon cooling, and
T,0.8 K they start from the yield stress. The Sn
0.21 at .%Cd alloy also behaves similarly, but the JLD in
starts near the yield stress even at 1.4 K. The effect of t
perature on the form of JLD for this alloy is illustrated

FIG. 2. Work-hardening curves for Sn–0.21 at. %Cd alloys recorded u
tension at different temperatures in the normal state. Experiments at 4.2
2.9 K were carried out in gaseous3He and at 1.4 and 0.4 K in liquid3He.
The insets show the segments of the curves on a magnified scale.
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alloy of this concentration does not depend on tempera
~Fig. 3!. The above regularities pertain to deformation in t
normal state. The peculiarities in the variation of JLD in t
course of the superconducting transition will be conside
below.

The JLD variations upon a transition to a lower ra
«̇256.6•1026s21 were studied in the course of measureme
of the strain-rate sensitivity of deforming stress, duri
which the strain rate decreased by an order of magnitude
this case, comparatively small segments of the stress–s
curve were recorded. No jumps were observed, as a rule
alloys with concentration up to 0.21 at. %Cd at«̇2. Some-
times, solitary jumps were recorded below 1 K and only
the normal state. Jump-like deformation was observed for
alloy Sn–0.53 at. %Cd at the lowest experimental tempe
ture (0.5 K! in theN- andS-states. A reliable observation o
JLD under experimental conditions of strain rate cycling
possible only in the case of a saw-tooth curve since the s
ment corresponding to«̇2 for solitary jumps can coincide in
some cases with the interval between the jumps.

3.4. Effect of superconducting transition

A transition from the normal to the superconductin
state in a sample under the JLD conditions leads to a con
erable change in the regime of macroscopic jumps~see Figs.

FIG. 3. Amplitude of~macroscopic and microscopic! jumps as a function of
strain in the Sn–0.21 at. %Cd alloy at various temperatures, K: 2.9~tri-
angles! and 0.5~circles! ~light symbols correspond to theN-state and dark
symbols to theS- state!.
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TABLE II. Typical values of the amplitude of macroscopic jumps, MPa, at
T50.5 K.
1 and 4!. It is important to note that this effect is correlate
to a considerable extent with the action of such factors
strain, impurity concentration, and temperature. In the c
of developed JLD as, for example, for the alloy with t
highest Cd concentration, the saw-tooth form of the stre
strain curve is preserved during theN–S transition at 0.5 K,
but the amplitude of jumps decreases noticeably~see Fig. 1!.
The most complex and diverse influence of theN–S transi-
tion on the nature of JLD is observed for alloys with
intermediate Cd concentration~see Figs. 1 and 4!, for which
the correlation between the effect of theN–S transition and
the strain rate of the sample is manifested clearly. The cu
in Figs. 1 and 4 corresponding to the alloy Sn–0.21 at. %
illustrate the following facts:~a! the JLD of the sample in the
normal state near the yield stress changes to a smooth
upon a superconducting transition;~b! With increasing
strain, jumps are also observed in theS state, but their am-
plitude is smaller;~c!the frequency of jumps for alloys with
0.04 and 0.21 at. %Cd decreases with increasing strain in
N state, and segments of smooth flow are formed~see Figs. 1
and 2!. Since the regularities listed above were observed
der multiple changes in the state of the sample, it would
interesting to clarify the effect of experimental conditions
JLD. In test experiments, samples were deformed in one
the states at 0.5 K~see Fig. 4!. All these regularities were
confirmed qualitatively. Observations of microscopic JLD

N-State S-State

C, at. % low« near fracture low« near fracture

0.01 0.25 0.8 0.1 0.25
0.04 0.7 1.5 0.15 0.35
0.21 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.3
0.53 1.5 2.3 0.8 1.4

FIG. 4. Work-hardening curves for Sn–0.21 at. %Cd alloys recorded
0.5 K under tension (N stands for the normal state andS for the supercon-
ducting state!.
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the N–S transition at 2.9 K. Similar observations in pu
form at 0.5 K are complicated in view of developed macr
scopic JLD. The only thing that can be detected~see Fig. 4!
is the presence of microscopic jumps at small strains in
S- state and the absence of microscopic jumps in theN-state
at large strains.

3.5. Effect of cooling medium

In cases when JLD is determined by the thermomech
cal instability effect, the conditions of heat removal from t
sample to the cooling medium must play an important ro
A considerable variation in the JLD parameters upon cha
in the heat-removal conditions can be regarded as an im
tant evidence of the efficiency of the thermomechanical
stability mechanism. In this connection, we made the exp
ments on deforming samples in various cooling me
~liquid 4He and gaseous3He cooled by liquid4He from out-
side! at 4.2 K. The experiments were made in the S
0.53 at. %.Cd alloy with the most developed jump-like d
formation. In both media, JLD occurs in the form of solita
jumps. Their number is small, namely, six in gaseous3He
~one jump has a small amplitude! and four in liquid 4He
~three of these jumps have a small amplitude!. A large jump
was observed only before the sample fracture. Conseque
jumps occur in the gaseous cooling medium more freque
than in the liquid medium. The specific feature of the cooli
technique used by us was that the experiments were ca
out in the gaseous state above 2 K and in liquid3He below
this temperature. But the JLD parameters depend consi
ably on temperature in the range;2 K, and we could not
notice the effect of the change of the cooling medium aga
the background of this dependence.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Let us list the most significant regularities in the low
temperature macroscopic JLD for tin and compare them w
the regularities of JLD in other materials as well as w
predictions of existing theories. The low-temperature jum
like deformation in tin like in other metals begins below
certain temperature, e.g., below 0.5 K in pure tin, below
3 K in the alloy of Sn with 0.01 at. %Cd, and near 4.2 K
Sn with 0.04, 0.21, and 0.53 at. %Cd. It is important th
JLD begins with the emergence of individual jumps sep
rated by regions of smooth flow, the frequency of jum
increases only upon an increase in strain or upon cool
and the work hardening curve acquires a saw-tooth sh
The observation of individual isolated jumps is in contrad
tion with the hypothesis of thermomechanical instability p
dicting the saw-tooth shape of strain-hardening curves.
hypothesis20 that individual jumps are consequences of ra
dom changes in the experimental conditions~e.g., random
mechanical perturbations in the deformation machine! ap-
pears as erroneous. The emergence of an individual jum
the strain-hardening curve is indeed a random event, but
average frequency of jumps is repeated from experimen
experiment and varies regularly with strain. This means t
while determining the stress and strain corresponding to

at
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emergence of the first jump, we must take into account in
vidual jumps also. The opposite regularity, i.e., a transit
from the saw-tooth curve to the stress–strain curve with r
jumps, was also observed in Sn–Cd alloys for the first tim

The jump-like deformation in alloys with concentration
under investigation~except those with 0.01 at. %Cd) a
0.5 K begins immediately after the yield stress. This is c
venient for comparing the observed regularities with pred
tions of the thermomechanical model concerning the rela
between the criterion for the emergence of JLD and the t
perature dependence of deforming stress since in this
the role of the deforming stress is played by the yield str
t0(T) which can easily be measured at various temperatu
Figure 5 shows thet0(T) curves for pure tin and for Sn–C
alloys in the temperature range 0.5–4.2 K. It can be clea

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the yield stresst0 for Sn–Cd alloys
with various concentrations~the origin corresponds to the value oft0 at
T54.3 K).
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and 0.04 at. %Cd has an athermal segment below 1.2–1.
which can be explained by the tunneling of dislocations17

The spread in the experimental values oft0(T) observed for
alloys with 0.21 at. %Cd does not allow us to determi
unambiguously the type of the anomaly oft0 ~athermal be-
havior or a decrease in the value oft0 with temperature!
below 1 K. Finally, thet0(T) curve observed for the alloy
with 0.53 at. %Cd down to 0.5 K has the shape typical o
thermally activated plastic flow: the yield stress increa
with cooling. Thus, the developed jump-like deformation
observed in the temperature range 0.5–1 K~see Fig. 2! both
in the case of athermal behavior oft0 and in the case of a
strong temperature dependence oft0. This means that there
is no one-to-one correspondence between the emergen
jump- like deformation and the form of thet0(T) depen-
dence. No correlation is observed between the temperat
corresponding to the beginning of anomaly int0(T) and the
emergence of JLD, which exists for stainless steels.12

The effect of the superconducting transition on JLD c
hardly be explained on the basis of the hypothesis of th
momechanical instability. An analysis of JLD in the norm
and superconducting states as well as its variation in
course of the superconducting transition revealed that
macroscopic JLD is either absent in the superconduc
state, or the amplitude of jumps becomes considera
smaller than in the normal state at the same temperat
This regularity is typical of a large number of other supe
conductors: Nb,5, Pb–In,21 Al,22 Pb,23 In–Pb,24 Al–Mg,25

Cu–Nb,26 and Al–Li.27 Consequently, such a form of th
effect of theN–S transition on JLD can be regarded as typ
cal. According to the predictions of the model of thermom
chanical instability, the criterion for the emergence of JLD
a constant temperature and strain rate is determined by
value of three physical parameters: thermal conductivityK,
heat capacityC, and the coefficienth of heat transfer to the
cooling medium. Since the value ofh is independent of the
electron state of the sample, the type of JLD can be affec
only by changes in heat capacity and thermal conductiv
The value ofC changes significantly only nearTc , while
below Tc we can assume approximately thatCS5CN . Con-
sequently, theN– S transition at these temperatures main
affects JLD through a change in the thermal conductivityK.
In Sn single crystals,KS,KN in a wide temperature rang
below Tc .28 No experimental data on theKS(T) andKN(T)
dependences are available for Sn–Cd alloys, but similar
sults were obtained for Sn–In alloys,28 and in all probability
the type of the impurity is immaterial for these dependenc
The variation ofK during the superconducting transitio
studied by Geilikman and Kresin28 on the basis of the mode
of thermomechanical instability indicates that jump-like d
formation must be enhanced in theS state. The opposite
effect is observed in experiments. It was proposed29,30 that
this can be due to the sign reversal ofdt0 /dT during theN–
S transition. However, the derivativedt0 /dT preserves its
sign during theN–S transition for most of metals and alloys
The athermal behavior of the yield stress for the quant
plasticity of pure tin in the normal state is also preserv
during the superconducting transition.17 Thus, this assump-
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served regularities for JLD and the predictions of the th
momechanical instability model either.

Let us compare the same regularities with the dyna
dislocation hypothesis, although this can be done only qu
tatively on the basis of the model proposed by Seger.3 Ac-
cording to this model, piles of dislocations are formed n
obstacles during deformation. A spectrum of piles is form
due to the spectrum of obstacles existing in the sample
the deforming stress and strain increase in the sample,
stresses emerge at the head of a pile. These stresses c
be significantly higher than the theoretical shear stren
without causing a ‘‘catastrophic’’ process such as sponta
ous generation of dislocations. The jumps observed in
case form an integral effect of catastrophic processes at
with close intensities which are distributed over the sam
at random. With increasing strain, more and more powe
obstacles can be overcome, and the jump amplitude incre
as a result. Such a process can take place in the form
solitary jumps or in the form of saw-tooth curve for any ty
of the t0(T) dependence. In this model the emergence
JLD does not require a decrease in deforming stress u
heating. Using modern concepts on the motion of dislo
tions in the normal and superconducting states,1,2 we can
predict qualitatively the possible effect of the supercondu
ing transition on JLD. In the superconducting states, so
obstacles are overcome at the expense of inertial effects
to the fact that, in contrast to the normal state, dislocati
are undamped. For this reason, jumps are observed later
their amplitude is smaller for the same strain. The exp
mentally observed shift in stress at the beginning of J
towards higher values of strain and the decrease in the j
amplitude during the superconducting transition are in qu
tative agreement with this conclusion~see Sec. 3.4 and Fig
1!. Thus, the observed peculiarities do not contradict the
namic dislocation hypothesis.

In experiments with Sn–Cd alloys, jump-like deform
tion is not accompanied by macroscopic localization of s
and hence the observed jumps are not manifestations of
metric instability.11 A comparative estimation of the deform
ing stresst and the strain-hardening coefficientu supports
this conclusion. At the first stage of work hardening, t
value oft is of the order ofu, while at the second statet!u,
which contradicts the geometrical instability criterion.

In addition to macroscopic jumps whose amplitude w
comparable to or larger than the deforming stress jumpDtNS

during the superconducting transition, microscopic J
whose amplitude was smaller thanDtNS was observed in
one of the alloys~Sn–0.21 at. %Cd). Moreover, this type
JLD was found to be not very sensitive to the supercond
ing transition and temperature. Jump- like deformation of
same intensity was observed in In–Pb alloys in limit
ranges of concentrations and temperatures.31 However, the
results obtained in Ref. 31 indicate that the superconduc
transition affects significantly the course of microscop
JLD, the sign of this effect being opposite to that observ
for macroscopic jumps. The ambiguous effect of concen
tion, temperature, and superconducting transition on mic
scopic JLD apparently indicates that these jumps corresp
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from that of macroscopic JLD. Microscopic JLD requires
detailed experimental investigation, which is beyond t
scope of this research.

5. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Monocrystalline samples of Sn–Cd alloys subjected
tension at a constant strain rate exhibit below 4.2 K
jump-like deformation with the jump amplitude of th
order of 1–2 MPa, which increases upon sample cool
and an increase in the impurity concentration.

~2! The behavior of the jump-like deformation in these a
loys is qualitatively similar to the behavior of JLD ob
served in fcc and hcp metals and alloys.

~3! The jump-like deformation is suppressed considerably
the samples go over to the superconducting state.

~4! In addition to this type of JLD, alloys with a high impu
rity concentration (0.21 at. %Cd) exhibit microscop
jump-like deformation with a jump amplitude of the o
der of 0.1 MPa and below. The behavior of such a J
differs from the behavior of macroscopic JLD.

~5! The basic regularities of macroscopic JLD, including t
presence of solitary jumps, the existence of JLD un
the conditions of athermal deformation, the suppress
of JLD upon a transition to the superconducting sta
and the absence of localization of deformation, are
contradiction to the hypothesis of thermomechanical
stability.
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Acoustic emission of the HTS ceramic YBa 2Cu3O72d in the vicinity of the

re-
superconducting transition
P. I. Stoev, I. I. Papirov, and V. A. Finkel’

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,’’ 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted October 16, 1996; revised January 30, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 1019–1023~September 1997!

Acoustic emission~AE! of the HTS ceramic YBa2Cu3O72d is studied under heating from liquid
nitrogen temperature. For heating at a high rate, a peak in the AE activity is observed in
the temperature interval 100–115 K. The parameters of the peak depend on the oxygen content
in the HTS ceramic, heating rate, initial temperature to which the ceramic was cooled,
and the sample thickness. The observed AE is associated with the relaxation of microscopic
thermal stresses generated at the grain boundaries due to anisotropy of the thermal expansion
coefficients and their anomalous behavior at these temperatures. Possible relaxation
mechanisms of such stresses are the movement of dislocation groups and the formation of
microcracks along the least favorably oriented grain boundaries. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01409-6#

1. INTRODUCTION superconducting transition in HTS materials essentially
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The acoustic emission~AE! technique is being use
widely for studying the movement of dislocations, formati
and propagation of microcracks, as well as phenomena
companying phase transitions in solids. Soon after the
covery of high-temperature superconductivity~HTS! in
1986, several publications1–6 were devoted to AE studies i
HTS materials in a wide temperature range. Most of th
publications were devoted to the HTS ceram
YBa2Cu3O72d . It was assumed that the processes involv
the movement of dislocations, twinning, crack formatio
etc., as well as the crystal structure evolution in the vicin
of the superconducting transition temperatureTc , may be
responsible for AE, and studies of the latter can provide n
information about the dynamic processes in HTS co
pounds. Unfortunately, these expectations were later be
on account of a large number of contradictions in the
tained results.

For example, the maximum AE intensity atTc was
considered1 as a direct consequence of the superconduc
transition. However, no explanation could be found for t
fact that the temperature interval in which the AE peak
observed is an order of magnitude broader than the su
conducting transition width. On the contrary, a joint inves
gation of the electrical resistance and AE of YBa2Cu3O72d

led to the conclusion2,3 that the peak of the AE activity doe
not coincide withTc . Studies of the thermal expansion, ma
netic susceptibility, and AE of the YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic4

show that the peak of the AE activity coincides with t
temperature 83K at which anomalous thermal expansio
observed, and the susceptibility jump atTc is not accompa-
nied by the emergence of AE signals. Some researchers~see,
for example, Ref. 5! did not observe any singularities at all
the AE spectra over a wide temperature range 60–240
~Note that anomalies in the elastic properties, internal f
tion, and thermal expansion were also observed nearTc for
the ceramic YBa2Cu3O72d .7–13!

Thus, the question about the connection between AE
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mains unanswered. The present work aims at an analys
this problem. It should be remarked at the very outset tha
contrast to most of the previous investigations, we have e
ployed a technique that allows not only the recording
overall AE intensity, i.e., the number of pulses per unit tim
dN/dT, but also the selection of pulses according to amp
tudes. We believe that this considerably enhances the po
bility of studying complex processes in the vicinity of th
superconducting transition temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Samples of the HTS ceramic YBa2Cu3O72d for studying
AE were synthesized according to the standard cera
technology.14 Cylindrical samples of diameter 18 mm an
height 2.5–3.5 mm were pressed from powdered cera
YBa2Cu3O72d . Samples were annealed in air at 940 °C f
24 hours. Some of the samples were cooled with the furn
to room temperature at the rate of;100 °C/h. Such a ther-
mal treatment led to an HTS YBa2Cu3O72d with oxygen
index 72d;6.95 and superconducting transition tempe
tureTc;92.5 K. Moreover, some samples were quenched
liquid nitrogen from temperatures 500 °C(72d;6.8,
Tc;88.5 K), 550 °C(72d;6.8, Tc;84.0 K), and 940 °C
(72d;6.28, nonsuperconducting!.15,16 The specific gravity
of the obtained YBa2Cu3O72d samples was;80% of the
theoretical value. The recording of AE signals was carr
out on the complex M–400 which allows a recording
pulses of various amplitude over 8 channels.17 Acoustic mea-
surements were synchronized with the recording of the t
of the experiment. The collection and preliminary analysis
the data were carried out with the help of the personal co
puter ‘‘Elektronika-85.’’ The following parameters of AE
were used for analyzing the results: the total number
pulsesNS and the activityṄS5dNS /dt, as well as the num-
ber of pulses and activity for various amplitude levels (Ni

and Ṅi5dNi /dt), and average amplitudeAav of AE pulses.

765090765-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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fundamental resonance frequency;180 kHz was used as th
detector. Since noise-type AE occurs in construction e
ments of the detector at low temperatures, the contact
tween the detector and the sample was established with
help of a waveguide in the form of a quartz cylinder
diameter 11 mm and length 265 mm. The surface of con
of the sample and the waveguide were polished met
lously, and a thin layer of ‘‘low-temperature’’ silicon oi
GMN–5 was applied on them~solidification of oil at low
temperature was not accompanied by the emergence o
signals!.

The experiments involved cooling of the samples of
HTS YBa2Cu3O72d samples in liquid nitrogen from differ
ent temperatures followed by warming up in air. The ap
ratus recording the AE signal was switched on simu
neously with the extraction of the sample from liqu
nitrogen, i.e., with the warming up of the sample. It w
found that the intensity of the AE signals and even the v
existence of AE depend on the rate of heating of the samp
At low heating rates (v,0.1 K/s) characteristic for warming
up of samples in nitrogen vapor, there were practically
AE signals, and hence warming up of the samples was
ried out in air. The rate of temperature variation was;0.4–
0.7 K/s.

A miniature indicator magnet, whose response~termina-
tion of repulsion from the sample! allowed a recording of the
S–N transition atTc , was suspended in the vicinity of th
sample. The temperature of the sample surface during h
ing was determined with the help of a semiconductor re
tance thermometer of the type TPK~unfortunately, the re-
sults of temperature measurement are not very reliable
view of large temperature gradients!.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Characteristic temperature dependences of the AE a
ity during first heating from the nitrogen temperature of t
HTS samples of YBa2Cu3O72d with different oxygen indi-
ces ~and hence different temperatures of superconduc
transition! at the rate of;0.5 K/s are presented in Fig. 1.
can be seen that AE signals of high intensity are recorde
the course of heating. However, the peaks on the cu
ṄS(T) are observed not atT5Tc , but at much higher
temperatures 100–115 K. In this case, the temperatur
which a peak appears on the dependenceṄS(T) increases
upon a decrease in oxygen index~or Tc). A tendency to-
wards a decrease in the AE activity upon a decrease in
value of 72d is also observed. In nonsuperconducti
samples with 72d;6.28, AE activity practically does no
occur~weak AE signals are detected only after multiple th
mal cycling of the samples!.

The magnitude of AE depends significantly on the th
mal past history of samples of HTS compou
YBa2Cu3O72d , i.e., on the initial temperature before imme
sion of samples in liquid nitrogen~we are speaking of the
second immersion!. By way of an example, Fig. 2 shows th
dependenceṄS(T) for a YBa2Cu3O6.8 sample heated to dif
ferent temperatures before immersion in liquid nitrogen~as a
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matter of fact, the time of warming up after first immersio
was recorded reliably instead of the initial temperature!. The
following tendency was observed. In the first cycle, the A
activity for a small depth of thermal cycling is below th
level ṄS . The AE activity increases upon an increase
initial sample temperature before immersion in liquid nitr
gen, and may even exceed the AE activity level in the fi
cycle. As the thermal cycling depth is increased, the peak
the ṄS(T) curve is displaced towards lower temperatures

An increase in sample thickness lowers the AE activ
of samples under identical conditions, and the peak on
dependence ofṄS on time is displaced towards longer hea

FIG. 1. Dependence of the AE activitydN/dT on time ~lower scale! and
warming-up temperature~upper scale! for samples with different values o
Tc .

FIG. 2. Dependence of the AE activitydN/dT on time ~lower scale! and
warming- up temperature ~upper scale! for samples
(Tc588.5 K,h53.5 mm) with different past histories of thermal treatme
~see text!.
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ing times~Fig. 3!. Obviously, both these effects are asso
ated with a decrease in heating rate of HTS samples upo
increase in their thickness.

The entire range of effects observed in this wo
namely, the emergence of an AE peak atT.Tc only for
YBa2Cu3O72d HTS samples withTc.77 K, dependence o
AE activity and temperature localization of the peak on
ṄS(T) dependence, evolution of theṄS(T) dependence
upon thermal cycling, and a decrease in AE activity upon
increase in sample thickness, may be a result of the pro
of relaxation of thermal microstresses associated with
anisotropy of thermal expansion of rhombic HTS crystals
temperatures slightly higher than the superconducting tra
tion temperatures. A nearly complete absence of AE i
nonsuperconducting YBa2Cu3O72d sample having a tetrag
onal lattice ~in contrast to superconducting samples wh
have a rhombic lattice! is quite a serious argument in favo
of such an interpretation of results. However, the strong
isotropic variation of thermal expansion coefficient of t
superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d samples while approachin
Tc from higher temperatures has been studied quite ex
sively ~see, for example, Refs. 13 and 18!. The qualitative
difference in AE spectra of superconducting and nonsup
conducting YBa2Cu3O72d samples and the decrease in t
AE intensity upon a decrease in the oxygen index accom
nied by a decrease in the rhombic distortion (b2a)/(b1a)
of the lattice16 gives serious reasons for the assumption t
the relaxation of thermal stresses occurs mainly in the tw
ning plane, viz., the basal plane~001! of the rhombic lattice
of YBa2Cu3O72d . According to Malygin and Likhachev,19

the level of thermal stressess t in noncubic crystals upon a
change in temperature byDT can be estimated with the hel
of the formula

s t5~Da/Ds! DT,

whereDa is the difference between extremal values of t

FIG. 3. Dependence of the AE activitydN/dT on warming-up time for
samples with different thicknesses (Tc592.5 K.!
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coefficients of linear thermal expansion of contacting grai
and Ds is the corresponding quantity for elastic moduli
ductility.

Obviously, the existence of a strong anisotropy of th
mal expansion and elastic properties of the H
YBa2Cu3O72d at temperatures exceedingTc may lead to the
growth of notable thermal stresses whose relaxation is
sponsible for the observed AE signals upon a rapid temp
ture variation~no AE signals are observed for a slow vari
tion of temperature at a ratev;0.05 K/s, see above!.

A characteristic feature of all superconducting samp
of YBa2Cu3O72d under different measuring conditions
that the spectrum of amplitude distribution of AE signals h
the same qualitative shape~Fig. 4!: the main part of pulses is
divided between two small amplitude channels and one la
amplitude channel. This circumstance leads to the assu
tion that the relaxation of microstresses, which is caused
the movement of dislocations and leads to the emergenc
AE signals atT.Tc , is due to two processes, one of whic
~low-energy process! is associated with relatively wea
stresses at nearly coherent walls of structural domains, w
the other ~high-energy process! is associated with quite
strong thermal stresses at large-angle grain boundarie
various orientations, i.e., with linear thermal expansion co
ficients differing most strongly from one another. The the
mal stresses for the latter process may be comparable
the ultimate strength. Indeed, multiple thermal cycling of t
HTS samples of YBa2Cu3O72d at high cycling rate some
times results in a fracture of the samples. In principle,
relaxation at large-angle grain boundaries could also be
served in nonsuperconducting samples of YBa2Cu3O72d .
but the AE for such samples is very weak in the investiga
temperature range.

CONCLUSIONS

~1! The acoustic emission in the metaloxide ceram
YBa2Cu3O72d is studied for various values of the oxy
gen index 72d as the sample is warmed up from liqu
nitrogen temperature to 130 K.

FIG. 4. Amplitude distribution of AE signals being recorded.
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~2! For the superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d samples, the AE
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activity peak is observed in the temperature inter
100–115K. The AE activity increases upon an increa
in the heating rate and decreases upon a decrease i
oxygen index.

~3! Apparently, the behavior of AE spectra in th
YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic is associated with the relaxatio
of thermal microstresses originating at the grain bou
aries as a result of anisotropy of the thermal expans
coefficients which was observed earlier in this tempe
ture range.

~4! In nonsuperconducting samples of YBa2Cu3O72d ,
acoustic emission is practically not observed in the
vestigated temperature range.
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SHORT NOTES
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Localized two-dimensional inhomogeneous states in elastic nematics
A. N. Bogdanov and A. A. Shestakov

A. Galkin Physicotechnical Institute, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 340114 Donetsk,
Ukraine*

~Submitted February 18, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 1024–1027~September 1997!

Analytic solutions of elasticity equations describing a system of localized axisymmetric
inhomogeneous states~‘‘isolated threads’’! are obtained for nematic liquid crystals. Such structures
are compressed into dense threads under the influence of magnetic or electric fields. It is
assumed that such structures may be realized in thread-like nematic textures. This model serves
as an alternative to the conventional disclination model. The localized states are found to
be radially unstable in cholesterics. However, the existence of lattices with thread-like structures
cannot be ruled out. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01509-0#
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atics ~the directrixn(r ) rotates in a plane perpendicular
the disclination axis!, the solutions have divergent energy
the center and at large distances from the axis.1 At the same
time, axial disclinations with index 2 are unstable in the
gion of parameters corresponding to real substances.2 ~see
also Ref. 3!. A model in which the singularity is removed a
the axis of such disclinations was considered in Refs. 4
Experimental investigations reported in Refs. 1, 5 confirm
the theoretical conclusions drawn in Refs. 2–4: the inhom
geneous axial structures with index 2 have a nonsing
core. In contrast to disclinations, such structures have a
tinuous distribution ofn„r … along the axis, but are neverthe
less nonlocalized. In the present work, we shall show that
equations of the phenomenological theory of liquid cryst
have localized nonsingular solutions possessing axial s
metry. Such localized stationary inhomogeneities in magn
and superconductors are called vortices~see, for example
Ref. 6!. The use of such a term for liquids may cause co
fusion since it is associated with dynamic effects. Hence
localized two-dimensional axial inhomogeneities in liqu
crystals studied here will be called threads.

Let us consider the axisymmetric distribution of the d
rectrix for which the vectorn„r … along the symmetry axis
(Z) is parallel to this axis and becomes antiparallel a
result of continuous rotation along the radial directions. U
like the disclinations considered in Refs. 1, and 5, this mo
describes a nonsingular localized inhomogeneity in the b
of the liquid crystal.

In the framework of the continual theory, the possib
distributions ofn„r … in a thread are determined by the min
mization of the elastic energy

W5E wdx5E @K1~div n!21K2~n•curl n1q0!2

1K3~n3curl n!2#dx, ~1!

whereKi and q0 are elastic constants.3 For q050, formula
~1! describes the energy of a nematic, while forq0Þ0, it
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of the system corresponds to the solutions for which
potential~1! vanishes. For a nematic, this is a homogene
state, while for a cholesteric it is helicoidal structure.3 Obvi-
ously, other distributions ofn„r … minimizing the functional
of energy may correspond to local minima, i.e., they descr
metastable states.

Introducing cylindrical coordinatesR5(r,w,z) for the
spatial variable and spherical coordinates n
5(sinu cosc,sinu sinc,cosu)), it can be shown that for
states that are homogeneous inz, the variational problem for
the functional ~1! has axisymmetric solutions of the typ
c5c(w), u5u(r). Subsequent calculations show that bo
for nematics and cholesterics, the solutionsc5w1p/2 cor-
responding to zero divergence are among the solutions m
mizing the energy of the system. In the present work,
shall confine ourselves to the analysis of these solutions

Substitutingc5w1p/2 into ~1! and integrating the en
ergy with respect tow andz, we obtain

W5pLK2E wrdr5pLK2E F S du

dr
1

sin u cosu

r

1q0D 2

1k
sin4 u

r2 Grdr, ~2!

wherek5K3 /K2 is the ratio of elastic constants of longitu
dinal bending (K3) and torsion (K2), andL is the length of
a thread. It is assumed in formula~2! thatu(0)50 along the
thread axis, and the vectorn becomes antiparallel at a dis
tanceR from the axis whereu(R)5p. In particular, formula
~2! corresponds to the energy of an isolated thread forR5`.
For the functional~2!, the Euler equation

d2u

dr2 1
1

r

du

dr
2

sin 4u

4r2 2k
sin2 u sin 2u

r2 12q0

sin2 u

r
50,

~3!

with boundary conditionsu(0)50, u(R)5p describes the
distributionn„r … in the thread.

769090769-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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For isolated threads (R5`) in a nematic (q050), for
example, multiplication of Eq.~3! by r2(du/dr) and inte-
gration withrespect tor gives the first integral

S r
du

dr D 2

5sin2 u@11~k21!sin2 u#. ~4!

This equation can be integrated in elementary functions

tan u5
2~r/r0!

12k~r/r0!2 , ~5!

wherer0 is an arbitrary positive number defining the cha
acteristic size of the core of a thread. For smallr, the angle
u;r, while for r→` the angular variable changes accor
ing to the lawu;p21/r. In the one-constant approximatio
(k51), formula~5! coincides with the solution for a vorte
in an isotropic ferromagnet;7 for k→0, a singularity is
formed in the regionu'p/2 and for k50 formula ~5! is
transformed into the expression tanu52r/r0 describing a
structure in whichn is turned throughp/2.

For fixed values ofk, the solutions of Eq.~5! are a
family of functions of the typeu(r/r0). Figure 1 shows the
functions u(r/r0) ~5! for k54 ~in the thoroughly investi-
gated nematicn-azoxyanizol, the parameterk53.95!, r0

varying from 1 to 10. The existence of solutions of the ty
~5! is a consequence of the invariance of the nematic ene
~2! relative to the radial extensionr0.1 or compression
0,r0,1 of functionsu~r!. Thus, the vortex states obtaine
for the nematic are ‘‘amorphous’’: for a fixed value, the e
ergy ~2! of the structure remains constant for an arbitra
radial compression or extension of the profileu~r!.

However, the energy of interaction of a nematic with t
magnetic field H(DwH50.5DxH2 sin2 u) or the electric
field DwE50.5D«H2 sin2 u) ~whereDx andD« are the dia-
magnetic and dielectric anisotropy respectively! is of quite
different type: for scale transformations of the typer→r/r0

for the functionsu~r!, the energiesDwH and DwE are pro-
portional tor0

2. It follows hence that the threads in nemati
experience radial instability in a magnetic or electric field.
all known nematics,Dx.0, and hence the energy minimu
in a magnetic field is attained forr050. This means that in a

FIG. 1. Dependence ofu on r/r0 for k54 and different values ofr0 .
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compressed. In the ideal model being considered here, th
a thresholdless process, and even an indefinitely weak m
netic field ~e.g., the magnetic field of the Earth! leads to a
collapse of the threadlike structures and to the formation
dense localized structures in which the separation betw
molecules are comparable with their size. It can be assu
that ‘‘black threads’’ in filamentary nematic structures a
just such formations.

For many years, threadlike textures~which led to the
term nematic! as well as other inhomogeneous states in ne
atics were interpreted on the basis of the disclination theo3

However, following the theoretical prediction of axial stru
tures with a continuous core,4,5 they were detected amon
inhomogeneous states of schlieren textures.5

A similar meticulous analysis of threadlike texture
could provide an answer to the question whether these
tures contain localized axial structures described in t
work.

The energy associated with the structure~5! is calculated
by substituting the solution~5! into ~2!, and has the follow-
ing form:

EV

2pK2L

5H 11
k

2~12k!1/2 ln
11~12k!1/2

12~12k!1/2, 0,k,1,

11
k

~k21!1/2 arcsinS k21

k D 1/2

, k.1.

Both these expressions are identical fork51, while fork→0
the vortex energy tends to the value 2pK2L, i.e., half its
energy in the one-constant approximation. For largek, the
energy of a thread is proportional toAK2K3.

In order to analyze the lattices formed by threads in l
uid crystals, we can use the circular cell model.8,9 In this
approximation, the unit cell of a lattice with hexagonal~or
square! cross-section is replaced by a circular cylinder of t
same volume. In this case, the calculation of the lattice str
ture involves the integration of Eq.~3! followed by minimi-
zation of the lattice energy densityw5W/(pR)2 in R ~the

FIG. 2. Calculated values of optimal profiles for differentk.
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~3! with a finite radius correspond to the vortex lattice.
turns out that such solutions exist only for cholesterics. T
procedure of numerical solution of an equation of the ty
~3! was discussed in detail in Ref. 9. Figure 2 shows
results of numerical computation of optimal profiles for se
eral values ofk. The equilibrium sizeR0 of the lattice in-
creases monotonically withk. For k51, the energy mini-
mum is attained forR054.32q0

21, while for k54 the
minimum is attained forR055.27q0

21. For comparison, it
can be mentioned that the period of helicoidal structure i
cholesteric isL052pq0

21.3

The authors are deeply indebted to A. Hubert for fruit
discussions of the result. Thanks are also due to the A
ander von Humboldt Foundation for their help with the co
puter equipment and literature on liquid crystals.
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Attenuation of phonon–ripplon oscillations in an electron crystal over superfluid

ncies
3He–4He solutions

V. V. Dotsenko, V. E. Sivokon’, Yu. Z. Kovdrya, and V. N. Grigor’ev

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*

~Submitted May 26, 1997; revised June 26, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 1028–1031~September 1997!

The phonon–ripplon oscillation spectrum of a Wigner crystal with a surface density
1.3•109 cm22 of electrons over superfluid4He and3He–4He solutions is studied in the temperature
range 70– 600 mK. Measurements were made in the frequency range 1 – 20 MHz. It is
shown that resonance frequencies are in good agreement with the theoretical estimates. An analysis
of the data shows that the attenuation of capillary waves is not the main mechanism
determining the energy losses in a Wigner crystal. A new technique employing the width of the
coupled phonon–ripplon resonances is used to determine the mobility of Wigner crystals.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01609-5#

The two-dimensional Wigner solid~WS! discovered first
1

4He. As the temperature increases, the resonance freque
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by Grimes and Adamsover liquid helium is interesting no
only as a model of two-dimensional solids with Coulom
interaction, but also from the point of view of interactio
with the surface of a superfluid liquid. Under certain con
tions, coupled phonon–ripplon oscillations may be excited
a WS, their characteristics depending on the properties o
WS as well as of the liquid surface. An analysis of su
oscillations can provide information about the surface pr
erties of a superfluid liquid. For example, the surface tens
of 3He–4He solutions can be determined from the position
the resonance frequencies of the oscillations of this typ2

The width of the coupled phonon- ripplon oscillations, whi
carries information about the WS mobility and dissipati
processes at the liquid surface, was first measured by us
a wide range of temperatures3 but was not analyzed in detai

In this work, the spectrum of coupled phonon-ripplo
modes of a Wigner crystal with the surface dens
ns51.3•109 cm22 of electrons over3He–4He solutions con-
taining up to 0.25%3He is studied in the temperature ran
70–600 mK. We measured the response of the experime
cell containing liquid helium surface charged with electro
to a rf signal of amplitude 1 mV in the frequency range 1–
MHz. The experimental technique and the measuring cell
described in detail in Ref. 4.

The results of measurements for a crystal w
ns51.3•109 cm22 at a temperature 78 mK are presented
the inset to Fig. 1 in the form of the frequency dependenc
the response amplitude. The points correspond to the m
sured quantities, and the curves are the result of approx
tion of the experimental data as the sum of two Lorentz
curves. Series 1 corresponds to pure4He, and series 2 to
3He–4He solutions containing up to 0.25%3He. The results
for 3He–4He solutions with a lower concentration~0.025%!
of 3He are identical with the results for pure4He within the
limits of the experimental error. Both curves clearly reve
peaks corresponding to the excitation of coupled phono
ripplon modes in the cell with different wave vectors d
pending on the size of the cell. It can be seen that the re
nance frequencies for the solution are lower than for p
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for pure He as well as solutions are displaced towar
higher values. It is also important to note that the resona
signal amplitude is smaller for solutions than for4He, while
the resonance width is larger. Figure 1 shows the tempera
dependences of the widthD f of the observed resonances.
can be seen from the figure that the line width increa
sharply with temperature. The dependence ofD f on T is
nearly linear for pure4He as well as for solutions. The ex
periment did not reveal any frequency dependence of
quantityD f whose value is found to be the same for first a
second harmonics.

An analysis of the obtained results is carried out by
ing the expression for the conductanceG of the experimental
cell.4 The real and imaginary parts of the conductance
defined by the following expressions:

Re G5nse
2(

n51

`

An

nse
2v2x1

~mvp
22nse

2vx2!21~nse
2vx1!2 ,

Im G5vS nse
2(

n51

`

An

mvp
22nse

2vx2

~mvp
22nse

2vx2!21~nse
2vx1!2

1g0D . ~1!

The quantityx2 reflects the dynamic characteristics of
Wigner crystal whilex1 reflects the dissipative characteri
tics, vp are the eigenfrequencies of plasma oscillations,An

are coefficients depending on the geometrical size of the c
andg0 defines the current through the cell in the absence
electrons.

It was shown by Monarkha5 that the response of a
Wigner crystal to a rapidly varying electric field can be d
scribed by the dimensionless functionZ1 which depends on
the characteristics of the crystal as well as on the intensit
coupling of electrons with ripplons at the surface of the s
perfluid helium:

772090772-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Re Z15(
l 51

`

Cl

v l
2~v22v l

214g l
2!

~v22v l
2!214v2g l

221,

Im Z15(
l 51

`

Cl

2g l

v

v l
4

~v22v l
2!214v2g l

2 . ~2!

The coefficientCl characterizes the intensity of coupling
electrons with ripplons,v l are the resonance frequencies
capillary waves excited by the electron lattice and cor
sponding to reciprocal lattice vectors, andg l is the coeffi-
cient of attenuation of capillary waves with frequencyv l .
Formulas~2! were obtained in the range of applicability o
bulk hydrodynamics. It was shown in Ref. 5 that the real p
of Z1 describes the dynamic properties of a Wigner crys
and defines the resonance frequencies of the capillary w
being excited while the imaginary part ofZ1 determines the
absorption. Accordingly,x1 andx2 can be represented in th
form

x15
mv

ne2 Im Z1 , x252
mv

ne2 Re Z1 . ~3!

Formulas~1!–~3! can be used to calculate the signal a
plitude at the outlet of the measuring cell which is prop
tional to uDu5A(ReG)21(Im G)2, while a comparison of the
frequency dependence of the amplitude in the resonanc
gion with the experimental measured quantities allows u
verify the theoretical estimates. As a result, it was found t
the position of resonances defined by the quantityx2 from
~3! corresponds with a sufficiently high precision to the e
perimental results in the entire temperature range. The v
of the coefficient was obtained by interpolation of the d
from Ref. 6. The peak width mainly depends on the quan
x1 from ~3! which is defined, according to Monarkha,5 by
the attenuationg l ~2! of capillary waves. The damping facto
of capillary waves was measured by Rocheet al.7 The ex-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the width of coupled phonon–rip
resonances for4He ~n! and3He–4He solution~d!. The inset shows by way
of example the experimental dependence of the signal amplitude on
quency.
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perimental data obtained by them were extrapolated to
region of wave vectors corresponding to the conditions
our experiment (g;105). Substitution of the value ofg ob-
tained in this way intouGu gives the valueD f '8.5 kHz for
the resonance width which is two orders of magnitude low
than the experimentally observed value. Assuming that
damping factor of capillary waves is determined by surfa
hydrodynamics, the expressions forZ1 are modified.5 In this
case, the estimates obtained as a result of an analogous
stitution of g from Ref. 7 also lead to results that are mu
lower than the experimental value.

Since both bulk and surface hydrodynamics fail to p
vide a satisfactory interpretation of the experimental data
can be concluded that the attenuation of capillary wave
not the principal mechanism responsible for energy los
occurring during the movement of WS. However, it can
stated quite authentically that the line width determined
our experiments is mainly associated with dissipative p
cesses. This is confirmed by a good correlation with the m
bility data.

The phonon-ripplon resonance width can be connec
with the mobilitym of a Wigner crystal by using the relatio

x15~nsem!21 ~4!

and definingx1 as a parameter in~1!–~3! for which the
width of the resonance curve coincides with the experim
tally measured value. The crystal mobilities obtained in t
way over 4He and over3He–4He solution are presented i
Fig. 2 as a function of temperature. It can be seen tha
decrease in temperature slightly increases the mobility
pure4He as well as for the solution. Addition of3He notice-
ably decreases the mobility. The same figure also shows
mobility of a Wigner crystal measured by Mehrotraet al.8

over pure4He for an electron density 9.5•108 cm22 ~the
melting point of the crystal is 0.69 K!.

It can be seen that our results are in good agreement
the data obtained in Ref. 8, which confirms the validity of t

n

e-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the mobility of a Wigner crystal o
4He ~n!, 3He–4He solution~d!, and data from Ref. 8~j!.
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procedure used by us for determining the mobility from the
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3V. E. Sivokon’, V. V. Dotsenko, Yu. Z. Kovdrya, and V. N. Grigor’ev,
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.22, 1107~1996! @Low Temp. Phys.22, 845 ~1996!#.

d

width of coupled phonon–ripplon resonances. Thus, we h
shown that the attenuation of capillary waves is not the m
mechanism determining the energy losses in the phon
ripplon oscillations of a Wigner crystal. The new techniq
using the width of the coupled phonon-ripplon oscillations
used for determining the mobility of a Wigner crystal ov
liquid helium and over3He–4He solutions.
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ERRATA
Erratum: Hamiltonian description of the motion of discontinuity surfaces [Low
Temp. Physics 23, 89–95 (January 1997)]

A. V. Kats and V. M. Kontorovich

@S1063-777X~97!01709-X#

The following corrections were reported by the authors:

Printed Should read

dr drW p. 89, formula~4!

simplis simplest p. 90 left, line 5 from the top

r5 p5 p. 90 left, below line 19 from the top

(v¹) (vW ¹) p. 91 left, over line 9 from the bottom

jW jẆ
p. 91, formula~20!

~2! ~20! p. 91 right, line 12 from the top

mW (rW,t)50 mW (rW,0)5rW p. 91 right, line 19 from the top

jW urW jẆ urW
p. 91, formula~23!

lW lẆ
p. 91, formula~26!

uJc8u @Jc8# p. 92 right, line 7 from the top

@rvW 8# @rvn8# p. 92, formula~37!

vW 85vW 2u vW 85vW 2uW p. 92, formula~39!

Ṙ1u¹R Ṙ1uW ¹R p. 92, formula~40!

n¹t nW ¹t p. 94, formula~62!

@ j mW #5@ j lW /r#5 @ jWmW #5@ jWlW /r#5 p. 94, formula~63!

j mW [ jWmW [ p. 94, formula~63!

j l/r[ jWlW /r[ p. 94, formula~63!
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Erratum: Noncollinear spin configuration induced by a magnetic field in the surface

m

ttom
gadolinium layer of multilayered Gd/Fe films [Low Temp. Physics 23, 346–348 (April
1997)]

S. L. Gnatchenko, A. B. Chizhik, D. N. Merenkov, V. V. Eremenko, H. Szymczak,
R. Szymczak, K. Fronc, and R. Zuberek

@S1063-777X~97!01809-4#

The following corrections were reported by the authors:

Printed Should read

ferromagnetically ferrimagnetically p. 346, left, line 3 from top

moments of Gd layers moments of other Gd layers p. 346, left, line 9 from botto

layers layer p. 346, left, line 4 from bottom

in the case of magnetization
of the film with p-polarization

during magnetization of the film
in the case of thep-polarization

p. 346, right, line 14 from bottom

with the distance with decreasing of the distance p. 347, right, line 15 from bo
776 776Low Temp. Phys. 23 (9), September 1997 1063-777X/97/090776-01$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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